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FOREWORD

The Government of India has set an ambitious target of imparting skills to 30 crore people, one out of every
four Indians, by 2020 to help them secure jobs as part of the National Skills Development Policy. Industrial
Training Institutes (ITIs) play a vital role in this process especially in terms of providing skilled manpower.
Keeping this in mind, and for providing the current industry relevant skill training to Trainees, ITI syllabus
has been recently updated with the help of Mentor Councils comprising various stakeholders, viz., Industries,
Entrepreneurs, Academicians and representatives from ITIs.
The National Instructional Media Institute (NIMI), Chennai, has now come up with instructional material
to suit the revised curriculum for Secretarial Practice (English), 1st Year Volume II Trade Practical
NSQF Level - 4 in Travel, Tourism & Hospitality Sector under Semester Pattern. The NSQF Level 4 Trade Practical will help the trainees to get an international equivalency standard where their skill,
proficiency and competency will be duly recognized across the globe and this will also increase the
scope of recognition of prior learning. NSQF Level - 4 trainees will also get the opportunities to promote
life-long learning and skill development. I have no doubt that with NSQF Level - 4 the trainers and trainees
of ITIs, and all stakeholders will derive maximum benefits from these Instructional Media Packages
(IMPs) and that NIMI's efforts will go a long way in improving the quality of Vocational training in the
country.
The Executive Director & Staff of NIMI and members of Media Development Committee deserve
appreciation for their contribution in bringing out this publication.
Jai Hind

RAJESH AGGARWAL
Director General/ Addl.Secretary
Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship,
Government of India.

New Delhi - 110 001
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PREFACE
The National Instructional Media Institute (NIMI) was established in 1986 at Chennai by the then Directorate
General of Employment and Training (D.G.E & T), Ministry of Labour and Employment, (now under Directorate
General of Training, Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship) Government of India, with technical
assistance from the Govt. of the Federal Republic of Germany. The prime objective of this institute is to
develop and provide instructional materials for various trades as per the prescribed syllabi (NSQF Level 4)
under the Craftsmen and Apprenticeship Training Schemes.
The instructional materials are created keeping in mind, the main objective of Vocational Training under
NCVT/NAC in India, which is to help an individual to master skills to do a job. The instructional materials are
generated in the form of Instructional Media Packages (IMPs). An IMP consists of Theory book, Practical
book, Test and Assignment book, Instructor Guide, Audio Visual Aid (Wall charts and Transparencies) and
other support materials.
The trade practical book consists of a series of exercises to be completed by the trainees in the workshop.
These exercises are designed to ensure that all the skills in the prescribed syllabus are covered. The trade
theory book provides related theoretical knowledge required to enable the trainee to do a job. The test and
assignments will enable the instructor to give assignments for the evaluation of the performance of a trainee.
The wall charts and transparencies are unique, as they not only help the instructor to effectively present a
topic but also help him to assess the trainee's understanding. The instructor guide enables the instructor to
plan his schedule of instruction, plan the raw material requirements, day to day lessons and demonstrations.
In order to perform the skills in a productive manner instructional videos are embedded in QR code of the
exercise in this instructional material so as to integrate the skill learning with the procedural practical steps
given in the exercise. The instructional videos will improve the quality of standard of practical training and
will motivate the trainees to focus and perform the skill seamlessly.
IMPs also deal with the complex skills required to be developed for effective team work. Necessary care
has also been taken to include important skill areas of allied trades as prescribed in the syllabus.
The availability of a complete Instructional Media Package in an institute helps both the trainer and
management to impart effective training.
The IMPs are the outcome of collective efforts of the staff members of NIMI and the members of the Media
Development Committees specially drawn from Public and Private sector industries, various training institutes
under the Directorate General of Training (DGT), Government and Private ITIs.
NIMI would like to take this opportunity to convey sincere thanks to the Directors of Employment & Training
of various State Governments, Training Departments of Industries both in the Public and Private sectors,
Officers of DGT and DGT field institutes, proof readers, individual media developers and coordinators, but for
whose active support NIMI would not have been able to bring out this material.

R. P. DHINGRA
Chennai - 600 032

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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INTRODUCTION
TRADE PRACTICAL
The trade practical manual is intended to be used in workshop. It consists of a series of practical exercises
to be completed by the trainees during the Second Semester course of the Secretarial Practice (English) trade
supplemented and supported by instructions/informations to assist the trainees in performing the exercises.
These exercises are designed to ensure that all the skills in the prescribed syllabus are covered.
The manual is divided into Four modules. The distribution of time for the practical in the four modules are given
below.
Module 1

MS-Excel, Office layouts and procedures

175 Hrs

Module 2

MS Powerpoint and enhancing SH speed & transcription

125 Hrs

Module 3

Internet, Postal services, Office tools & equipment

190 Hrs

Module 4

Online tasks and soft skills

60 Hrs
Total

550 Hrs

The skill training in the computer lab is planned through a series of practical exercises centred around some
practical project. However, there are a few instances where the individual exercise does not form a part of
project.
While developing the practical manual a sincere effort was made to prepare each exercise which will be easy
to understand and can be carried out even by a below average trainee. However, the development team accepts
that there is scope for further improvement. NIMI looks forward to the suggestions from the experienced training
faculty for improving the manual.
TRADE THEORY
The manual of trade theory consists of theoretical information for the Second Semester course of the Secretarial
Practice (English) Trade. The contents are sequenced according to the practical exercise contained in the
manual on Trade practical. Attempt has been made to relate the theoretical aspects with the skill covered in
each exercise to the extent possible. This co-relation is maintained to help the trainees to develop the
perceptional capabilities for performing the skills.
The Trade Theory has to be taught and learnt along with the corresponding exercise contained in the manual
on trade practical. The instructions about the corresponding practical exercise are given in every sheet of this
manual.
It will be preferable to teach/learn the trade theory connected to each exercise atleast one class before
performing the related skills on the shop floor. The trade theory is to be treated as an integrated part of each
exercise.
The material is not for the purpose of self-learning and should be considered as supplementary to class room
instruction.

(vi)
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LEARNING / ASSESSABLE OUTCOME
• Practice on MS-Excel
• Label the office layouts
• Identify various types of files
• Demonstrate features of MS-Powerpoint presentation
• Note the role of office secretary
• Familiarise with internet functions
• Identify all types of special tools & equipment
• Observe all types of postal services
• Prepare all types of letters and correspondence

(viii)
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SYLLABUS-SECRETARIAL PRACTICE (ENGLISH)
1st Year Volume II – 06 Months
Week
No.
27-28

Reference
Learning
Outcome
Practice on
MSExcel

Professional Skills
(Trade Practical)
With Indicative Hours

Professional Knowledge
(Trade Theory)

37 Practice of MS-Excel and Typing on
the Computer (25 Hrs)

Office- Introduction, Importance of Office,
Departments of Office.

38 Database Entry by using MS - Excel
Dictation of the shorthand from the
books and transcription of the same
on Computer. (25 Hrs)

Functions, Duties and Characteristics of Office
Manager.
Computer: Introduction of MS- Excel: MS EXCELOpening a W orksheet; Entering text in
worksheets. MS- Excel- Editing Excel - selecting
cells, editing cell contents; saving; Printing;

Label the
office
layout.

39 Designing of various layouts of office Office Layout, Types of Office Layout, Open and
with space management. (10 Hrs)
Private Office.

31-32

- do -

42 Demonstrate Dispatch and Diary Handling of Mails- Inward & Outward Mails.
Register with the entry ProcedureMS- Excel- Arithmetic, logical, trigonometry,
and practical use. (10 Hrs)
Relative and absolute cell referencing;
43 Practice of Various Formulas, Charts
Formatting worksheets, Office Stationery, Office
etc in MSExcel. (25 Hrs)
Forms and Manuals. Types of Office Stationery
44 Take down dictation in shorthand from Precautions for computer viruses. Use of Anti
the books and transcription of the Virus, Scanning etc. MS- Excel- Align center,
same on Computer. (15 Hrs)
left, right and justify cell contents, Using charts,
chart types, selecting data, modifying charts.

33-35

Identify all
45 Identification of various files and
types of file
practical use thereof MS- power point
requirements
-Creation of the PPT. (30 Hrs)
& implement 46 Adding of Graphics and the practice of
the same on
same. (30 Hrs)
MS-Power
47 Take down dictation in shorthand from
point.
the magazines and transcription of
the same on Computer. (15 Hrs)

Filing Meaning of Records, Compilation and
Classification.

Demonstrate 48 Practice of MS- PowerPoint (10 Hrs)
MSPowerPoint
49 Layout Themes and Designs of the
Presentation.
Slides in Power Point, Addition of
Clipart and various objects into PPT
slides. (10 Hrs)
50 Take down dictation in shorthand from
the magazines and transcription of the
same on Computer. (5 Hrs)

Importance of Filing, Essentials of Good Filing
Method, Classification of files - Alphabetical,
Numerical, Geographical and Subject wise.

29-30

36

37-38

Demonstrate
features of
MS
power Point.

40 Practice of MS- Excel - Range, Editing Inserting/deleting data, rows and columns,
menu, Formulas and Functions. (25 worksheet ranges, Using cut, copy and paste.
Hrs)
Office Environment- Importance, Elements like
41 Take down dictation in shorthand from Light, Temperature, Moisture, Ventilation, Noise,
the books and transcription of the Interior Decoration, Cleanliness and Safety MSsame on Computer. (15 Hrs)
Excel - method; Using Formulas and functions

MS POWER-POINT-Introduction of PPT,
Presenting documents in Power point, add
graphics to the document, Create a self running
presentation.

Centralization and Decentralization of Filing.
MS- PowerPoint: Layouts, themes and
designs, adding clip arts, diagrams, pictures,
tables and charts.

51 Practice of MS- power Point, Slide Office Secretary: Definition, Qualities,
Qualification & Types of Secretary
Animation, Transition etc. (25 Hrs)
52 Take down dictation in shorthand from MS- Power Point- Building animation effects,
the magazines and transcription of the transitions, speaker notes, Copying presentation
to CD/DVD/Pen drives, Editing and Printing
same on Computer. (25 hrs)
presentations/slides.
(ix)
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Week
Week
No.
No.
39-40

41-42

Reference Learning Professional
Professional
Reference
Skills Skills
Outcome
Practical)
Learning
(Trade (Trade
Practical)
With Indicative
Outcome
With Indicative
Hours Hours

Professional
Knowledge
Professional
Knowledge
(Trade
Theory)
(Trade
Theory)
Professional, personal duties and Functions
of Office Secretary.

Familiarisation
with Internet
functions.
Identify all

53 Practice of Internet - making of Email Account and other use of
internet. (25 Hrs)

types of official
tools &
equipments.

55 Practical knowledge of various official
tools and equipments and their use.
(15 Hrs)

Office Equipments

56 Searching of Information on Various
search portals by using of Internet.
(25 Hrs)

Types of Office Equipments & Mailing Room
Equipments : Photocopier and
Communicating Equipments.

57 Take down dictation in shorthand
from the Newspapers and
transcription of the same on
Computer. (10 Hrs)

Other Useful Equipments- Duplicating
Machine, Intercom, EPBX, Electronic Stencil
Cutter, Personal Computer, Internet, Fax,
Xerox etc.

INTERNET: Introduction to Internet

54 Take down dictation inshorthand from
the newspapers and transcription of
the same on Computer. (25 Hrs)

Principle for selection of Office Equipments.

Networking - LAN, MAN, WAN Using
internet, sending and receiving e-mail
messages; searching, Information from
websites by the use of search engines
43-44

45-48

Observe all
types of postal
services.

58 Visit to the various post offices. (25 Postal Services
Hrs)
Post Office Services - Importance of Pin
59 Take down dictation in shorthand from Code, Postcard, Registered Letters,
the Newspapers and transcription of Ordinary, Insured Letters, Parcels, Business
the same on Computer. (25 Hrs)
Reply Postcards, VPP, UPC, Monetary
Services etc.

Prepare all types 60 Take down dictation in shorthand
from the Newspapers, books and
of letters and
magazines and transcription of the
correspondence.
same on Computer. (40 Hrs)
61 Fill up of various online forms by
using internet i.e. rail, bus, air tickets
and booking of hotels etc. (30 Hrs)
62 Create Record/performance Sheet
applying in MS-Excel Formula. (30
hrs)

Speed Post and Courier Services and other
useful postal Services- Post Bag, Post box
etc.
Application Writing Complaint Writing.
Social Letters like Informal Letters/ Invitation
Letters/ Congratulation Letters/ Thanks
Giving Letters/ Condolence Letters etc and
letters to the editors.
Office Correspondence: Drafting of notice /
agenda/ minutes and reports, circular &
memorandum Maintaining calendar of
events. General Banking Correspondence.

49-50

Practice of shorthand and test for speed @ 80 wpm and evaluate.

51

Project work/ Industrial visit

52

Revision & Examination

Note
1 One hour soft skill classes to be arranged on a daily basis. Some of the sample project works (indicative only) are given
against each semester. 2. The instructors may design their own projects.
3 The project should broadly cover maximum skills in the particular trade and must involve some problem solving skill.
Emphasis should be on Teamwork: Knowing the power of synergy/ collaboration, work to be assigned to a group (Group
of at least 4 trainees). The group should demonstrate Planning, Execution, Contribution and Application of Learning.
They need to submit a project report.
(x)
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.1.37
Secretarial Practice - MS-Excel, Office layouts and procedures
MS-Excel and Typing on the computer
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• create new excel worksheet
• enter data (Text, Number and Date) into cells
• create a table & save the worksheet
• extend the series with autofill.
TASK 1: Create new Excel Worksheet

1. Click
All Programs

Microsoft Excel 2010 splash screen appears for
a moment and a new blank Excel worksheet
appears as shown in (Fig.1)

Fig 1

1
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TASK 2 :Enter Data (Text, Number and Date) into cells
1 Click cell A3. Type the label 'David'

Fig 2

2 Click cell A4. Type the label 'Mary'
3 Click cell A5. Type the label 'Tom'
4 Click cell A6. Type the label 'Sam'
5 Click cell B2. Type the label 'Average'
6 Click cell C2. Type the label 'Date'
7 Click cell A8. Type the label 'Scientific notation sample'
The Labels are left justified
8 Enter 356.60 in cell B3, it displays 356.6.
9 Enter 325.15 in cell B4
10 Enter 290 in cell B5
11 Enter 460.358 in cell B6.
That the values are Right Justified irrespective
of whole values or values with a decimal point.
If a value displays as number signs, or scientific
notation (such as 1.23E+04) as shown in Fig 2 in
cell D8, the value is too long to fit into the cell.
You need to widen the column width.

Fig 3
Exit Excel

Close Worksheet

12 Enter 1/1//2010 in cell C3. It displays '11-Jan' as shown
in the (Fig.2)
13 Close the worksheet without saving by clicking the
lower close button on the right top corner of the
worksheet as shown in (Fig.3) and don't exit excel.
Lower close button closes the worksheet and
upper close button is used to exit excel. An
information dialog box appears as shown in
the (Fig. 4)

Fig 4

14 Select Don't Save button.
15 Get it checked with the Instructor.

TASK 3: Create a table and save the worksheet
1 Create a new worksheet as follows :

2

File → New → Blank Document → Create as shown
in Fig 5.

Travel, Tourism & Hospitality: Secretarial Practice (English) - Exercise : 2.1.37
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Fig 5

2 Type the labels and numbers as shown in the Fig 6
Fig 6

Now the selected cells are bordered as shown
in the Fig 8. Work with other border options and
get it checked with the Instructor.
Fig 8

3 Select the cells A1 to E11.
4 Select "All Borders" from the Border Tool

in

Home tab as shown in (Fig 7)
Fig 7

5 Select the cells A1 to E11
6 Select No Border from the Border Tool

in

Home tab.
Now the borders are removed from the cells.
7 Click on the File in menu bar. The file menu opens up
as shown in the (Fig 9)

Travel, Tourism & Hospitality: Secretarial Practice (English) - Exercise : 2.1.37
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3

8 Select Save menu item. Type the file name 'Book1'.
Click Save button.

Fig 9

9 Select Close command from File menu.
10 Select Exit from the File menu to exit excel.
11 Get it checked with the Instructor.

TASK 4: Extend a Series with AutoFill
1 Invoke Excel 2010 (a blank worksheet appears) and
type "Monday" in cell A3 as shown in Fig.10
2 Press Enter.

6 Type 1 in cell E8
7 Position the mouse pointer in bottom right corner
8 Right click the mouse and drag it to K8

Position the mouse pointer on the fill handle the small black box at the lower-right corner of
the data cell. The mouse pointer turns into a
small black cross as shown in (Fig. 10)

9 Release the mouse button.
The popup menu will appear.
10 Click "Fill series" menu.

Fig 10

11 Type 2 in cell E10 and repeat the step 7
12 Right click the mouse and drag it to K10 and repeat the
step 9.
13 Click "Series". The Series Window will appear.
14 Give the step value 2, click OK.

3 Drag the small black box across the cells up to A17.
4 Enter "Mon" in E3 and drag the fill handle to L3
5 Enter "January" in E5 and drag the fill handle to L5

15 Type 5 in cell E12 and repeat step 7.
16 Right click and drag it to E17
17 Release the mouse and give the step value 5 in the
Series Window and click OK.

Fig 11

4
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.1.38
Secretarial Practice - MS-Excel, Office layouts and procedures
Enter data using MS-Excel
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• open existing Worksheet
• edit/delete cell data
• copy and move data
• add/remove columns and rows
• adjust column width and row height.
TASK 1: Open Existing Worksheet
1 Click File menu and select Book1 worksheet from the
Recent Workbooks by opening excel.(Fig 1)

If the file is not displayed in the Recent Workbooks, Click Open and select the file.

Fig 1

TASK 2 :Edit or Delete Cell Data
Fig 2

1 Click cell A6.
2 Go to formula bar click after RAVI, press space bar and
type RAJ as shown in Fig.2
3 Click cell A7.
4 Press Delete key.
5 Type 'KAVITHA' in cell A7 and press Enter key.
If you clear the wrong cell, use the Undo
command (or) Ctrl + Z in keyboard

5
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TASK 3 : Copy and paste data
1 Select the cells A1 to E3 to copy as shown in(Fig.3).

Fig 4

Fig 3

2 Choose Home Æ Copy in the Clipboard group.
3 Click the cell A15
4 Choose Home ÆPaste (or) Ctrl + V in keyboard.
The selected cells are pasted into the new
location as shown in (Fig.4)

5 Paste the cells into another location by repeating step
3 and 4 or press the Esc key to cancel the marquee.
Alternatively, press Ctrl+C to copy the selected
cells, Ctrl+X to cut the selected cells, or Ctrl+V
to paste the selected cells.

TASK 4: Move Data
1 Select the cells A1 to E3 to copy

Fig 5

2 Choose HomeÆCut in the Clipboard group.
A marquee (which looks like marching ants)
surrounds the cells.
3 Click the cell A20 to move the selected cells.
4 Choose HomeÆPaste in the Clipboard group.
The selected cells are pasted into the new
location. The cells originally in A1:E3 are now
located in cells A20:E22 as shown in (Fig.5)

TASK 5: Drag and Drop Data
Fig 6

1 Select the cells A20 to E22 to move.
Position the mouse pointer around any portion
of the selection area edge, but not in the lowerright corner. The mouse pointer shows four
arrow heads.
2 Drag the borderline to the area you want the cells moved
to. A border shows the new area. Fig. 6 shows in which
cells A20:A22 are being moved to cell A1:A3.
3 Release the mouse button. The data moves to the new
location.
6
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Drag and drop works best if you are removing a
small amount of cells to an area that isn't far
from its original spot.

5 Choose HomeÆDeleteÆDelete Sheet Rows from the
Cells group
6 Get it checked with the Instructor

4 Select the cells A15 to E17 to delete.
TASK 6: Add and remove Columns
1 Click on the column C letter for adding new column.
Excel highlights the entire column C as shown
in Fig 7.
2 Choose HomeÆInsert in the Cells group. ( Fig.7)
If you want to insert two columns between B and
C, click on the column letter C and D Excel
inserts two columns between B and C.Data in
the selected columns and columns to the right
move to the right (Fig 7).

3 Here the contents of entire C column moves to D, D to
E and E to F as shown in Fig-8.
4 Choose HomeÆDelete in the Cells group
Excel removes any data in the C column and
moves existing data left. This fills the void from
the deleted column 5. Get it checked with the
Instructor.
5 Get it checked with the Instructor.

Fig 7

Fig 8

Travel, Tourism & Hospitality: Secretarial Practice (English) - Exercise : 2.1.38
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7

TASK 7: Add and remove Rows
1 Click on the Row number 5 and drag to 6 and 7 to select
the three rows. Excel highlights the entire row 5,6 and
7 as shown in Fig.9
2 Choose HomeÆInsertÆInsert Sheet rows in the Cells
group. Fig 9

To insert only one row between 4 and 5, click
on the Row number 5 in step 1. Excel inserts
single row between 4 and 5. Data in the selected row and below moves down.

Fig 9

Here the contents of entire rows 5,6 and 7 and
rows below move down by 3 rows as shown in
(Fig 10).

3 Choose HomeÆDelete in the Cells group to delete the
selected blank rows
Excel removes any data in the selected rows
and moves existing data up. This fills the void
from the deleted rows

Fig 10

TASK 8: Adjusting column width
1 Position the mouse pointer on the right boundary of the
cell E in column heading until it turns into a doublesided arrow
2 Drag left or right until the required column width is
obtained and release mouse as shown in (Fig.11)

8

3 Choose FormatÆColumn Width on the Home tab to
set a column width to a specific setting.
4 Type the exact width in the Column Width dialog box as
shown in (Fig.12) and then click OK.

Travel, Tourism & Hospitality: Secretarial Practice (English) - Exercise : 2.1.38
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Fig 11

To automatically change the column width so
that it fits the widest entry, use AutoFit. Doubleclick the boundary on the right side of the
column heading or choose FormatÆAutoFit
Column Width on the Home tab.

Fig 12

TASK 9: Changing row heights
1 Click on the row number 1 to select the entire row.
2 Position the mouse pointer on the bottom boundary of
the row heading until it turns into a double-sided
arrow

.

3 Drag the row until it has the height that you want and
release the mouse as shown in Fig.13.
4 Choose FormatÆRow Height on the Home tab to set
a row height to a specific setting.

Fig 13

5 Type the exact height in the Row Height dialog box as
shown in (Fig.14) and then click OK.

Fig 14

To automatically change the height of a row so
that it fits the tallest entry in the row, use
AutoFit. Double-click the boundary on the
bottom of the row heading or choose
FormatÆAutoFit Row Height on the Home tab.
Travel, Tourism & Hospitality: Secretarial Practice (English) - Exercise : 2.1.38
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.1.39
Secretarial Practice - MS-Excel, Office layouts and procedures
Take down dictation @60 W.P.M for 3 minutes
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• transcribe the shorthand notes on computer
• identify the wrong outlines and practise them correctly with the help of key
• correct misspelt words and punctuation marks
• take down the dictation again and read back.
TASK 1: Take dictation of passages from (A) to (K) @ 60wpm and transcribe on computer
(A)
Mr. Speaker, Sir, I am really grateful to the Members who participated in the debate./ The discussion on the demand of
the Ministry took place for more than 8 hours.// During the debate, very important issues were raised and suggestions
were made. Though the /// debate was serious, it was to some extent delightful too. The issues raised and the (1)
suggestions made were many and as many as 52 Members spoke. Suggestions were made/ by some Members
regarding the nationalisation of rivers, the subject of water to be kept// in the current list of development, the formation
of a national water grid and /// criteria for deciding whether a river basin is a surplus or a deficit basin. Some (2) hon’ble
Members suggested that there should be a ban for 5 years in the major/ and medium irrigation projects and only the
potential that has been created should be utilised// and all efforts should be made in that direction.
There were many other things which/// the hon’ble Members referred to in regard to their towns. Mostly they referred to
the (3) general issues.

10
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(B)
They pertained only to the regional issues and particularly to the issues relating to their/areas. If we look at the overall
picture painted by various Members in their local areas// a national picture emerges. Members have criticised the
delayed clearance and starting of the/// projects and also about funding in certain aspects. Members demanded that
certain projects should be (1) treated as national projects. There are also allegations made by some Members about
the corruption/at the final stage by the engineers in certain projects. Grave references were made to// the lag in the
potential created and the potential utilised with regard to floods and droughts and their management, the money spent
(2) by way of relief and safety measures, water logging by misutilisation and misuse of water and excess use of water.
They suggested certain steps with regard to the forest// area development and lapses and gains. Some friends also
referred to the rates and /// their recovery by the States. But amongst the serious issues that were raised one was for
resolving of the pending disputes.
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(C)
Sir, freedom of speech is the basis of our democracy and no one will tolerate /any curb on this freedom from any corner.
But here what is to be // seen is that who has tried to curb the freedom of speech. Are they those/// people who are
misusing the freedom of speech or those who may try to keep (1) a reasonable check on those who are misusing this
freedom? Sir, everyone of us knows / that it is the duty of the Government to protect the dignity of the individual. // If the
dignity of an individual is lowered in any way and we find that /// the law enacted in this regard is not adequate or
powerful to safeguard the dignity (2) of the individual and is not so framed as it was required to be done, / it is the duty
of the Government to bring a new law. I think that // this Bill will safeguard the dignity of the individual as well as the
social dignity. /// We can realise that the Government of any civilised country will safeguard the right of freedom of
speech (3).

12
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(D)
The liberty of the individual is subject to social changes. Today what we see is that/some persons or some elements try
to impinge upon this liberty in this House against// whom the blackmailers tried to level some false allegations for their
own political reasons. Sir, /// you will agree on this point because as an hon’ble /Member almost everyone of us (1)
might have passed through that phase. That is why everyone of us feels that today /a trend of levelling allegations
against any one has developed and it is not the duty// of the person to give facts and figures to prove the allegations.
After making allegations/// he stands all apart. Proof of innocence is the onus on that person against whom (2)
allegations have been made even if they are false. It is not the duty of /that person who has made allegations and who
thinks (4) himsef to be the champion of // the rights of freedom to prove that the allegations levelled by him are justified.
When /// he is not able to prove his allegations how can he be kept out of (3) the purview of the law?
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(E)
Mr.Speaker, Sir, I thank all the hon’ble Members who have taken part in this/discussion and given their good suggestions
on the electoral reforms. Sir, this Bill was first// presented in 1985 when the Punjab elections were held. Again an
ordinance was /// issued and it was allowed to lapse in 1991. The then Minister for (1) Law and Justice Shri Goswamy
wanted a detailed Electoral Reforms Bill. He appointed a / group under his chairmanship who had gone certainly deep
into the matter. This group also // discussed this matter which is a part of the Bill that is pending before the /// other
House. It was prepared in 1991 by him. Again the Election Commission (2) discussed this with all the political leaders
and they had come to the decision that / it should be passed. The Government issued the ordinance. Because of
holding of the Punjab elections // there was no way for us except to go in for this ordinance. In the /// recent election
violence has taken the lives of so many people. (3)

14
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(F)
Mr. Speaker, Sir, out of 25 booths elections were countermanded only in four from Punjab/ because of the death of the
candidates. Taking into account the seriousness the Government had no// way except to go in for the ordinance which
is before the House in the /// shape of this Bill. So, I request the House to pass it.We have gone (1) into the matter
thoroughly well. I must pay regards to my predecessor Shri Goswami who / took a lot of interest and went deep into
the matter. He had come to the House // with four Bills. Out of the four Bills which he has presented in /// the lower
House one is about the service matters of the Election Commissioner. The second (2) one is about the delimitation and
rotation of Scheduled Caste seats which is still pending. / The third is how to appoint the Cheif Election Commissioner.
About this I want // to go alongwith a detailed Bill that we propose to have. This will be taken up /// first. The reforms will
come after I meet all my friends from the opposition(3).
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(G)
We have a living democracy. But we still elect politicians with a criminal record, some/of whom cannot even read or
write.We select candidates based not on merit and // performances or ability to deliver, but on the basis of caste,
creed, vote bank, etc. /// We have a reasonable judiciary, but the legal system takes too long.There is (1) growing
feeling that people in power are above the law. We have a / free press and enjoy freedom of expression and speech. But
the fourth estate needs to // be more incisive and critical.
Our industrial base is growing at an annual rate of /// 9 percent. We now produce from pins to aircraft, computers and
satellites. But we (2) still depend on imported technology. There is hardly any research and development worth the
name. / We have no real new developments to our credit. Yet Indians working abroad have earned // a name for
inventions. If that is so, why not in India? We badly lack /// adequate infrastucture - be it in the field of power, education,
health care or transportation. (3)

16
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(H)
It has been generally felt that we have not succeeded in providing the essential items/ to the poor people through this
system. Middlemen hoard foodgrains and sell them in the // black-market to make profit. It results in exploitation of the
poor people. In my district /// some people have managed to get allotment of shops in fictitious names with a view (1)
to sell the foodgrains in the black-market. They distribute the same to the people / through fair price shops. This has
caused a lot of trouble to the people to // those belonging to the weaker sections and poor farmers. I would like the
Government to /// evolve means through which essential articles could be made available to the people at cheaper (2)
rates. Blackmarketing has frustrated our entire scheme as a result of which the benefits / which the Government
intends to provide to the people through fair price shops do not // reach them. Fair price shop holders have not been
able to get the due margin /// they deserve. That is also one of the reasons for their selling foodgrains in the (3) blackmarket.
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(I)
I would like to draw the attention of the Hon’ble Minister to one important point / and request him to draw the attention
of the states to this aspect of the // matter. Every State has a famine relief code but this relief code is out of /// date
in terms of the rupee value. It has become absolutely meaningless for those persons(1) whose entire belongings are
washed away by the floods. I would like to suggest that / the State Government be advised to bring the relief code upto-date to raise // the relief quantum to a meaningful level according to the value of the rupee. This /// should be done
perhaps every three years and this code should go not only into (2) the question of providing urgent relief but also into
the question of collection of land/revenue.
Surely loans can be rescheduled and that should form part of the relief code. // That should form part of the relief
programme. The floods have become more recurrent for /// one reason that the natural drainage systems in certain
parts of the country have been (3) disturbed.

18
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(J)
Sir, one thing that can be done is to initiate a permanent programme of the / drainage systems particularly in the areas
in the lands that lie between the bunds that // we have made.
Sir, the second reason again perhaps can be related to the process of development of the /// soil erosion and the loss
of vegetation. I would suggest that every river basin with (1) all the tributaries which flow into the main river must have
a future plan for / flood safety. That basin must be studied in its geographical and in its ecological aspects. // A flood
safety plan must be evolved and progressively implemented. I fully appreciate the fact /// that no flood plan can be
made overnight or in a single year. But let (2) us at least have a plan for every major river basin and let that be /
finalised by the Ministry of Water Resources Development.
It can take up programmes with the // help of the States from year to year. By doing that at least we can /// certainly
have a foolproof flood safety programme put into being within the next twenty years (3)
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(K)
Sir, girls education is free throughout the country upto class 12. In certain States it / is free even at college level. The
District Primary Education Project lays special emphasis on // female literacy. Sixty percent of the total learners in the
National Literacy Mission are /// women. 50 percent of the teachers recruited under the scheme of operation blackboard
will be (1) women. The scheme has created a new awareness among women and has generated demand / for
education. A new scheme of residential primary schools for the weaker sections in rural areas // is being worked out.
The Government is committed to the programme of vocationalisation of education //// at plus two stage. The National
Policy on Education envisages that vocational course should cover (2) ten percent of the higher secondary students by
1995 and 25 percent by the year / 2000. Under the centrally sponsored scheme of vocationalisation, vocational courses
have been approved in schools // creating a capacity for diversion of 9 lakh students to the vocational streams covering
11 /// percent of the enrolments at plus 2 stage. More and more schools will have vocational (3) courses in the coming
years.
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.1.40
Secretarial Practice - MS-Excel, Office layouts and procedures
Design various layouts of office with space management
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• understand the importance of office layout
• draw a layout plan showing different sections
• explain the importance of an office layout plan.
Office layout deals with the design and set up of an office.
It takes into account all the accessories and equipment
needed in an office. An effective office layout provides
employees with the space and tools they need to complete

assigned tasks. Therefore, the employees will become
more productive. You do not have to be a professional
office designer to create great - looking office plans with
office layout.

TASK 1: Design a front office showing the following sections
1 Lawn for visitors

4 Conference hall

2 Receptionist / Secretary’s cabin

5 Room for subordinate staff

3 Manager’s room

6 Wash room for visitors and staff

TASK 2: Design a layout of your Institution showing different sections
1 Principal’s chamber
2 Office for superviosory staff and subodinates
3 Store Room
4 Mailing and Record room
5 Class rooms
6 Computer lab
7 Workshop
8 Staff rest room
9 Canteen

21
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Model layout plans
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.1.41
Secretarial Practice - MS-Excel, Office layouts and procedures
MS-Excel, Range, Editing menu, Formulas and Functions
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• create a vertical and horizontal cell range
• edit worksheet
• copy and moving labels and values
• create simple formula
• use built in and IF functions
• create pie chart, bar chart and print.
TASK 1: Create vertical and horizontal cell ranges as in Fig.1
This vertical range is A2:B5. In this example, if you had
selected the entire column A, the range would be A:A.

This horizontal range is A2:C2. In this example, if you
selected the entire row 2, the range would have be 2:2.

Fig 1

Editing worksheets
TASK 2: Copy and move labels and values
To copy a range, select the first cell in your range. You will
see the cell become active with a black box around it. In
this example, we've selected cell B1. (Fig.2)
Fig 2
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Next, hold down the SHIFT key and click on the last cell
in the range. In this example, we have clicked on cell C6.
You should see the entire range of cells become highlighted. (Fig.3)

TIP: If you want to select an entire column,
click on the column letter. If you want to select
an entire row, click on the row number.

Fig 3

Now to copy the cells, press CTRL+C. You will see a
dotted border appear around the range of cells indicating
that the cells are in the clipboard and ready to be pasted
to another location in your spreadsheet.

Now you will need to select your destination. To do this,
select the starting cell where you would like to paste the
range. In this example, we have selected cell F1. (Fig.4)

Fig 4
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To paste the range of cells, press CTRL + V. (Fig.5)
Fig 5

1 Create a similar worksheet (Fig 2 to 5)
2 Fill data in the cells

4 Paste the data within the worksheet
5 Paste the same data in a separate worksheet.

3 Copy the data
TASK 3: Create simple formula
1 Enter cells A1 to A5, B1 to B5, C1 to C5 and D1 as
shown in fig. 1
2 Click the cell D2 enter "= symbol" and click cell B2 and
type + and click C2
The cells in formula are bounded in color for
checking purpose as shown in (Fig. 6)

3 Press "Enter Key"
Now the cell D2 contains the result of the
formula. To see the formula see formula bar as
shown in (Fig 7)
Fig 7

Fig 6
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Move the mouse over the lower right corner of
cell D2 till it displays a + (fill handle).

The formula is automatically copied to other
cells and result is displayed.

4 Click and drag for the cells D3 to D5 as shown in (Fig.8)

5 Choose FormulasÆShow Formulas in the "Formula
Auditing group".

Fig 8

This shows Formulas option gets highlighted
as shown in the (Fig 6). Excel displays the
actual formulas in the cells rather than the
results as shown in the (Fig 9)
6 Click Show formulas option again to deselect it.
Now the result is displayed in the D Column.

Fig 9

TASK 4: Use built-in-functions
1 Click the cell B6.
2 Choose FormulasÆAutoSum in the Function Library
group.
Excel places a marquee (which looks like
marching ants) around the cells directly above
the current cell as shown in Fig 11

26

The formula bar displays the formula beginning
with the equal sign and the word SUM. The
selected cells appear in parentheses, the first
and last cells separated by a column as shown
in the (Fig 11)
3 Press "Enter Key" to display the sum total of the
selected cell.
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Fig 10

4 Drag the fill handle from B6 up to D6 to display the sum
total of the column C and D
5 Select Cells B6 toD6 and press Delete.
6 Click the cell B6 and then click the down arrow on the
AutoSum button.
Excel displays a list of calculation options as
shown in Fig 11 including
Fig 11

•

•
•
•

Average: Calculated by adding a group of
numbers and then dividing by the count of
those numbers.
Count Numbers: Counts the number of cells
in a specified range that contains numbers.
Max: Determines the highest value in a
specified range.
Min: Determines the lowest value in a specified range.

7 Choose "Average" from the menu displayed.
A marquee appears around the group of cells.
Highlight a different group of cells, if necessary.
8 Press "Enter Key".
The selected cell displays the average value of
the cell group.
9 Drag the Fill handle of B6 to C6.
Now the cells B6 and C6 displays average as
shown in (Fig.11). Similarly work with other
functions and get it checked with the instructor.
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TASK 5: Create Border cells
1 Select cells A1 to E6 and choose "All Borders" from
Border tab as shown in (Fig. 12)

3 Get it checked with the Instructor.

2 Select again the cells A1 to E6 and choose No borders
from the Borders Tab.
Fig 12

TASK 6: Work with Functions (If Statement)
Fig 13

1 Select the cell E2 to display the function result
2 Type the equal sign and then the word IF.
Excel considers an IF statement a logical
function that contains three arguments. The
first argument determines whether a specified
condition is met. If the condition is met (or
TRUE), the function returns the value specified
in the second argument; but if the condition is
not met (or FALSE), it returns the values
specified in the third argument.
3 Type an open parenthesis "("
4 Begin the first argument by typing D2

10 Press "Enter Key" ."YES" will be displayed in cell E2

5 Type an operator, Greater Than (>), and then type the
value 170.

11 Copy the formula to cells D3 to D5 using fill handle

6 Type a comma (",") to begin the second argument.
7 Type "YES" as the second argument which will be
displayed if the first argument is TRUE
8 Type a comma (",") to begin the third and final argument.
9 Type "NO" as the third argument which will be displayed
if the first argument is FALSE as shown in (Fig 14)
28

Excel displays the results of the analysis in the
selected cell. After copying the formula to
other cells you see the YES result in cell E1 & E2
because the total was greater than 170. However cell E3 & E4 has the result NO as shown in
the (Fig.15)
10 Save the file by name book2.
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Fig 14

Fig 15

TASK 7: Create a Pie chart
1 Open excel file Book2.
2 Select the cells A1 to B5 as shown in the Fig 16
3 Select Pie option from the Insert tab and select 3-D Pie
as shown in Fig.16

The Pie chart gets inserted in the worksheet for
the selected data as shown in the (Fig 17)
4 Close the file Book2 without saving.
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Fig 16

Fig 17

TASK 8: Create a Bar chart
1 Open excel file Book2.
2 Select the cells A1 to C5 as shown in the fig 18

The Bar chart gets inserted in the worksheet for the
selected data as shown in the (Fig 19)

3 Select Bar option from the Insert tab and select Bar and
select stacked Bar from 2-D Bar option as shown in
(Fig.19)
30
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Fig 18

Fig 19
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TASK 9: Print a worksheet
1 Select the bar chart

Fig 20

2 Select the print command
3 The print options along with the preview is shown as in
(Fig.20)
4 Select settings if necessary and press Print tab for
printing as shown in (Fig.20)
5 Close the file Book2 after saving.
6 Similarly work with other charts like column, line etc
and get it checked with the Instructor.
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.1.42
Secretarial Practice - Practice on MS-Excel, Office layouts and procedures
Take down dictation in Shorthand from books and transcribe on computer
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• transcribe the shorthand notes on computer
• identify the wrong outlines and practise them correctly with the help of key
• correct misspelt words and punctuation marks
• take down the dictation again and read back.
TASK 1: Take down dictation of passages from (A) to (G) @60 wpm and transcribe on computer
(A)
Mr.Deputy Chariman, we are discussing a very important

a watch on it. On the other hand, in a nationalised indus-

Bill. When we are discussing this/ Bill, we should devote

try, in / a planned economy, the Government thinks of

all our attention on the economc effects of this Bill to //

the total requirements of the country as to // how many

this country. The Act was all right /// to a certain extent of

industries are required to produce any particular goods,

this Bill to // this country. The original idea of an Industries

and whether the industries are /// spread out properly in

Development and Regulation Act was all right /// to a

the various parts of the country having regard to the raw

certain extent. But I am afraid the same can not be said

(4) material easily available . But in this Bill we are not

of (1) this amending Bill, which is giving too much power

following either of the two/economies. We are imposing

to the Government to interfere in / industry. I think that the

some sort of regulation on the industries as they exist at

economic experts know only two types of economy either

// present. Therefore, I submit that this type of regula-

the // nationalised industrial economy or a capitalist

tion, instead of saving our economy, will /// surely go

economy with big failure of administration. There is no /

against any kind of progress.

/// halfway house. I find that this Industries Development and Regulation Act is entering into a (2) very difficult field. It is almost an uncharted sea and we are undertaking regulation which, / instead of benefiting our
economy, may rather ruin it.

We generally follow what is done in England, (5) though
after an interval of a few years. There was a similar Industries Development and Regulation/Act in Britain and therefore we must also have a similar law in our country.// If we
look into their experience of the working of this Act, what

In a capitalist economy, it is // the rule of the survival of

do we /// find? Out of the four Development Councils set

the fittest. It is quality and price structure that determines

up in Britain, only one was successful.

/// the success of any business. If the management is
bad, the business goes down. The (3) shareholders keep
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(B)
Sir, the hon. Minister in charge of the Bill has made it

the British and they have not / shown any intention

quite clear that / this Bill is virtually an integration of two

whatsoever to help the Indian interests. You know it very

other enactments that existed before. There has // not

well that // here we have Indian interests on the one hand

been any basic departure from the policy laid down by his

and the British interests on the /// other. The point about

predecessors and as/// such this Bill can not offer any

such interests should not be dismissed in that cynical

substantial remedy. Now the tea industry is a (1) very

fashion in (4) which it has been dispensed with by the

important industry from whatever angle you may judge it.

hon.Minister.

If you look at our / export trade, this accounts for a large
Now at times we find / he becomes somewhat eloquent
part of our foreign earning. If you look at // our labour, tea
in speeches and uses certain bitter terms against the
industry counts for a million of labour. If you look at it ///
British. It // may be necessary for a Minister to do so
from the point of view of our national health, it also acbecause after all one has to //// return to the House of
counts for a substantial (2) portion of our national wealth.
People and the tenure is only 5 years and one (5) year is
Now, tea

industry, as has been pointed out by the /
gone already. But we would like the hon. Minister also to

previous speaker here, is under the domination of the
balance his/ words by some action. After all an ounce of
British and this fact has also // been accepted by my
action is better than a ton // of praises and speeches. It
hon. friend on the other side of the House who just ////
has been given to him to change certain things. He ///
finished his speech.
said that he did not suffer from want of power. He has
Now, one has to follow the logic of one’s argument. The

plenty of power.

tea (3) industry has been deliberately kept in the hands of
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(C)
Rampant corruption destroys the moral fabric of the nation and hurts our pride. / Besides, the policies of subsidies,
reservation and pro labour attitude have made justice and// fairness their first victims, eroding our faith not just in the
system but in the /// nation. Subsidies have taken the country to near bankruptcy.
The reservation policy has made merit (1) so secondary that you find citizens actually paying money to get a certificate
stating that/one belongs to a particular group or community that qualifies for preference and priority over // merit.
The parallel economy of black money has become a part of our total economy./// There is a high degree of underemployment. Millions are working in jobs well below (2) their qualifications, training and expertise, killing initiative. We
have lost the old values and have / not found new ones. In the hot pursuit of wants, money has become the operative/
/ word. The family as a unit is fast disappearing. It is not limited to me/// and my children. The reason for our undoing
is that we have failed to check (3) our population growth.
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(D)
The farmers of the National Policy on education realised that the formal system of education/ will not be able to reach
all children of the country particularly girls, working children// street children and those children whose participation in
the school system is hindered by social/// and economic situations. The policy therefore, provided for a systematic and
large scale flexible programmers (1) of non-formal education to enable the children to learn at their own pace and at
their own environment, education of quality. The idea behind the system is that if the // child cannot go to the school,
the school shall go to the child. The scheme /// which was originally started in 1987 has been revised to provide flexible
curriculum (2) diversity in learing activity through decentralised management.
The non-formal education has already yielded very/fruitful results in the field of adult education, distance education. The
Government propose to increase // the number of non-formal education centres to 3 lakh so as to cover all ///
habitations. The experiment of non-formal education is being closely watched by advanced countries particularly (3) in
Asia.
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(E)
Vocational education and training at present is being imparted through polytechnical and Indusrial Training Institutes /
etc. Nursing schools and commercial training schools are also associated in these activities. Within the // school
system, vocational education is given at plus two stage. The data regarding engineering and /// non-engineering trades
and students is available.
There is also a centrally - sponsored scheme of (1) pre-vocational education at lower secondary stage. It was launched
primarily because of the fact / that more than 90 per cent of the student population does not go beyond class// 10th
thereby creating a large segment of unskilled labour force. Under this scheme training is /// imparted in simple
marketable skills to students of class IX and X so that the (2) students may develop interests and aptitudes for
vocational courses at higher secondary level.
A central / institute for vocational education has been set up to provide technical and academic support to // the
programme. Linkages are being sought with the industry, vocational and technical institutions so that /// no trainee
remains unemployed after training. These measures will ensure speedy progress in providing technical education (3) to
the needy people.
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(F)
Mr. Chairman, Sir, while I participate in the discussion on the Bill presented in the / House by the honourable Member,
I am reminded of the British days when famine struck// Bengal and lakhs of people died. At that time, our country was
not producing enough /// foodgrains nor proper means for transportation of foodgrains were available. Today our
country has moved (1) far ahead in this field and we have become a surplus foodgrains producing country.Not / only
that, we have even enriched our resources in the meantime. Ever since our country // got freedom, not even a single
person has died of starvation and this is an /// appreciable progress for which we feel proud.
The object of the present Bill is to (2) make all the essential articels easily available to the people even in the small
villages/ so that they are relieved of their difficulties. I believe that the proposals made in // regard to the measures to
be taken to check price rise through fair price shops /// as part of poverty alleviation programmes are also appreciable.
More fair shops have been (3) opened.
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(G)
Mr. Vice-Chairman, I would now like to make a few

education because it was discovered by the Father of the

observations on the Ministry / of Education. Education is

Nation. But // if it has been a failure, why should not the

basic to any national regeneration. It is true that it does /

Government say that is /// the position? Then again, take

/ not bring any return as our other projects do as for

secondary education and also collegiate education. Three

instance, the steel projects /// or the irrigation projects

years ago, it (4) was said that all universities which were

do. But this is the investment that is designed to help (1)

reluctant to accept this reform were more or / less,

building up of the human material. It is agreed that

compelled to do so and they feel that they should have a

education has expanded after independence/ and during

two-year // course in the college before students could

the plan periods. But it is a matter for concern that the

enter the degree course. I mention this to /// show that

content// of education has not been equal to our

this eternal tinkering with education should stop and it

expectations. Even today, we are engaged /// in

should not go on (5) like this. The uncertainty is not only

experimenting with all types of education, from the basic

with regard to the main objective of education, / the main

stage up to the university level. / It is not clear, I presume,

structure of education from the primary to the collegiate

that the basic pattern of education of which so / much

level, but also with // regard to the courses of studies,

was said and written, is accepted as a success even

and also with regard to the language or medium /// of

today. Where do we // stand with regard to the basic

instruction. Mr.Chairman, up to the secondary stage it

pattern? It seems to be the position that all /// arguments

has been accepted that the (6) medium of instruction

are in favour of that type of education but all proof is against

should be the regional language.

the (3) / success of such a type of education. Where
does the Government stand with regard to / this type of
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.1.43
Secretarial Practice - MS-Excel, Office layouts and procedures
Demonstrate Dispatch and Diary register
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• understand the importance of Diary and Dispatch Register
• create a diary register with entires therein
• create a dispatch register with entries therein.
Specimen Diary Register

TASK 1: Create a Diary Register in MS-Excel format with minimum 10 entries as per the specimen given
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TASK 2: Create a Dispatch Register using Table Menu in MS-Word format as per the specimen given with
minimum 10 entries.

c
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.1.44
Secretarial Practice - MS-Excel, Office layouts and procedures
Practice various formulas, charts, etc. in MS-Excel
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• apply various simple formulas in the worksheet
• use sum function
• apply SUM IF formula
• how to apply average formula
• apply count and round formula
• how to create different types of bar chart and pie chart.
TASK 1: Create worksheet and apply = SUM Formula
Method
1 Create a worksheet and do the basic function to calculate the sum of working hours generated in a
day.(Fig.1)

2 Select the cell where you want to put the formula
3 Type the (=)sign and write the desired function name
or choose the function from the suggested function
list (Fig.2)

Fig 1

Fig 2
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4 Enter the formula as shown (Fig.3)
Fig 3

5. Type the (=) sign and write the desired function name
or choose the function from the suggested function
list (Figs 2&3)

6. Press Enter and see the result (Fig.4)

Fig 4
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TASK 2: Create a worksheet similar to the one shown in Fig.5
Create a worksheet and use the Sum() in other ways.
The syntax is

Example: Sum (B1,B2,B3,B4) Figs 5 & 6

Sum (number1, number2, numnber3.......)
Fig 5

Fig 6

SUMIF
TASK 3: Create a worksheet and find the sum of working hours generated in a day only for female employees
(Figs 7&8)
Fig 7

Fig 8
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AVERAGE
TASK 4: Create a basic function to calculate the average working hours of each employee(Fig.9 & 10)
Fig 9

Fig 10
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COUNT
TASK 5: Create a worksheet using count formula (Figs 11 & 12)
Fig 11

Fig 12
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ROUND FUNCTION
TASK 6: Create a worksheet and round the figures to 1 and 2 digits using Round Function
The round function is used to round a number to a specified number of digits.

Create a separate round function using single digit and 2
digit.
Round function single digit. (Figs13&14)

Fig 13

Fig 14

Round function 2 digits (Figs 15,16,17 & 18)
Fig 15

Fig 17

Fig 16

Fig 18
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TASK 7: Create a bar chart
To create a bar chart in Excel 2007, you will need to do
the following steps

1 Highlight the data that you would like to use for the bar
chart. In this example we have selected the range
A1:C5 (Fig.19)

Fig 19

2 Select the Insert tab in the toolbar at the top of the
screen. Click on the Bar button in the Charts group
and then select a chart from the drop down menu. In
this example, we have selected the first bar chart (called
Clustered Bar) in the 2-D Column section. (Fig.20)
Fig 20
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3. Now you will see the bar chart appear in your spreadsheet with horizontal bars to represent both the shelf
life and restock time for each product. The shelf life (in
days) is displayed as red horizontal bars and the restock time (in days) is displayed as blue horizontal
bars. You can see the axis values on the bottom of the
graph for these horizontal bars.(Fig 21)
Fig 21

4. Finally, let's add a title for the bar chart. By default,
your chart will be created without a title in Excel 2007.

To add a title, select the Layout tab under Chart Tools in
the toolbar at the top of the screen (Chart Tools will only
appear when you have the chart selected). Click on the
Chart Title button in the Labels group and then select
"Above Chart" from the drop down menu. (Fig.22)

Fig 22
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5. Now you should see a title appear at the top of the
chart area. Click on the title and it will become editable.
Enter the text that you would like to see as the title. In
this tutorial, we have entered "Product Life (in Days)"
as the title for the bar chart. (Fig.23)
Fig 23

TASK 8: Create a Pie chart
To create a pie chart in Excel 2007, you will need to do
the following steps:

1. Highlight the data that you would like to use for the pie
chart. In this example, we have selected the range
A1:B5. (Fig.24)

Fig 24
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2. Select the Insert tab in the toolbar at the top of the
screen. Click on the Pie button in the Charts group
and then select a chart from the drop down menu. In
this example, we have selected the first pie chart (called
Pie) in the 2-D Pie section.(Fig.25)
Fig 25

3. Now you will see the completed pie chart (Fig.26). In
this tutorial, the pie chart has 4 slices (one for each
division). Each slice represents the sales as a percentage of the total sales.

Save and close the program.

Fig 26
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.1.45
Secretarial Practice - MS-Excel, Office layouts and procedures
Take down dictation from books and transcribe on computer
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• take down dictation at 60wpm
• transcribe shorthand notes on computer in 60 minutes
• identify the correct outlines (for the wrong ones in your transcript) and practise them
• correct misspelt words and punctutation marks
• take down redictation and read back.
TASK 1: Take down dictation in shorthand of passages (A) to (I) and transcribe on computer
(A)
Madam, in respect of this Bill, along with the amendments

and humiliating impression for her conscience, offending

which have been brought from / the side of the Govern-

her self-esteem and dignity. Rape is // not only a crime

ment after discussion yesterday, broadly we welcome the

against the woman, it is a crime against the entire society

Bill itself. But // this should have been discussed amongst

/// itself. It leaves a scar on the most cherished posses-

the Chief Ministers of the various States. They are /// the

sion of woman, that is, her (4) dignity, honour, reputation

implementing agency. It is being done very expeditiously

and not the least her chastity. It destroys entire psychol-

but much discussion is needed in (1) this Bill. Every citi-

ogy of a / woman and pushes her into deep emotional

zen including a woman is having the right to live with the /

crisis. It is a crime against basic human // rights and also

dignity and honour which is guaranteed in Article 21 of the

violates the victim’s cherished rights. In that context, to-

Constitution. Sexual harassment like // even eve-teasing

day is very important /// day because this Bill has come.

of woman amounts to violation of rights guaranteed under

This Bill is most demanding Bill which has come (5) to-

Articles 14 and /// 15 of the Constitution of India. For mean-

day. It really needs support in the sense of the term but

ingful right within the ambit of Article 21 (2) of the Consti-

here we have / certain points. We have given certain

tution, every woman is entitled to enjoy economic, social,

amendments. Those amendments are also similar to the

cultural, and political rights / without discrimination. The

amendments // of the Government.

primary concern both at international and at the national

Madam, experience says that these types of offences are

level is about // devastating increase in rape cases and

sometimes seriously abused. /// Today, the experience

cases relating to crime against women. India is no /// ex-

says that the offences in relation to clauses 490 and 498A

ception to that. Sexual violence is not only an unlawful

of (6) the Indian Penal Code/ are seriously abused in our

invasion of the right of (3) privacy and sanctity of the woman

country itself. This should not be / abused. If it is abused,

but a serious blow to the honour. It leaves / a traumatic

it would be totally insignificant.
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(B)
Sir, I thank the Hon. President for his Address outlining

initiatives (3). As we are all aware, unfortunately, the last

the Government's hope for the / next five years. Beyond

two terms led by the UPA Government/have seen a down-

doubt it was an excellent speech made by the Honourable

turn in our country`s economic situation. In 2004, when

President.// In fact, the beauty of democracy was reflected

they came into // power after the NDA Government`s rule,

in this speech again and again when /// he said 'my Gov-

India was about /to become a super power, whereas ///

ernment'. Though it is led by NDA,

the two successive Governments led by UPA brought us

I feel very happy

about (1) all the promises made by the Government.
Sir, talking about elimination of poverty, historically, postindependence/, successive governments have always
measured poverty or the poverty line as a percentage,

down from a super power to (4) 'zero power'. In such a
situation, my party feels that all the initiatives taken by /
this Government give out a lot of hope and confidence that
there would be economic // reforms and growth.

without giving // any credence to the increase in our popu-

Sir, there is a mention about improving the quality of life

lation. That always gave us wrong signals. Hence///, I feel

in /// our villages through an empowered Panchayati Raj

that the poverty elimination is a most welcome subject. I

system. At this hour, I would like to (5) remember our

am confident that (2) the numerous measures that they

founder Party President and the then Chief Minister, Shri

have adopted already would improve the standard of living

N.T. Rama Rao. In fact/, he had introduced the Mandal

of / the common people. This would automatically elimi-

system that encouraged decentralization of powers, which

nate poverty. Particularly, when economic growth takes

is close to // the common public and through which vil-

place, it // would generate employment and that would

lages were empowered to collect taxes, use them and ///

definitely eliminate poverty. The focus on healthcare, edu-

manage the Budget by themselves. This initiative would

cation and /// employment, particularly in the manufactur-

definitely help our rural India to grow (6) extremely well.

ing industry, would also help. So, all these are welcome
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(C)
Sir, I rise to support the Demands of the Ministry of Health

The Minister told Rajya Sabha yesterday that no action

and Family Planning./ The overall Impression one gathers

could // be taken against the suppliers or manufacturers

by reading this Report is that in the 54 pages // devoted to

of these medicines or those who used it /// in Irwin Hospi-

the Department of Health, a sketchy picture has been pre-

tal simply because the Delhi Administration did not have

sented of multifarious activities /// carried on by the Minis-

the requisite powers. Except (4) in Maharashtra where

try of Health. To my mind, chronic shortage haunts every

the implementation of the Prevention of Food Adulteration

hospital (1) in every district and every State of the Union.

Act is in the / hands of the State Government. In all other

There is shortage of doctors, shortage / of medicines, short-

States it has been handed over to // the local bodies, mu-

age of/ hospitals, primary health centres, dispensaries,

nicipal bodies, etc. According to a newspaper report pub-

etc. What is worse is that // these things, especially medi-

lished in Hindustan Times /// every fourth packet of food

cines, are not available in a pure form. Yesterday, in reply

sample is adulterated. If this is the condition of the (5)

to /// a question in Rajya Sabha, the Minister of State for

nation’s health and the nation is subjected to adulterated

Health conceded that the supply (2) of Achromycin in Irwin

foodstuffs, whether we will have / good health in the days

Hospital was not of the required standard and that nothing

to come. Similarly a scheme presented by the Ministry

could / be done because the law stood in the way. This

and // put before the Planning Commission for proper en-

brings to my mind the // most important function that the

forcement of the Act was turned down by /// the Planning

Ministry should pay heed / to, that is, the legislative as-

Commission. In such a situation, the steps the Ministry

pect /// concerning medicines and food adulteration. We

proposes to take should (6) /// be rigorous. They should

are aware that the Prevention of Food Adulteration Act (3)

first of all think of the legislative aspect. I demand cat-

as passed in 1954 has failed to deliver the goods, prima-

egorically / that the implementation of this Act should be

rily because its functioning has been put into wrong hands.

taken over from the local bodies.
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(D)
Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, let me say, at the outset, that I

hope that regardless of the majority or strength / in Parlia-

too, like millions / who voted this Government in, am deeply

ment, this Government adopts an approach of consensus

enthused by the prospects of a transformation of // our

and is sensitive to all sensible // opinions made by Parlia-

country's governance and politics, and make no bones

mentarians big or small. Humility and consensus is more

about either my optimism or high /// expectations from

consistent with the /// notion of public service that Prime

this Government over the next 60 months.

Minister Modi has described politics to be. This in (4) it-

Sir, even the most generous amongst (1) us will admit

self would be a big departure from the arrogance of the

that the country is facing serious and challenging times, a

last ten years, where / it seemed that opinions of small

headwind created / by many years of extravagance, / poor

parties and individual (Member of Parliament) MPs did not

governance and brazen corruption. These tasks, there-

matter // in any discourse. Sir, I have a few more sugges-

fore, for this // Government are neither easy nor simple.

tions. Some colleagues in the Opposition /// have talked

The problems cannot be wished away or tackled /// through

about 'maximum governance and minimum government'.

statements and announcements alone, but with months

It is absolutely the right thing, both (5) in terms of the cost

and years of hard and decisive governance, (2) actions

of the Government and the effectiveness of the Govern-

and management of the economy. Sir, I believe the

ment vis-à-vis / the citizens they serve.

President's Address is a good / first step, and this, along

Sir, I would argue that the concept of minimum govern-

with the forthcoming Budget could provide necessary stimu-

ment is // not just about Ministers with multiple Minis-

lus for our // economy to recover and transform it to a

tries, unless these are bound together with cost-saving

sustainably growing investing and a job-creating ///

and efficiency synergies. Some of the combinations cur-

economy. Sir, while I support the Motion, let me put forth

rently do not pass that test, and such (6) bungling could

a new suggestion to (3) the Government, First of all, Sir, I

actually end up slowing down the decision making.
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(E)
This Memorandum of Information is being made by Sa-

The debentures mentioned // herein are being issued on a

hara India Real Estate Corporation Limited which / is un-

private placement basis and this offer does not constitute

listed Company and neither its equity shares nor any of

/// a public offer invitation. I may also indicate that all the

the bonds debentures // are listed or proposed to be

bonds stipulated that bond (4) holders could avail of loan

listed. This issue is purely on the private placement ///

facility as per the terms and conditions of the application

basis and the company does not intend to get these Op-

/ forms. Nirmaan and Real Estate Bonds prescribed an

tionally Fully Convertible Debentures listed (1) on any of

additional feature of death risk cover as // well. The clause

the Stock Exchanges in India or abroad. This Memoran-

imposed no restriction on the transfer of the debentures.

dum for Private Placement / is neither a Prospectus nor a

Sahara Housing Investment /// Corporation Limited, a

Statement in lieu of Prospectus. It does not constitute //

member of Sahara Group Companies, also convened an

an offer for an invitation to subscribe to debentures is-

Annual General Meeting on (5) 16th September 2009 to

sued by India Real Estate Corporation /// Limited. The

raise funds by issue of debentures by way of private place-

Memorandum for Private Placement is intended to form

ment / to friends, associated group companies, workers/

the basis of evaluation for (2) the investors to whom it is

employees and other individuals associated/affiliated or

addressed and who are willing and eligible to subscribe /

connected in // any manner with the Sahara Group com-

to these debentures. Investors are required to make their

panies.

own independent evaluation and judgment before // making the investment. The contents of this Memorandum for
Private Placement are intended to be /// used by the investors to whom it is addressed and distributed. This
Memorandum for Private (3) Placement is not intended
for distribution and is for the consideration of the person
to / whom it is addressed and should not be reproduced

They went ahead with their decision and carried /// it out
too without losing much time. Sahara Housing Investment
Corportaion Limited issued Optionally Fully. (6) Convertible debentures to every individual, associate, employee
or worker connected with it and raised funds / and fulfilled
the proposal arrived at in the Annual General Meeting held
on 16th September // 2009.

by the recipient.
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(F)
Mr. Vice- Chairman, Sir, at the very outset, I cannot help

unwilling to make it a success, for reasons of their own/.

pointing out that wheat / procurement and distribution

In fact the policy was implemented by Punjab and

policy of the Government of India has been marked by a

Haryana. The home State of the Prime Minister // has

“stop // go” attitude both in respect of governmental as

hardly helped the distribution system.

well as private trade effort. Almost overnight decision was

While saying this I should like to /// add that the traders

taken at the AICC (All India Congress Committee) ses-

overpitched the claim to procure wheat. I can understand

sion held in Bombay that (1) Government should take over

Government (4) machinery making wrong estimates

the procurement and distribution of wheat through State

about wheat crop and the procurement policy but it is

agencies. I am / aware that even earlier the party in power

extraordinary / that the traders should have made such a

was wedded to this ideology. My point // is that the deci-

grievous error. Possibly, the traders thought it // politics

sion was arrived at without adequate home work. It is one

to exaggerate their capacity so that it might be accept-

thing /// to formulate resolutions and another to imple-

able to the authorities on /// the one hand and also per-

ment them. A political party can easily indulge (2) in draw-

suade the farmers to part with their stocks on the (5)

ing up resolutions that any Government could procure

other once a psychology of plenty was created. The farmer

enough wheat for distribution and take / care that the vul-

in India is no less / a businessman than a trader. He

nerable sections of the people are served fully through

assessed the situation and sat on the stocks for larger

procurement efforts on // the part of state agencies and

gains.

the private traders.

Traders as well as the Government have taken hasty de-

However, any one following the development readily ///

cisions. The government should /// have spent more time

knew that quite a few state Governments either did not

about the possible impact of its wheat procurement and

understand the intent behind the (3) new policy or were

distribution policy. (6)
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(G)
So far as the question of development is concerned, we

One has to accept good and evil when taking /// over

are making efforts for that./ Our friends have mentioned

charge of the Government. I am saying it not today only

about several schemes. We are discussing those

but when previous (4) Government was formed by my other

schemes. I do not // want to go into the matter as to why

colleagues I was also a small part of that / Government.

they were not approved earlier but /// we have taken a

At that time also I said the same thing that when a new

decision that we would approve these schemes for all the

Government // takes over that becomes responsible for all

backward (1) areas. Sir, I do not want to discuss it there

the good and evil. It is not that /// we should own the

but I would say that sometimes we feel that / some people

achievements and disown the failures. Their Government

think as if we got heaven and we have // made it hell during

fell and we took (5) over. I have not learnt to blame others

these two months. I do not want to give reply to /// those

for the weakness of the Government. Those / who curse

people because it is not a question of allegations and

the past cannot make the future bright. This thing should

counter allegations by some (2) individuals but it is the

be understood. That // is why I do not criticize the previ-

question of national prestige. And to save the national pres-

ous Government.

tige / I do not want that we should tell the world that we

Our friend from Bikaner was asking /// it repeatedly but I

have empty coffer. // The people, who were making the

would like to say that it is wrong in principle and (6) that is

country heaven also know as to where they have /// taken

why I do not want to go into those questions. In spite of /

the country to. Members from this side also know the re-

the constraints our country can make progress because

ality. I would once (3) again, like to say that we should not

we have the strength of people, of // our farmers and

be compelled to inform the country and / the world about

labourers.

their misdeeds. We do not want to indulge in that thing
because // such things bring disgrace to us.
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(H)
Sir, it is admitted by all sections of this House and the

shall agree to its taking credit in this // manner. But there

other House as/ a very important Bill and, ordinarily, a law

are certain principles of nationalisation. By merely calling

of this sort would receive appreciations at // least from

anything nationalisation it does/// not become

this section of the House. But after looking through the

nationalisation. There are certain principles. What are

provisions of this /// Bill and also going through the pro-

those principles?

ceedings and also witnessing the Hon. Minister’s speech
who piloted (1) the Bill in the other House as also the
opinions expressed by him in/ the various forums, which I
have heard of, I do not think that this can // under any
stretch of imagination, be called nationalisation at least
as far as I can /// understand it.

Firstly, you must prevent (4) any private exploiter for private benefit especially in an industry essential for the very
life/ and well-being of the society. In this case that principle does not arise because // in most cases these business houses are not making profits in the normal sense of
/// the term ‘profits’. There are other dubious ways of mak-

Sir, I am aware that the Government tries to garb itself

ing profits which most of these (5) business proprietors,

with ideas (2) and words, which mean something else so

managing agents know of, I do not refer to them.

that it can prove its progressive nature and / it may also
say to the world and to the country also that they are //
about to usher in a socialist state, a welfare State, a cooperative movement and whatever/// else other phrases
may mean. It shall be my endeavor today to attempt to
prove (3) that the Government is quite entitled to call it

Secondly you must/prevent corruption, favouritism and
nepotism which are eating into the vitals of our society.
These // evils should be done away with. But how to do
that? The answer is simple///. Stringent action should be
taken against the culprits irrespective of their standing in
society. (6)

nationalisation but as far as I / know I do not think that I
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(I)
Madam Deputy Chairman, the main question for consid-

It is also agreed / that according to the recommendations

eration of this House is whether the increase / in the pas-

of the Pay Commission, we all feel that our workers, //

senger fares and in the freights that has been proposed

our labourers, are entitled to D.A. which will / be to the

by the Railway // Minister should have the support of this

tune of Rs.12 crore. There are no two opinions about it. It

House or not. I have been listening with /// some interest

is also demanded that so far as (4) amenities to the work-

to the speeches so far made and they are all unanimous

ers are concerned regarding their privileges and conces-

on one (1) point, namely, that there should be no increase

sions or the repairs of / the stock are concerned, there is

particularly so far as the second class / passengers are

very urgent need that we should see that our // workers

concerned. What we have to decide at present is that

do not strain themselves. An engine driver should not be

those friends who // have emphasised their opposition to

asked to do work /// for more than 12 hours. Similarly,

this levy have also said that in view of our /// developing

others in the Railways should also have further conces-

economy, in view of our developing industrialisation, in

sions (5) so far as leisure, rest and leave are concerned.

view of the fact that there (2) is a greater demand for
passenger traffic as well as goods traffic we have to /
develop our railway system. We have to see that we increased our lines. We have // also to see that we double
our lines. We have also to see that the /// production of
the locomotives, wagons and coaches is increased with
greater rapidity. Otherwise, we will (3) not be able to meet

As labourers form the backbone of / Railways, their interests should be taken care of. The Government should
look into their grivances // and redress them instantly.
The Government, if it reaches out to them and their families /// without waiting for them to resort to agitations, will
be doing a great service to (6) them for having contributed
so much to our Railways.

the demand of the developing economy.
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.1.46
Secretarial Practice - MS-Excel, Office layouts and procedures
Identify and use various files
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• identify different types of files
• practise different types of filing.
TASK 1: Demonstrate Vertical Filing (Fig.1)

Fig 1

1 Arrange hard cardboard type boxes with paper holding
device
2 Place the documents/letters in the holder
3 Arrange vertically in the shelf by giving proper name

TASK 2: Demonstrate Drawer filing system (Fig.2)
Fig 2

1 Fill your file drawers with hanging folders.
2 Sort your papers into piles by category.
3 Place each pile into a manila folder and label it clearly.
4 Place the manila folders into the hanging folders.
5 Label the hanging folders with the same names as the
manila folders.
6 Place them in the drawer as shown in (Fig.2)

TASK 3: Demonstrate Alphabetic & Numeric filing system
For Alphabetic filing

For Numeric filing

1 Give descriptive heading (Section names. Names of
employees, Subject category)

1 Give account numbers

2 Arrange them alphabetically
3 Give index numbers
4 Place the folders in the cabinet

2 Give transaction numbers
3 Record Product or part number
4 Give Case numbers
5 Give index number
6 Place them in the cabinet properly (Fig.3)
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TASK 4: Demonstrate Filing equipment
(Institution may arrange to procure the filing equipment
and trainees may be asked to demonstrate based on the
theory conducted under the supervision of the Instructor)

4 Concertina file

1 Guard file

2 Spike file
5 Clip file

3 Box file
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.2.47
Secretarial Practice - MS Powerpoint and SH speed & transcription
Add graphics to powerpoint presentation
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• create/insert/delete power point slide
• insert pictures
• apply themes and effects
• print slide & view slide show
• save and close a slide.
TASK 1: Create / Insert / Delete Power point slide
To the instructor: Save the picture of Lion and
the mouse to the picture library of your system
and name it as pic1.jpg and pic2.jpg
1 Click the

Fig 1

button on the task bar, select

and click it.

2 Choose MSOFFICE, select Microsoft Power Point
2010 as on Fig 1
A new default power point slide appears on the
screen as on Fig 2

Fig 2
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3 Right click the slide - 1 at the left top of the screen and
choose delete slide to delete the default slide as in
(Fig.3)
Fig 3

4 Click New slide to choose "Two content layout" from the
home tab as on (Fig. 4) or Click layout and select "two
content layout" slide without deleting the default
appeared slide

A two content layout displayed on the screen as
on (Fig. 5)

Fig 4
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Fig 5

TASK 2 : Insert a picture
1 Click the "Add title" and Type "THE LION AND THE
MOUSE" in capital give the font size 40 and font faces
as CASTLLER, theme colour as red accent 2, Darker
50% italicize it from Font of home ribbon

3 Apply visual style by choosing Quick style as subtle
effect purple accent 4 from the home tab as on fig 7
Fig 7

2 Click "Centre on paragraph" from home tab to centre the
text as on (Fig. 6)
Fig 6

The layout is shown as on (Fig 8)
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Fig 8

4 Click the add text of the right hand side of the place
holder and click

insert picture from file tab

on the holder

5 Choose a pic1.jpg from the picture library and click
insert key as on (Fig 9)
The added picture is seen on the screen as on
(Fig 10)
6 Drag the picture edges and set it as on (Fig 11)

The default picture library folder of the system
appears

7 Click the add text on the left hand side of the place
holder and type the following text by removing the bullet
by pressing backspace.

Fig 9
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Fig 10

Fig 11
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Once when a Lion was asleep, a little Mouse
began running up and down upon him. This
soon wakened the lion, who placed his huge
paw upon him and opened his big jaws to
swallow him.
"Pardon, O king!" cried the little Mouse, "Forgive me this time, I shall never repeat it and I
shall never forget your kindness. And who
knows, but I may be able to do you a good turn
one of these days?"
The Lion was so ticked at the idea of the mouse
being able to help him, that he lifted up his paw
and let him go.

8 Block the text and apply faces as comic sans MS, 14
as size, from the font and line spacing as 2.0 and justify
it by choosing from paragraph menu
The typed text is shown on the layout as on
Fig 12
9 Click New slide to perform the same effects as did on
step 8, on the second slide, delete the "add title text"
place holder
10 Type the following text and add pic2.jpg on the two
content place holders.
Sometime later a few hunters captured the
king and tied him to a tree while they went in
search of a wagon to carry him on.

Fig 12

Just then the little mouse happened to pass by,
and seeing the sad plight in which the lion was,
ran up to him and soon gnawed away the ropes
that bound the king of the beasts. "Was I not
right?", said the little Mouse, very happy to
help the lion.
MORAL: Little friends may prove great friends

11 Click header and footer from insert menu,
A header footer window appears on the screen,
choose slide and put a tick mark on the footer
and click ‘apply to all’ as on Fig 14
Now an invoked footer box is shown on the first
slide. Type page 1 and page 2 on the second
slide.

The Second slide appears as on Fig 13
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Fig 14
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TASK 3: Apply Themes and effects
1 Click design from the ribbon and choose theme menu
and apply "paper" and the slide turns to the theme
selected

The picture gets shrinked drag it to get set as on
(Fig 15)

Fig 15

2 Apply "wipe", from transition to the slide menu
3 Apply " breeze" sound, 1:50 on duration, 1:00 from after
in Timing of transition ribbon Fig 15(a)
4 Click preview to view the applied effects to the slide
5 Click slide show menu on the ribbon and click the "from
beginning" button to view the slide show as on Fig 16
& 17

6 Click "End of the slide show, click exit" to exit the
screen
7 Click File and choose print option
A default printer will be selected and the
preview of the page is shown as on (Fig.18)
8 Click print

Fig 15(a)
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Fig 18

TASK 4: Save and closing a slide
1 Click file and choose "Save As" option to save the slide
as "presentation 1" as on (Fig 19)
Save as window appears on the screen on the
location bar. Choose desktop select computer
literacy folder and save the file by clicking save

2 Close the "presentation 1.pptx" by clicking file and
choose close
3 Check with the instructor.

Fig 19
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TASK 5: Adding of Graphics to Power Point
There are three ways to add graphics to your presentation.

Fig 22

A Use the Microsoft Clip Art Gallery, which is a built in
feature.
B Use graphics you have saved on your computer or USB
key
C Copy and paste pictures you find on the Internet
Use the Microsoft Clip Art Gallery
1 From the menu bar, go to Insert -- > Picture -- > Clip
Art or if you have used a slide template that includes a
space for a picture, simply double click where indicated.

• If you use the template, then the picture will automatically size to fit the space on the template.

• If you use the Insert command, you will have to
resize and move uour picture on your slide. (Fig.20)
Fig 20

4 If you don’t find a picture that you like, you can search
the Microsoft Office Online for more clip art. At the
bottom of the the Clip Art windown, select “Clip art on
Office Online” and follow the directions. (Fig.23)
Fig 23

5 Once your picture is inserted, you can resize the picture by dragging on the corners. You can move the
picture by dragging from the middle.
2 The Microsoft Clip Art Gallery Windown appears. Find
a picture that you want by browsing or entering a search
term in the box. (Fig.21)
Fig 21

B Use graphics you have saved on your computer of USB
key
1 From the menu bar choose Insert -- > Picture -- >
From File
2 Navigate to where your picture is saved
3 Double click on the file you want or single click on it
an click the insert button. (Fig.24)
Fig 24

3 To make a selection do a single click on the image that
you want or click on the down arrow to insert the picture to insert it into your PPT. (Fig.22)
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C Copy and paste pictures you find on the Internet

Fig 26

Go to www.google.com. Click on “images”, type in your
topic, and click on Google Search. (Fig.25)
Fig 25

Your search should turn up several choices. Click on one
that looks promising. Hint: the more pixels the better the
quality of the photo. Open the link. Select to make the
image full view. (Fig 26)
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.2.48
Secretarial Practice - MS Powerpoint and SH speed & transcription
Take down dictation from books and transcribe on computer
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• take down dictation @60wpm
• transcribe shorthand notes on computer in 60 minutes
• identify the correct outlines (for the wrong ones in your transcript) and practise them
• correct misspelt words and punctutation marks
• take down redictation and read back.
TASK 1: Take down dictation of passages (A) to (H) and trascribe on computer
(A)
Sir, it is admitted by all sections of this House and the

shall agree to its taking credit in this // manner. But there

other House as / a very important Bill and, ordinarily, a law

are certain principles of nationalisation. By merely call-

of this sort would receive appreciations at // least from

ing anything nationalisation it does /// not become

this section of the House.But after looking through the

nationalisation. There are certain principles. What are

provision of this /// Bill and also going through the pro-

those principles?

ceedings and also witnessing the hon. Minister’s speech
Firstly, you must prevent (4) any private exploiter for priwho piloted (1) the Bill in the other House as also the
vate benefit especially in an industry essential for the
opinions expressed by him in / the various forums, which
very life / and well-being of the society. In this case that
I have heard of, I do not think that this can // under any
principle does not arise because // in most cases these
stretch of imagination, be called nationalisation at least
business houses are not making profits in the normal
as far as I can /// understand it.
sense of /// the term profits. These are other dubious ways
Sir, I am aware that the Government tries to grab itself

of making profits which most of these (5) business propri-

with ideas (2) and words, which mean something else so

etors, managing agents know of I do not refer to them.

that it can prove its progressive nature and / it may also
The other prinicple / is that when you take over, you shall
say to the world and to the country also that they are //
not let the society suffer by way // of giving more facilities
about to usher in a socialist State, a welfare State, a coto the business houses. That is you take over something
operative movement and whatever /// else other phrases
which /// is more or less derelict and pay something exormay mean. It shall be my endeavour today to attempt to
bitant at the expense of the society. (6).
prove (3) that the Government is quite entitled to call it
nationalisation but as far as I / know I do not think that I
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(B)
Madam Vice-Chairman, I am extremely sorry that last

ruling out the mother tongue(3) which is not included in

time when this Bill was discussed, / unfortunately I was

the Eighth Schedule. I certainly stand for mother tongue

not here .However, I have gone through the speeches which

being / permitted to be spoken here, but at the same time,

hon. Members // had made on that day including the inter-

I thought that in order // at least to make the present

vention of the Minister. The Home Minister’s intervention

arrangement better, we should provide for translation in

was /// highly disappointing.

the /// languages which are listed in Eighth Schedule.

Now, Madam, I wish to deal with some of the points that

Our friends in the opposition have taken (4) exception to

have (1) been made in the course of the speeches on my

my suggestion. Sanskrit is not a modern language which

Bill. Many of them agreed / that all the regional languages

people speak. This is / a language in which we do not go

should find their proper place in the proceedings of both/

to fight elections or ask for vote // or transact our day to

Houses, though some of them thought that the present

day work in our daily life. I think the other /// languages

arrangement was quite good. I am /// not saying that the

that are mentioned in the Eighth Schedule should be taken

present arrangement is bad. What I was demanding was

up more seriously. Languages (5) of our States should not

that there (2) should be proper arrangements for speeches

be left out. This is all that I suggested. Some / Members

being made in all the languages not only those / enumer-

thought that I was denigrating Hindi. Those who are aware

ated or listed in the Eighth Schedule but Members should

of the proceedings of // the House over the past two de-

// be able to make speeches also in their mother tongues

cades or so know very well that I have /// always stood for

even if they are not included in the Eighth Schedule. ///

Hindi being given its proper place as a link language in

There need be no apprehension that I am interested in

our country.
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(C)
Let me now come to the decision of the Wage Board.

that the employers should not go to / court and the work-

Much has been said/ about the Wage Board decision as

ing journalists should not also take certain other militant

if a crime had been done by the Wage/Board . There was

offensive actions. A // gentleman’s agreement was arrived

a howl from the employers and from among the other

at. Then what happened? On the one hand, they were

quarters as /// if justice had been brought down to dust.

talking /// about this thing, on the other hand, they were

What was the decision of the Supreme (1) court and what

preparing for litigation. On the very (4) day on which this

were the decisions of the Wage Board? I would like to

agreement was arrived at and a decision was taken to

point/ out that except in six cases in all other matters,

apppoint / a body where all the interested parties could

the decisions of the Wage// Board were good and the

discuss and settle matters, a petition was // filed on be-

Wage Board had an equal number of employers and the

half of the employers in the court. Therefore, I think that

/// working journalists. That is to say the employers agreed

much of /// the argument that has been advanced is some-

to all other matters on which (2) decisions had been taken.

thing which is mischievously wrong and we ought (5) to

With regard to these matters, they might have certain

take note of it.

ground for / criticism. Now, the decisions had been taken

Sir, according to the Supreme Court, the Wage Board

through mutual talks, the decisions were taken with // a

should / not have fixed the wages. It seems that the pro-

view to settling the dispute amicably across the table with

prietors have gone on all their // promises they made.

// a view to settling the dispute amicably across the table

They want even the fixation of the minimum wage to be

by mutual talk and the /// Labour Minister took the initia-

left /// to the States. They want the scales to be deter-

tive. Naturally efforts were made there in order to see how

mined at State levels by tribunals.

(3) these decisions could be implemented. It was agreed
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(D)
Mr. Vice Chariman, Sir, I am surprised by some of the

This Minister in his statement said that because there

facts of this whole / question. The hon. Minister has tried

were more pre-medical // students, therefore, it became

to defend a totally indefensible matter. There is a // jumble

necessary to create a medical college. So this was the

of statistics given, some figures are quoted as to how

genesis./// But why were there more pre-medical

many have graduated from /// a college which does not

students?.Was there no planning? You create a (4) medi-

have a campus, a hostel, a library, a clinic. There (1) are

cal college because you have created a surplus of pre-

no facilities. The college has been moving from one place

medical students . How do you / create a surplus? Do

to another. It is / a mythical college, a college on paper.

you create it in the air? One would hope that the // hon.

It is producing graduates in a subject as // important as

Minister would go beyond the routine of cooking up fig-

medicine and the hon. Minister says there is no difficulty.

ures and statistics to defend/// an indefensible case. I

He says that /// it has functioned for several years. I would

would request the hon. Minister to let me know how much

submit that this is a wrong asertion (2) to make. It is

(5) has been spent on this medical college during the

incredible. If this were the case, if hostels, research facili-

last ten years. How much money / have we spent in the

ties, clinics, / libraries, none of these were necessary in

last ten years on this college without any hostel, without

medical colleges and if without these you can // have

any // library and without any research unit and how

graduates, then why have this facade of a medical col-

much do we intend spending in the /// next four or five

lege? Why don’t you go /// through this ad-hocism in all

years. When will this college come to function as a

institutions and produce graduates ? It is an indefensible

medical college ?

situation. (3) Nowhere in the world, I think , would be able
to find an example to match / this example.
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(E)
Mr.Vice - Chairman , Sir at the very outset, I cannot help

However, any one following the development readily knew

pointing out that / wheat procurement and distribution

that / quite a few State Governments either did not

policy of the Government of India has been marked by a /

understand the intent behind the new policy // or were

/ “stop -go” attitude both in respect of government as well

unwilling to make it a

as private trade effort. Almost /// overnight a decision was

own. In fact /// the policy was implemented by Punjab and

taken at the AICC session held in Bombay (1) that Gov-

Haryana. The home State of the Prime Minister (4) has

ernment should take over the procurement and distribu-

hardly helped the distribution system.

success, for reasons of their

tion of wheat through State agencies. I / am aware that
While saying this I should like to add that / the traders
even earlier the party in power was wedded to this
overpitched the claim to procure wheat. I can understand
ideology. My // point is that the decision was arrived at
government machinery making wrong // estimates about
without adequate home work. It is one /// thing to formuthe wheat crop and the procurement policy but it is
late resolutions and another to implement them. A politiextra-ordinary that the /// traders should have made such
cal party can easily indulge (2) in the past time of drawing
a grievous error. Possibly, the traders thought it politics
up resolutions than for any Government to implement the
to (5) exaggerate their capacity so

that it might be

/ resolutions into effective action. Our Prime Minister took
acceptable to the authorities on the one / hand and also
a hard decision to modify this policy // so that the Governpersuade the farmer to part with their stocks on the
ment could procure enough wheat for distribution and
other, once // a psychology of plenty was created.
take care that the /// vulnerable sections of the people
are served fully through procurement efforts on the part of

The farmer in India is no less a businessman /// than a

(3) State agencies and the private traders.

trader. He assessed the situation and sat on the stocks
for larger gains. (6)
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(F)
Mr. Vice- Chairman, the discussion on the wheat policy

mis-spent them and misappropriated them and did not

today, I think, is a discussion / on a subject which is of

utilise these funds for increasing // agriculture products

paramount national importance. The food crisis or the

under the special rabi crash programme. In fact, the

mismanagement // of the food economy during the last

money that should have /// been used for increasing

few years has created a situation which threatens /// a

agriculture products was used in some States for such

serious law and order problem in various parts of the coun-

activities like (4) purchase of luxury motor cars. There-

try. At best we (I) can say that the giving up of that policy

fore, I say it was a wrong and artificial and / unrealistic

has been a very short-sighted / step. We can describe it

target.

as panicky capitulation to the propaganda // barrage of
Secondly, from the very beginning those who were in charge
vested interests and reactionary elements in this counof administration of // this policy had no heart in it. A comtry.
mission had been set up under the /// chairmanship of a
The Agriculture Ministry fixed a /// target of 8 million

Member of the Planning Commission to study how to

tonnes of procurement of wheat. It was an unrealistic

implement the scheme (5) of takeover of the wholesale

target that (2) was fixed . It was a target which was fixed

trade in wheat. The commission made 17 suggestions as

on the assumption that Rs 50 / crores which were pro-

to / how to make the scheme a success. Fifteen out of

vided for the crash rabi programme would be utilised prop-

the 17 suggestions were not // implemented at all by the

erly and the // shortfall of 15 million tonnes in foodgrains

Government. The commission had also indicated that it

that year would be more that made good/// in the rabi

would be /// appropriate to give a remunerative price to

programme. But the report of the C.A.G. has now revealed

the farmers at the time of acute scarcity. (6)

(3) that the Agriculture Ministry and various agencies in
the State Government who were provided these / funds,
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(G)
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I deem it a privilege to speak on this

In the // field of food problem,also a stage has come when

motion of Thanks / moved by my friend. It is but natural,

it is desirable for this /// country to adopt a National

that the President should have dealt // at length on the

Food Budget. For industrial development it is desirable

very hopeful economic situation and the economic scene

that we (4) should lay more and more emphasis on pub-

that is there in /// our country. India is certainly, as the

lic sector development rather than on the private / sec-

President has put it, emerging from the worst (1) period

tor. These questions I feel are to be solved by our Govern-

of economic crisis and is on the road to economic recov-

ment and that is // what the President expects in his Ad-

ery. He has also / given in his Address the milestones

dress too.

that this country has crossed in the field of // agriculture,
in the field of industry, and in the field of imports as well
as /// exports. The country is today exporting more and
more and is importing less and less (2).This is the sailent
feature of the whole economy of our country. A basic question / arises how far this country is going to get the advantage which this economic recovery // has given to
us?. It is necessary that we should apply ourselves to the
basic /// policies in the field of economic recovery and

More than all this what I consider /// as a very welcome
feature of the Presidential Address is the announcement
about the beginning (5) of the Fourth Plan as such. Till
now, we have been having plans and there / was a feeling
in this country that we may not have any plan at all, //
that there may be a total holiday as such. This feeling that
there will /// be a plan holiday has been removed by the
very statement of the honourable President. (6)

agriculture development. Unless we try to devote (3) our
attention to implement the land reform laws in agriculture,
I do not think, we / shall be able to get the gains that this
economic situation has given.
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(H)
I am not having much time, otherwise I would quote cer-

distrubances? (3) A feeling of doubt is growing among

tain figures which I have / with me, with regard to stu-

the people as to whether there is rule / of law in this coun-

dents demonstrations. There have been 75 disturbances

try or not? When the man on the streets sees so many

within two// months and these disturbances are still there.

mandays lost, when the middle /// class man sees that

As a result of these disturbances, the whole /// peaceful

the whole life as also the administration is paralysed,

life of the people is disturbed. Then, I have got figures

what is (4)the effect on him? Will he have any faith left in

which will show (1) how much loss we have been put to

the peaceful way of / life? This is the result of these dis-

as a result of these agitations and / strikes by Govern-

turbing factors and they are no more trends // only. That

ment servants, workers and other people. During the last

is my point. These agitations are no more trends as has

year, 69 lakh // mandays were lost. This year, more than

been described/// by the President in his Address. They

3 crore mandays were lost and /// out of these at least,

have become evils and threaten very much our (5) peace-

2 crore mandays were lost in West Bengal. So, (2) it is

ful way of life. So you must take note of them.

not merely a trend, but it is danger to our democractic
Then, there is another / evil looming large and threatening
way / of life.
the very secular and national life of our country and //
There might be other reasons but there are certain par-

that is the evil of casteism. If I can give you a few

ties which would like // to take advantage of that. What is

figures, during /// the past three years, there were as

the total effect of all these on our// social life? Today,

many as 200 riots in the country. (6)

what do we find as a result of these agitations and
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.2.49
Secretarial Practice - MS Powerpoint and SH speed & transcription
MS-Powerpoint - create screen components
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• open a Powerpoint and create a new document
• familiarize with different Power point screen components.
TASK 1 : Open a Power point and create a new document
1 Click Start Button

Fig 1

2 Select Programs
3 Click Microsoft PowerPoint (Fig 1)

MICT110H1

4 PowerPoint window will open (Fig 2)

MICT110H2

Fig 2
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Create a New Presentation (Fig 3)

Fig 3

1 Choose File Menu
2 Click New option (Shortcut key: Ctrl + N)

MICT110H3

3 Created a New presentation

TASK 2: Familiarize with different Powerpoint screen components. (Fig 4)
Fig 5

MICT110H5

MICT110H4

Fig 4

1 Choose File Menu
2 Click Open option which displays,
4 Type the name of the presentation "sample" (Fig 6)

3 existing presentation.
4 Choose any one presentation " presentation1"

5 Choose saving location

5 Click Open button to open the presentation 1’

6 Click save button

Save a current Presentation

7

Saved current presentation "sample" (Fig 7)

1 Choose File menu
2 Click Save option (Fig 5)
3 Displayed Save As window
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Insert a New Slide

Fig 6

1 Choose Insert Menu
2 Click New Slide (Shortcut key : Ctrl + M) (Fig 8)

MICT110H6

Fig 8

MICT110H7

Fig 7

Close the current presentation
1 Choose file menu
2 Click Close option
3 Closed current presentation

TASK 3: Create a Powerpoint presentation on solar system
Create a Powerpoint presentation on solar systsem. Use
appropriate slide layout, design templates, colour
schemes and background colours. Save the file as My
presentation with your name added at the beginning of
the file name.

1 Start Power point. Create a presentation on the Solar
System.

Example

3 Type your name in the substitute area of the title slide

In this activity, you will create the first few slides of a
presentation on the general topic solar system and save
the presentation by using Save and Save As command.

4 Insert a slide with the Title and Text Layout.

2 The first slide should have the title of the presentation,
The Solar System

5 Type the contents as shown in Fig.1
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Fig 1

Create similar slides for each planet as in Fig.2 (Planets
images are shown in Fig.3)
Fig 2
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.2.50
Secretarial Practice - MS Powerpoint and SH speed & transcription
MS Powerpoint - Layout themes and designs, Add Clip Art and various
objects into slides
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• create a custom theme in Powerpoint presentation
• locate and insert Clip Art into the slide
• insert a downloaded picture into the slide.
TASK 1: Create a custom theme in power point presentation
1 Use the Microsoft Art Gallery from the Insert menu of
the menu bar. Go to Insert - Picture - Clip Art (Fig.1)
Fig 1

Click 'Save theme'. In the file name box type an appropriate name for the theme and click save (Fig.2)

2 Click Clip Art
3 Select the picture
4 Selected picture is inserted in the slide Fig. 1
Or if you have used a slide template that includes space
for a picture, simply double click. Then the picture will
automatically fit to space size in the template. If you use
the insert command you will have to resize and move the
picture on your slide.

To apply background style
From the Design tab click Background styles. Select the
desired style. The available style will change depending
on the current theme colours (Fig 3)
The background will appear on each side of your presentation (Fig 4)

Save a theme
On the view tab of the menu bar, click Slide Master, then
on the slide master tab, select themes (Fig.2)
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Fig 2

Fig 3

Fig 4
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TASK 2: Insert a downloaded picture in the Power point presentation
1. Click on Insert menu

4. Select the file or picture to be inserted

2. Choose picture option in the menu bar

5. Selected picture is inserted (Fig. 6)

3. New window appears as in Fig. 5
Fig 5

Fig 6
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TASK 3: Insert a picture or images from the clipart gallery
1 Click-on the Insert tab and select the Clip Art image
(Fig 7)
FigFig
3 7

That there are a lot of sandwich clip art images
available. "run down" the choices by using the
"elevator bar" on the right side of the Clip Art
Task Pane.
3 Move up and down the selections and find one that fits.
(Fig 10)
Fig 10

An image similar to the one on the left will
appear. (Fig 8)
Fig 8

4 We moved down the selections until our Clip Art menu
screen looked like the one on the right. We chose the
"sandwich" on the right. moved our cursor over the
above image we chose and a blue selection bar with a
"V" appeared. We clicked the blue bar and the image
and drop down menu you see on the right appeared.
We moved our cursor over Insert and clicked.
The menu will disappear and you will see the
image you selected on the right side of your
slide.
Slide 3 should look similar to the image on the right.
2 Since the presentation tells how to make a peanut
butter and jelly sandwich, type sandwich in the Search
for box.
Then click the Go button (see left arrows above). A
Microsoft Clip Art Task Pane then appeared as on the
left. (Fig 9)

5 Before we go to Slide 4, we'll close the Clip Art Task
Pane on the right side of the screen. This will give us
more room in the centre to work on the next slides.
(Fig 11)
Fig 11

Fig
9
Fig 5
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TASK 4: Change a theme of a presentation
1 When you click Create New Theme Colors, the image
as under right will appear. (Fig 12)

Fig13
6
Fig
Fig 9

Fig 12Fig 8

Fig 14
Fig 10

2 Click on the theme color selection - sample area, which
applies for each selection. (Fig 13)
Fig 8 is an image of the Theme Colors drop down menu for
Text/Background - Dark 1. As you choose colors - you will
see the result in the Sample area. (Fig 14)
3 On finishing color selection, sample is shown as in
figure.
We named our new theme - Your New Theme Color. You
can name your Themes anything you desire.
4 Name the theme as ‘sample’ which color be applied
letter.

TASK 3: Show presentation in slide show mode
Fig 15

1 Click slide show tab.
2 Choose from begining button under start slide show
group.
3 Presentation display will appear on the screen. (Fig 15)
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.2.51
Secretarial Practice - MS Powerpoint and SH speed & transcription
Take down dictation from magazines and transcribe on computer
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• take down dictation at 60wpm
• transcribe shorthand notes on computer in 50 minutes
• identify the correct outlines (for the wrong ones in your transcript) and practise them
• correct misspelt words and punctutation marks
• take down redictation and read back.
TASK 1: Take down dictation of passages (A) to (D) and transcribe on computer
(A)
Sir, the Hon. Member is always free to maul me up for any

main points/ which this Bill seeks to enact. So, the main

attempt to / mislead the House. I am not claiming that I

object of the Bill is stated // in paragraph 3 and not in the

can make a statement with due // authority. Whatever I

background in which the Government has brought this //

am doing, I am doing in the best interest of the colleges./

/ Bill before the House.

// May I make my submission ? Even assuming that this
report has been withdrawn even then (1) the hon. Member
correctly pointed out that the Education Commission has
suggested the decentralisation of / administration. For
us, // the device itself would carry a great deal of weight.
That device has been quoted /// by me in the statement of
Objects and Reasons of the Bill.

I would also like to make a submission. The Hon. Member
(4) was kind enough to make a reference to the suggestion which with your permission, I / am going to place
before the House. It would therefore be seen that if the //
intention of the Government was to present the House
with a decision, the suggestions, which /// I have had the
benefit of receiving from teachers or the authorities of the

Now, Sir, the (2) Hon.Member made the point that in the

colleges (5) and from Hon. Members with whom I have

Statement of Objects and Reasons, it has /been stated

made every effort to keep in close / touch and with whom

that the Chairman would be appointed by the visitor. Now,

I have had the honour of holding certain discussions, it

if the Hon. /Member would carefully see he can see quite

would not // have been introduced. It is not the intention of

clearly that the first paragraph seeks to /// give the back-

the Government to do any such /// thing.

ground in which the matter came up. The second paragraph deals with (3) the suggestions of the University
Grants Commission and the third paragraph gives the

A question was raised that the college council should have
powers of Academic Council.
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(B)
It was felt that an authority which may be called upon to

point it out. Government’s position, as / I have stated very

deal with questions/ such as the question whether the

clearly, is that the definition of a teacher of the degree //

teacher has been wrongfully removed the matter has to//

college as given under the Act is accepted by the Govern-

be dealt with so far as the management is concerned and

ment and Government has no /// intention of modifying it.

the university has to /// deal with the management or

The definition says that teacher of a college means a (4)

whether something has been done by the management or

person appointed for the purpose of imparting instructions

the (1) governing body which is not in the best interest of

in any college. Now, all members of / the Academic Coun-

the university. A body like / this which is going to deal

cil are teachers. It is an artificial way to create dichotomy

with such cases must have college teachers on it.// There-

and I // do not want to do it. It seems all the people who

fore, this was a move which in my humble opinion was a

came to see// the Hon. Member wanted to have their cake

correct move, a /// move in the proper direction and it would

and eat it too. You can not (5) say that only college teach-

have created a situation if it had (2) already started func-

ers are teachers and others are not teachers and some of

tioning, when the teachers of the colleges themselves would

/ them put forward the argument that no, we feel that you

be partners in planning / out what arrangements have to

wish to delink the // colleges. The Act is very clear on that

be made. Having said this, I would like to make// one

point.

further observation on a point which has been made by the
hon. Member. Apparently// the way some of the functionaries of the Delhi Teachers Association have been talking

Sir, I had something to do // with the drafting of the report
and I was a signatory to this report.

has (3) misled the hon. Members if I may most humbly
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(C)
Sir, Even though I do not agree with the mover of this

fairly accepted in the House that the Fourth Plan envis-

Resolution I would / like to thank you for giving me this

aged a target of about 8 / to 10 per cent of industrial

opportunity and the House to discuss fully // our failure in

growth. However, it was not possible and the industrial //

agriculture front which according to him has resulted in

growth was between 5 to 6 per cent for some years.

creating more unemployment/// and rise in prices. A pro-

Thereafter, we have seen /// that there was further stagna-

posal has been moved to amend this Resolution accord-

tion but I am happy to say today that during the past few

ing to (1) which it has been stated that those who are

months, as per our information there is a new activity and

unemployed should be given some allowance. / At the

I am / sure that with the several measures that are al-

same time, essential items such as food, clothing and

ready undertaken by the Government and by // the Minis-

shelter should be made // available at reasonable prices

try of Industrial Development, it will be possible for us to

to those who belong to fixed income groups. While mov-

again bring proper/// speed and proper place so far as

ing the /// Resolution the hon. Member has taken the

industrial growth is concerned.

stock in detail, quoting all possible figures and (2) naturally most of them are from Government records. So, I do
not challenge / the figures. While I was listening to his
speech, I felt as though, I was // going through our own
document that we produced and presented to the House
after the /// Mid-term Appraisal of the Fourth Plan. The
Planning Commision and the Government have very (3)

Sir, when I was (5) listening to his speech, I felt that he
has not done due justice to our / agricultural progress and
particularly to the agriculturists in our country. To say
that we have // not made any progress whatsoever is challenging the very reality which exists in our country///. We
have made good progress in producing cereals, but cash
crops have not shown any improvement. (6)
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(D)
As I have said, my Hon. friend should be happy that as

our foreign reserves, and also had created several other

was announced by / the Government, as was promised

problems. /When everybody says that we have done noth-

by the Government, the Government has fulfilled the prom-

ing, that it is because of our efforts, it is because /// of the

ise and // it is for all of us to see that the country is not

efforts of the people of this country during the past 25

again required /// to go to any other country to meet our

years (4) that this country has been able to raise the infra-

own demand for food and cereals,(1) and the Government

structure and I have no doubt, / whatever, that with the

has taken proper steps in the matter.

present efforts in a planned manner, this country is determined to // progres and I shall achieve the desired progress

Regarding industrial growth, as I / have already admitted
as has been promised to the people.///
here, it was not according to the targets that we had fixed/
/ in the Fourth Plan but why should we not again feel

I do not want any applauses. My only submission to the

happy that during the /// past 20 or 25 years, since our

House is let us (5) try to understand ourselves. If some-

freedom, it was impossible for this country (2) to raise the

thing is wrong, I am going to speak about it./ There are

required infrastructure for all possible industrial growth in

several problems faced by our country. Why are we fac-

the country. Let us/ not forget that it was after the second

ing all these shortages// and shortfalls today? The rea-

world war, when the prices of these // basic machines had

sons are obvious.There are shortages of inputs, and raw

gone higher all over the world. It was at that time that ///

materials./// These are in short supply. There was the power

we had to import all these new machines from foreign coun-

shortage: enough power was not available.

tries and naturally it had (3) brought about some drain of
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.2.52
Secretarial Practice - MS Powerpoint and SH speed & transcription
MS-Power Point - Slide Animations and Transition
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• insert a simple animation to text
• arrange timings for each animation
• set transition between slides.
TASK 1: Insert a simple animation to text
1 Create a Power Point Point Presentation with 3 or more
lines text.

Fig 1

2 Click on the first line of text.
3 The first Text Box will appear as in Fig 1.
4 When you see the Text Box, highlight the text. When
you do, you will again see the Drawing Tools Tab.

5. Click the Drawing Tools Tab and the Drawing Tools
Ribbon will again appear - just like you did it for WordArt.
(Fig 2)

Fig 2

Arrange timings for each animation

Fig 4

1 Click the Animations Tab again,
2 Then click the down triangle to the right of Custom
Animation.
3 When the drop down menu appears click Custom
Animation. (Fig 3)
4 The following Custom Animation Task Pane will appear
Fig
on3your screen.When this screen appears, first, click
Add Effect,Then click Entrance, and finally click More
Effects (because we want ALL of the effects).
(Fig 4)
5 The Add Entrance Effect menu screen will appear.
(Fig 5)

Fig 5
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Choose one of the effects by clicking on it. You will now
be able to see the animation effect in the Text box. You
may hear a sound that is "part" of your Slide Transition.
We'll show you how to add sounds for your text in a
moment.

Fig 7

Notice - on the right side of the screen - under Custom
Animation - that the Titles (on which we added effects) are
shown as a part of this screen.
Also notice, on the right side of our second title there is a
small, down pointing arrow. If you click-on this arrow it will
show you each line of text that you animated in the lower
sub-title box. (Fig 6)
Fig 6

This screen is similar to the one in slide 9, but a little
different. Notice that we chose magnify for our text effect
and then chose laser for our sound.
Go ahead and experiment with Entrance effects and
sounds for your first slide. (Fig 8)
Fig 8

Now we'll enhance our text some more. (Fig 7)
Move your cursor over the first title and click the left mouse
button. Next click the small down arrow on the right side
of this box. You will see a menu screen appear that will let
you enhance your title (just like you did in Slide 9). Choose
(click)Effect Options and the menu screen below will
appear.

TASK 2: Arrange timings for each animation
Fig 9

Name: Created set times on the Animations Tab
for your slides, and desire to have the show
1 Run in "automatic," click the SlideShowTab and then
2 Click the Set Up Slide Show button. (Fig 9)
The following Set Up Show menu screen will appear.
(Fig 10)
In the Advance slides box (Fig 11)
3 Click the circular area to the left of Using timings, if
present. Look over the other choices in this menu
screen. Notice that there are a lot of enhancements in
this Set Up Show menu screen. Experiment, as you
desire.
112
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Fig 10

Fig 12

6 Click on Slide Show Tab and then select Rehearse
Timings. (Fig 13)

Fig 11

7 A small, rehearse timings "box" will appear (image
above). It will "show" a running clock on the right side
of the menu - that indicates the time for the entire
Fig 13

4 Click the OK button when you have made your changes.
5 You can have the show repeat continuously, until 'Esc'
selection. This is indicated by an arrow to the Show
options area. (Fig 12)
TASK 3: Set transition between slides
1 Now we will add some pizzazz to our presentation.
When you viewed your slide show, a few moments ago,
it was like "flopping down" plastic transparencies on an
overhead projector." Now add some motion, animation,
sound, and color and really make our presentation
something to view. (Fig 14)

5 If you accidentally click twice on Slide 1, this will take
you to the Slide View, again. If this happens, simply
click on the Slide Sorter View button at the bottom of the
screen, just like you did on the last page.With Slide 1
"marked," click the Animations Tab. The Animations
Ribbon will again open. (Fig 16)

Fig 16

Fig 14

2 Go to the Slide Sorter button at the bottom right area of
the screen.
3 Click on the button with four white squares.
4 You can now see all slides (as shown below).
Lightly,click once on the first slide to highlight the slide
(an orange border will surround the slide - see arrow
below). Now point in the MIDDLE of Slide 1 and click
on your RIGHT mouse button. (Fig 15)

For previous PowerPoint users, this is another "totally
new" method. (Fig 17)
Fig 17

Notice in the Animations Ribbon a Group - Transition to
This Slide. (Fig 18)

Fig 15

Í

More Arrow
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6 Transitions are neat, visual actions, as we move from
slide to slide in our show. To get a "feel" for what
Transitions do, click the More Arrow in the lower right
corner of the Transition to This Slide Group. (Fig 19)

Fig 22

Fig 19

10 You can repeat the above process by clicking on each
slide and selecting a different transition for each slide.
Or - Notice - on the right side of theTransition to This
Slide Group - you can select Apply to All. And the
transition you choose will be applied to all of your
slides. It's up to you on how you want each slide to
transition - or not transition. (Fig 23)
A Transition selection screen similar to the image on the
right will appear.
7 So, let's get started in creating some movement
(transitions) as we enhance our PowerPoint slide
show. Remember that we clicked-on Slide 1 to begin
this process.
We have enlarged the Fades and Dissolves and Wipes
sections of the Transitions image on the last page. We
moved our cursor over Wipe Up and clicked on it.
Immediately our Slide 1 Transitioned with a Wipe Up.
(Fig.20)

Fig 23

Also notice that there is a Transition Speed selection in
this same area. You may change your transition from Fast
to Medium or Slow. (Fig 24)
Fig 24

Fig 20

11.You may also add a Sound to your transition. Click the
small down arrow to the right of Transition Sound. A
drop down list of sounds will appear.
8 At the bottom of theTransition to This Slide Group there
is a Random area. One of the choices has a Question
Mark (?). We chose this selection and then chose
Apply to All Slides. So, when we show our slides, each
slide will transition with a different effect. (Fig 21)

As you get more comfortable with sounds, you can find
some really neat sounds all over the internet. (Fig 25)
Fig 25

Fig 21

9 Go ahead and try as many Slide Transitions as you
desire. When you have one you like, look at the lower
left corner of Slide 1. You will see a small "shooting"
star. This means that a transition has been applied to
this slide. If you click the star, you will see the
transition you selected will Play again. (Fig 22)
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.2.53
Secretarial Practice - MS Powerpoint and SH speed & transcription
Take down dictation from books and transcribe on computer
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• take down dictation @ 60wpm
• transcribe shorthand notes on computer in 50 minutes
• identify the correct outlines (for the wrong ones in your transcript) and practise them
• correct misspelt words and punctutation marks
• take down redictation and read back.
TASK 1: Take down dictation of passages from (A) to (L) and transcribe on computer
(A)
Sir, I would like to draw the attention of the House to a

and spreading creating health hazards. This /// is an im-

very serious / problem being faced by the patients of

mediate problem. Even in the case of this type of danger-

Thalassaemia in our country. You will be surprised // to

ous diseases spread (4) in the form of AIDS or cancer,

know that Thalassaemia patients in Bombay are testing

proper arrangements for detection, treatment and eradica-

positive for HIV during tests. At /// least 45 such cases

tion are / lacking. So, I urge upon the Government that

have been detected among patients in the age group of

these serious problems should be taken note // of. The

5(1) to 15. Such cases have been detected in all the ma-

whole House should come together to rescue our suffering

jor hospitals in Bombay city / but they have no proper

brothers.

facility to test the blood. Thalassaemia patients have to

Mr. Speaker, Sir, /// neither the Government has reached

be // administered blood every month. So, instead of our

any settlement so far nor has it given any amount (5) to

giving life to them we are giving /// them death. This is a

them. Similarly, a decision was taken eight years ago to

serious thing which is happening.

deduct two per cent / of wages of coal mine workers and

Secondly, in All India Institute (2) of Medical Sciences in

grant them pension on the basis of their // deposits with

Delhi the gap between detection of cancer and starting of

the Government. Although two per cent share of the

treatment/ on a patient is so much that many people died

labourers is being deducted /// from their wages, yet the

after detection and before getting // treated in the hospi-

Government is neither depositing its share nor paying the

tal. Two years ago the number of cases that were coming

dues (6) of the workers. Therefore, I would like to warn the

to /// the hospital was 2000 and now 7000 cases are com-

Government that it should settle / the issues of the work-

ing every year to the hospital.(3) There is no facility for

ers early, otherwise they will go on strike.

CT Scan and other machines and apparatus. The admin-

Sir, the Monopoly // Cotton Procurement Scheme is in

istration is / also not properly functioning. Sometimes vari-

operation in the State of Maharashtra for the last 22 ///

ous problems are being created in the hospitals. You know

years under the provisions of the Maharashtra Raw Cotton

// how diseases like cholera are developing here and there

Procurement Processing and Marketing Act, 1971. (7)
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(B)
Unfortunately, nature obeys the natural laws, human be-

over the country will be different and, therefore, while tack-

ings seldom obey and the Government normally does /

ling the floods, we have to /// utilize the applications of

not. That is for this reason, these calamities have not been

science and technology. Unfortunately, since Indepen-

resolved even though the // country is entering into the

dence, science and technology have not (4) been properly

golden year of celebration of its Independence Day.

utilized in resolving floods.

It is // for this reason I would like to make a request to the

I am very sorry to state that many of / the States have

Government of India / through the Hon’ble Speaker that

already been reeling under floods and Assam is not an

while we express our concern for floods, we must have //

exception. Now, // my point of taking a stand today is that

to evolve measures. And how these measures will be

floods in Assam have not been /// properly and duly under-

evolved should not be done through /// a Commission be-

stood by different authorities, who are in the management

cause we had the sad experience about the Commission.

of floods.

The Kothari Education Commission (2) was hailed by al-

The (5) river, Brahmaputra, is one of the major causes for

most all the educationists and the learned scholars all

floods and probably, I not / know whether the learned mem-

over the world / but it was not put into action. The new

bers are aware of this or not and also I do // not know

education policy was created, where the // human beings

whether the Government is aware of this or not.

were called the resources. Now, there has been a Ministry

Brahmaputra river runs into /// a course of more than 2,900

called, ‘Ministry of /// Water Resources’. I do not know

kilometres; of this, more than 50 per cent is (6) outside

whether, during the monsoon season, water has become

India and nearly 50 percent, slightly less than 50 per cent,

a (3) source or an article of tragedy. While I share the

is within / India of which, 360 kilometres lie in the State of

views expressed by many friends / that floods will occur

Assam. This Brahmaputra river is feeding // as many as

and the intensity will differ and the causes of floods all //

43 tributaries.
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(C)
I would like to remind you of the Simla Summit and would

(4) and Pakistan, it would be unfortunate. But the history

say that Simla / Summit was the result of some thinking

stands testimony to the fact that / if this tension spreads

made when we preferred friendship with Pakistan instead

to village level and hence we must understand its reper-

// of a war. The then Prime Minister, Shrimati Indira Gandhi,

cussions. We // want this atmosphere of tension to end

was also guided by that /// thinking. To develop friendly

and that is why we want to ease /// tension with Pakistan.

relations with Pakistan has been our national policy. But

Some people are horribly upset at my talking to Nawaz

some people (1) are absorbed with the ghost of Pakistan

Sharif on (5) telephone. But there is nothing like that. I do

and that ghost is haunting them. I have / no remedy for

not discuss with him love stories / which should annoy

those people. Two types of thinking work in the function-

anybody. It should not be made an issue of rivalry. But if /

ing of the // Government. Suppose, the country is attacked

/ the Prime Minister of Pakistan is interested in develop-

from outside, in that case, we must give befitting /// reply,

ing friendly relations with us, should I /// tell him that I do

but to create an atmosphere of hatred on the presumption

not have faith in him or that I want strained (6) relations

that we will be (2) attacked is absolutely wrong. I am as-

with his country? If the Prime Minister of Pakistan takes

tonished to note that the fear of ghost is / haunting both,

one step towards friendship, I, as the Prime Minister of

the rightists and leftists alike and that is why they put

India, shall go five steps forward towards creating basic //

forward the // view that moves for reconciliation or extend-

conditions for friendly relations.

ing hand of friendship towards Nawaz Sharif will jeopardise
(3) the honour and unity of the country. India has firm faith
on its self-confidence and / endeavor. I am confident that if
somebody tries to hoodwink us, it is neither going // to
weaken our armed forces nor will it affect our defence preparedness. But one thing /// that we must remember is

India is a big country and, therefore, it has some responsibilities /// of its region. It is not a question of a few persons’ sentiments. The regional (7) powers of the world are
for unity and we along with our neighbouring countries, /
which were once part of / India are coming closer to rise
as a new power. //

that, if an atmosphere of tension is created between India
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(D)

Mr. Chairman Sir, the Hon’ble Minister of Railways pre-

was (3) presented on Feb.16, 1987 and it was for seven

sented the Railway budget on Feb. 24./ It is the general

months and that budget registered / a surplus of about

impression of the people about the budget that this bud-

$584 crore. The second budget was presented on Feb.

get is a // directionless and hopeless one and will have

25, 1992 // having an increase in surplus from Rs.584

negative results. It would increase inflation, encourage

crore to Rs.1300 crore. The third /// is the budget pre-

price /// rise and create extra burden on poor people par-

sented this time having an increase in surplus from Rs.1300

ticularly on the people of middle class (1). It is also being

crore (4) to Rs.1800 crore. Despite a decline in the pas-

felt that this budget has been prepared under the pres-

senger, traffic, this extra burden of about/ Rs.1800 crore

sure of / the World Bank and the International Monetary

on the passengers which has been shown as surplus, is

Fund. I feel that all these observations made // with re-

certainly a // matter of concern.

gard to this budget are correct.

Sir, the Janata Dal Govt. presented Railway budget for

Mr. Chairman, Sir, Indian Railways happens to be // one

three years from /// 1964 to 1979. But it is a pleasant

of the biggest institutions in the world and the most pres-

surprise that it did not put any (5) extra burden on the

tigious in the country (2). It has played an eminent role in

common masses. It was for the first time that in 1979-91

the economy of the country during the last / 40 years.

the circumstances forced the National Front Govt. to put

Indian trains cover about 65,000 to 70,000 km. of dis-

a burden of Rs.892 // crore. However, under the prevailing

tance every day and // about one crore passengers travel

circumstances, I am unable to understand as to how the /

in the trains every 24 hours.

// burden on the public has been increased from Rs.1300

Mr. Chairman, Sir, the /// present Hon’ble Minister of Rail-

crore to Rs.1800 crore. (6) The Hon’ble Minister may

ways has presented three budgets so far. The first budget

kindly clarify in his reply to this point.
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(E)
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, after independence the govt. has

They are given share in power. They are // also given spe-

on many occasions, used even the / Rashtriya Swayam

cial privileges. Well, the labourer’s view might be wrong

Sewak to maintain law and order in this metropolitan city.

but is the view /// of armed militants right?

It has been // used to control traffic on the roads. The
service of the organization has been sought /// in other
places also for different purposes. It does not mean that
they should be (1) deprived of their rights. It is not proper;
we cannot accept it. We want justice / in this regard and
we hope that justice will be meted out to them.

The Govt. do not hesitate in having negotiations with them
but (4) the poor must suffer. You may do it to some extent. But we should realize / that the anger for manifestation in the form of terrorism in different shapes. ‘We have /
/ actually closed the door for solving the in human problem in a decent manner keeping the /// dignity of human-

I // would like to say two more things about the labourers.

ity intact. I would especially like to drive this point home

The first is regarding victimisation. /// There was some

to the (5) mind of Jaffer Sheriff Saheb and I know what

order issued in favour of 800 retrenched workers. ‘The govt.

kind of mind and heart he / possesses. I am not appreci-

has to (2) sort out this problem anyhow. It does not stand

ating his virtues. My acquaintance with him is not new.

to my reasoning as to why / the career of the workers

We // may be having political differences, but I know him

should be spoiled for the reason that they went on // strike.

and that is why I have /// expectations from him. When he

The higher officers in Railways do all sorts of crimes but

is not able to work out things, how can I (6), support his

none of them /// is removed from service. Will the poor be

budget. That is why I am not in a position to support the /

kicked out? Will there be different rules (3) for different

budget although I want to support it.

persons? Even the militants who fight against our military
and kill thousands of /them are also called for a dialogue.
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(F)
In the past year and more so the year before that, our

(3) political philosophy must be done. It is in this context

economic growth performance / was somewhat unsatis-

that prices and income policy / plays an important role.

factory chiefly due to the vagaries of the capricious mon-

Wages and salaries together constitute the totality of fixed

soons. It is imperative // for us now to raise the rate of

incomes in // a society. And as you know very well infla-

growth of the economy in the coming /// year in order to

tion invariably affects the fixed income earners /// adversely

achieve a higher level of national income if the vast major-

and the share of non-wage incomes in national income

ity (1) of the people of this country continue to live in ab-

tends to increase at (4) the expense of wage incomes.

ject poverty. Persistence of glaring / inequalities is neither conducive to political stability nor to social welfare.

Thus the process of economic growth is usually accompanied by both growth of employment and some degree of

For achieving these three // main objectives of economic

inflation. These contrary forces act and react // and which

and social policy, we have placed considerable reliance

way the balance is tilted depends upon the relative strength

in the past /// on the traditional instruments of monetary

of the two /// forces. The result is not always the most

and fiscal policies. Thus the achievement of economic

rational nor the most desirable.

growth (2) has been the chief purpose of increased investments both in the public and private sectors./ We have
sought to control price inflation through anti-inflationary
measures such as control of // deficit financing, higher
interest rates, and a stricter credit policy.

In this (5) situation income policy can play an effective
role. This policy, resorted to fairly extensively in / the western countries in the post-world War II period, aims primarily at keeping the // growth of private consumption within
the limits of the growth of aggregate real output. Various /

However, while we have been /// moderately successful in

// devices are used in different countries, all of which can

the pursuit of these goals, a great deal of our social and

be broadly described as constituting (6) an income policy.
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(G)
In a bid to encourage employers, especially in the private

The / Ministry of Labour and Employment is, therefore,

sector, to implement the extended / 26-week maternity

working on an incentive scheme whereby the government

leave law, the Labour Ministry plans to refund them for

// would bear the cost of maternity leave wages for seven

seven weeks’ // worth of wages for women workers with a

weeks, subject to certain conditions. /// The financial im-

wage ceiling up to Rs.15,000 a /// month. The Ministry is

plication to the Centre is estimated to be Rs.400 crore,

in the process of getting budgetary approvals for the Rs.400

and the (4) Ministry is in the process of obtaining budget-

(1) crore incentive scheme, according to an official state-

ary approvals. The scheme would “ensure the women /

ment.

equal access to employment and other approved benefits

In March 2017, the Centre amended the / Maternity Ben-

along with adequate safety and secure environment,” //

efit Act to increase paid maternity leave from 12 to 26

said the statement.

weeks for all // women employees in establishments em-

The government’s bid to reach out to private sector for

ploying ten or more people. However, the statement noted

grant of leave /// to women employees is a boon to them.

that while /// implementation of the provision was good in

This initiative on the part of the (5) Government needs

the public sector, it was poor for (2) those with private

commendation. This will provide security for women from

sector or contract jobs.

being thrown out of jobs / before they proceed on leave.

“There is also a wide perception that private / entities are

Let us hope the Goverment receives support from every

not encouraging women employees because if they are

quarter and this scheme suceeds in its objective.

employed, they may have to // provide maternity benefit

We, Indians, hold our women with respect. We /// attach

to them, particularly 26 weeks of paid holiday,” said the

very great importance to their role as daughter, wife and

statement, adding /// that the extended maternity leave

mother. Let us hope (6) this maternity incentive scheme

had become a deterrent for female employees who are

receives the support of one and all.

asked (3) to quit or retrenched on flimsy grounds before
they go on maternity leave.
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(H)
Motorists taking the Jawaharlal Nehru Salai in

“Though the contract / period is over, we are giving

Koyambedu will have to put up with the / slow pace of

extension of time to the contractor. We are unable // to

traffic for some more time. With traffic being heavy at all

work fast since heavy vehicles like cranes cannot even

times // the construction of the flyover in Koyambedu is

take a U-turn on the road space beside the barricade as

likely to get over only in mid-2019.

such things cause instant traffic jams on the busy (4)

The junction of Kaliamman Koil Street and Jawaharlal
Nehru Salai is crucial since it has (1) in its vicinity the
Chennai Mofussil Bus Terminus recently renamed as
Puratchi Thalaivar MGR / Bus terminus, the omni bus

road. Only small stretches of the road are being barricaded
in phases. We are presently / constructing the deck slabs
- there are a total of 40 of these in the 1//km long flyover
and hope to speed up the work”, another official explained.

stand, Koyambedu fruits, vegetable and flower markets

Residents, meanwhile /// said that the site could do with

and the MTC // terminus right next to it. Every hour, the

better lighting.

junction witnesses around 15,000 vehicles.
“A bus stop that has been (5) put up by the police near
Traffic starts /// by 3 a.m. from the markets and buses

the State Election Commission Office could also be

from outstation come in till 8 a.m. (2). Then, there is

brighter/. There is one light there, which is insufficient.

regular traffic and heavy pedestrian movement in that

The barricading has taken up two lanes // of the road,

location. We get very / little time to work. The contractor

leaving very little space for vehicular movement. Perhaps

is unable to work during heavy traffic since heavy /

they could think of /// reducing the space used for

vehicles at the work site cannot even make a turn on the

construction”, said Ananth.

road as they /// will cause an instant jam, explained an
official working in the Highways Department, who is (3)
connected with the Rs.93 crore project that began in
February 2017.
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(I)
The Select Committee has done a very good job, studied

a shareholder, who is partner of a firm, and where the ///

the matter thoroughly and improved the Bill so that it //

firm acts as a financier to such company. Where, at any

has become more presentable. The picture that has now

time during the course of the previous year in (3) a current

emerged is clearer than it was at an earlier stage. How-

mutual account between the company and the firm credit

ever, // I would like to offer my comments on three or four

appears in favour of the company, even / though the ac-

clauses. Clause 2 is very important. I would refer /// to

count may subsequently turn into a debit against the com-

two items under that Clause. In Clause 2(a), an inclusive

pany, that is, the amount is wiped out by // payment of

definition of the word 'divided' has been given. This (1) is a

such credit as the company has in the same account

definite improvement. Therefore, the matter would be dealt

taken loan subsequently, the Income Tax Officer has

with in a more judicious, and better way than hitherto. /

treated /// the credit as distribution of dividend to the share-

However, this subject is such a difficult one that it is not

holder who is a partner in the firm. I think in this (4) case

so easy to make any definition a perfect // one. From this

the definition works very excessively and harshly. This

angle, there is a lacuna even in this definition which is no

cannot be the intention of this sub-Clause. Unless an

doubt a very good improvement /// upon the earlier defini-

amount by / way of advance or loan remains outstanding

tion. In sub-Clause(e) of this Clause, any payment of any

at the end of the year and particularly on the date the

sum by way of advance (2) or loan to a shareholder or

company // distributes dividend, such temporary advances

any payment on behalf of, or for the individual benefit of

of loan could not be deemed to be the distribution of the

any such / holder is deemed to be included in the word

dividend to a /// shareholder. One has to make this type

divided. The language of this sub-Clause is not very happy./

of financial arrangements when one is in charge of the

/ Cases have arisen where the Department has assessed

affairs of a (5) company.
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(J)
I think, sir, that apart from a National Health Policy, which

confidence and tell us something more about how they

I would welcome of course, there are so many / other

propose in /// this national health programme which they

factors on which the whole question of population control

are considering to deal with this problem which has really

depends. My point is that I would have expected Hon’ble

reached gigantic proportion. The (3) second apprehension

President // to give the highest priority to this problem

I have got, Sir, is regarding the role of the Government in

which has now reached a dimension where everybody

the Kargil war. How our jawans, / our officers and our

whether in the Government /// or in the Opposition should

armed forces gave their lives, shed their blood in order to

be distressed and worried about as to the future of our

defend our soil and how // they have written a glory of fate

country, development in our (1) country and how we are

in human heroism, is all known to everybody. So,

going to cater to the needs of these millions of people

everybody naturally has paid /// tributes to them. There is

whose numbers are growing / all the time, is a question

no question about it. This is something of which everybody

which I think baffles everybody at the moment. We are

in this country is proud (4) of. But I must raise one point

sometimes getting round by // saying that we do not want

and that is, how are these young men of our armed forces

to go deep into this problem because of the emotions or

exposed / to this danger to their lives and their safety.

the kind of /// sentiments which are aroused by it. Sir, I

When the Government took a stand that they had not

humbly say that this is no way of dealing with this problem

been // aware, they had no knowledge, they were not

(2) now. Otherwise, in a few years from now, our country

conscious of the fact that there had been large scale

will be facing an insoluble crisis because of this growth /

incursion /// into our territory by armed people from

of population. I would therefore like the Government, if it

Pakistan who included not only the regular Pakistani Army

has any further idea on the subject apart from talking // of

but also mercenaries recruited (5) from different countries.

stabilisation of population, to take the House into
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(K)
I am thankful to you, Sir, for giving me a chance to speak

leaving their hearths and homes from those villages and

in this debate. I am glad today / the Prime Minister opened

are now more /// or less homeless refugees in a most

his speech with a reference to our relations with Paki-

deplorable condition. I think it is the duty of this Govern-

stan. I would like to draw the // attention of the House to

ment to see (3) that the border people are given proper

what has been happening in the border area. In the last 11

protection whatever may happen in the ultimate relation

years, /// we have had a good number of such meetings

between India and Pakistan.

and conferences. What the Prime Minister has read out
today from the (1) letters of the Prime Minister of Pakistan and his subsequent statements will clearly prove that
the Pakistan Prime Minister is / hardly serious about the
meeting and he does not know his own mind. But the fact
remains that the position // in the borders of Tripura and
Assam and also in some areas of West Bengal adjoining
the Pakistan border should /// receive the attention of this
House and Government.

As / I have stated, I do not attach much importance to the
conference the two Prime Ministers will have, nor do // I
expect much result to come out of that. At the same time,
it is an obligation of the Government /// to give necessary
protection to the people on the borders who have been
suffering for the last few months. It (4) is a sort of cold war
going on, and if the Government have not been suffering
so much, the people / on the border areas have been suffering terribly, and I expect the Prime Minister to give due

Papers this side may not publish all the details, but we in

attention to this // matter and see that the people on our

(2) Bengal and in the eastern part of India get more de-

side, who are our citizens, should not be made to surffer

tailed news about what has been happening. I can make

because /// of some desperate actions of Pakistan due to

/ some allowance for possible exaggeration in some re-

some political or other motives. Mostly these actions are

ports in newspapers, but in spite of everything, there is no

the result of (5) frustration.

denying the // fact that large numbers of people have been
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(L)
I have said, I have not denied it. But it is not a taxation
measure in the ordinary sense / of the term. If we had
not done it, we could not have taken it up. If we had
waited // for bringing in a measure in the House, at that
time what were we to do for the interim period? /// Could
we have allowed it to be passed on to the consumers for
two months and then levy it again? (1) It would have been
real taxation in the middle of the year. But that is not so
in this particular / case. More so because as I have said
earlier in my speech this is an ad hoc reduction. The
condition // of the agreement is that if, after examination
by the Cost Accountants, it is found that what we have
taken /// is not justified by costs, we will have to give
them a rebate. If we find at the end that (2) their costs
are still less, we will be entitled to a greater reduction, it
would not have caused any harm / but if we had to return
anything then it would have been very difficult to return it,
if it had been // passed on to the consumers because in
that case we would have to give a rebate. The rebate

It is, therefore, that after a great deal / of deliberation we
decided on this. The question was asked as to why we
took so much time from // the 20th of May to 30th of June
to promulgate that Ordinance. That shows that we did
not do lightly /// and we gave great thought to it. We
examined all the sides of the question before we came to
that (4) conclusion. We do not want at any time to resort
to Ordinance to levy taxes or for any such purpose. / An
Ordinance is deliberately provided for in the Constitution
and nobody objects to it. No Government would be
possible if / there were not such a provision. It is, therefore,
there for use. Whether the use is justified or not is /// the
main question. Was there an emergency or not
emergency of the type supposed when this Article was
introduced in (5) the Constitution? In view of the
circumstances which I have explained, I feel that the
Government would have failed in / its duty if it did not
promulgate that Ordinance and mop-up this profit which
would, otherwise, have been frittered.//

would have /// been given by getting something more from
future consumers and the present consumers would have
got all the advantages and (3) I do not think that it would
have been a fair proposition.
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.3.54
Secretarial Practice - Internet, Postal Services, Office tools & Equipment
Open E-mail account
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• create an Email account
• add contacts, compose and attach document, send e-mails
• check the mail and sign out.
TASK 1: Create an Email Account
To the Instructor: Ask the trainees to create
accounts as itistud as the primary name and
itistudtwo as secondary name in increasing
order of number series, in both yahoo and
gmail.

1 Choose Internet Explorer and Click to open it on the
windows desktop.
The home page appears on the screen. (Fig 1)
2 Type www.yahoomail.com on the address bar and
click enter

Example : itistudtwo, itistudthree, etc.

Fig 1

A yahoo Account screen appears as on (Fig 2)
3 Click "Create New Account"

The following window appears on the screen
as on (Fig 3)
4 Type "iti" in First Name box, "studone" Second box,

Fig 2
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5 Choose Male in Gender, Birthday January, 24,
1994, India in Country, English in Language
6 Choose "itistudone@yahoo.com
7 Type password as "sachin1@iti" and retype the
same

8 Type itistudone@gmail.com for alternate email
9 Choose "In secret question 1", select other questions
from the below dropped down box and type the name of
the ITI: ITI
10 Choose "In secret question 2", select "Name the sports
favourite?" : Sachin

Fig 3

12 Click the ‘Create My Account’ button
The secret question 1 should be related to
email id, secret question 2 should be related to
your password so that it can be easily recovered
when you forget it
11 Type the code shown
The "create my account screen" with filled
data appears as on Fig 4
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Confirmation of successful Registration is sent
to you as shown in Fig 5
13 Click continue button
The yahoo mail window appears on the screen
as on Fig 6
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Fig 5
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Fig 6

TASK 2: Add contacts
1 Click the "CONTACTS" from the yahoo mail menu.
The following window appears on the screen
(Fig 7)
2 Click the "Add a New Contact" button to append
contacts
A screen appears as on Fig 8

4 Click ‘save button’ after filling it
The following screen is shown in Fig 9
Note to the Instructor: Ask the trainees to add
more newly created contacts in yahoo and
gmail accounts
Example: itistudtwo, itistudthree, etc.

3 Type iti in firstname, Studone in Middle name,
itistudone@gmail.com and fill the required field
Fig 7
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Fig 8

Fig 9
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TASK 3: Compose and send mail with attachments
1 Click INBOX button, and choose COMPOSE
MESSAGE
The following Fig 10 appears on the screen

2 Click + sign of TO box
Fig 11 appears on the screen
3

Choose the contact itistudone@gmail.com and
click "done"

Fig 10

Fig 11

4. Type "My Powerpoint presentation" In Subject
5. Click "Attachments"
132

The attachments window is invoked and select
"presentation 1 .pptx" from the folder ‘Computer
Literacy’ on the desktop and click open as on
Fig.12
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6. Type the following
Hi Friend,
How are you?, Hope you are fine, I have created a
Power point presentation which describes a story with
a moral. Enjoy it
With Love

Your Friend
Select Blushing from emotions, Click Format,
choose Italics for the body of the letter, click
stationery and apply Goth rose as Background.
Click spell check (abc) button to correct the
text.

Fig 12

The finished screen appears as Fig 13

7. Click send button

Fig 13
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The (Fig .14) appears as the mail is sent
Fig 14

TASK 4: Check mails and sign out
1 Click "INBOX"
The unread messages are shown in the inbox
as on Fig 15
2 Click the mail named "ITI STUDONE"
The Fig 16 appears on the screen

If you have attachments just click download
and save the file
The file gets downloaded in the default download file
location.
3 Click "sign out" to come out of yahoo mail as on
Fig.17
4 Check with the instructor
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Fig 15

Fig 16

Fig 17
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Practice networking
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• view and note IP address of your computer
• find IP address of yahoo website
• view and note IP address and physical address of your system through ipconfig/all.
TASK 1: View and note the IP address of your computer
.
1 Choose the network icon and right click it.
To the instructor: Network icons should be
A menu is displayed on the screen as on
arranged and placed on the desktop.
(Fig 1)

Fig 1

2 Choose "Properties"

4 Choose "Local area connection" and right click it

A "view your basic network information and
setup connection" window appears as on (Fig. 2)
3 Click "change adapter settings" option
A menu is displayed on the screen

136

A "Local area connection properties" window
appears on the screen
5 Choose "internet protocol version4 (TCP/IPv4)"
6 Click "properties"
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Fig 2

Internet protocol version 4 (TCP/IPv4) windows
appears on the screen as on (Fig. 3)
7 View and note down the IP address and subnet mask
and fill the following given table - 1

Table 1
IP Address
Subnet mask
Class
Gateway

Fig 3
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Change the IP Address
8 Click "obtain an IP address automatically"

As the radio button is clicked, the IP address
gets cleared as on (Fig 4).

Fig 4

9 Click "use the following IP address"

10 Type "10.0.0.1" in the IP address and press tab key as
on (Fig 5)

Fig 5
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The subnet mask gets automatically filled as
on (Fig. 6)

12 Click ok in "local area connection properties" window

11 Click ok in "internet protocol version 4 (TCP/IPv4)
properties window
Fig 6

TASK 2 : Find IP address of yahoo website
1. Press window key + R on the keyboard

Fig 8

A run window appears on the screen as on Fig. 7
Fig 7

For each Ping command a different IP address
of yahoo website appears on the screen as on
(Fig 9)
2 Type "cmd" in "open" bar and click ok as on Fig 8
A command prompt appears on screen
3 Type "ping yahoo.com" OR "ping www.yahoo.com"
and press enter key

4 View and note the IP address of yahoo website
5 Type "exit" on the command prompt and return to
the desktop
6 Choose and click "internet explorer" on the desktop
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Fig 9

7 Type any one of the IP addresses on the Address
bar of the home page

The yahoo website gets opened on the screen
as on (Fig. 10)

Fig 10
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TASK 3: View IP address and physical address of your system through ipconfig/all
1 Press window key + R, Type "cmd" on the run window
2 Type "ipconfig/all" on the command prompt and press
enter key
The following screen appears on the screen as
on Fig 11
3 View and note the physical address of the "network
interface card (ethernet card)"

4 Get checked with the instructor
The IP address starting from 1 -126 is class A IP
The IP address starting from 128 -191 is class B IP
The IP address starting from 192 -223 is class C IP
Class d

multicast address

224-239

Class e

research purpose

240 - 254

Fig 11
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.3.55
Secretarial Practice - Internet, Postal Services, Office tools & Equipment
Take down dictation from books and transcribe on computer
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• take down dictation at 60 wpm
• transcribe shorthand notes (dictated at 60 wpm) on computer in 45 minutes
• identify the correct outlines (for the wrong ones in your transcript) and practise them
• correct misspelt words and punctuation marks
• take down redictation and read back.
TASK 1: Take down dictation of passages from (A) to (L) and transcribe on computer
(A)
Mr. Speaker, Sir, I shall confine myself only to Demand

I // am not one of those who believe that there should not

No. 61 about the film industry. I wish I could / congratulate

be censorship of films and film directors should be /// given

the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting on its con-

full freedom to produce whatever film they like. I am not

tribution to the film industry which, after textiles, has come

one of those, who, for a minute, will (3) stand for the

to // be one of the biggest industries in this country. But

vulgarity in the film industry. I am not one of those who

unfortunately the Ministry of Information and Broadcast-

believe that films should become / a vehicle of taste and

ing except instituting a /// few awards annually given to

entertainment only and not for education. But we should

certain film artistes, film directors, film writers, story writ-

remember that the film industry in // this country in the

ers and so on and so forth, (1) has not done much about

last few years has grown tremendously and it has contrib-

it. In recent years, we have noticed that the film industry

uted its own quota to the cultural /// development of our

has been passing through / a very big crisis. If we go to

country. And it is for the Ministry of Information and Broad-

studios of Bombay, Calcutta and Madras, we will find

casting to give guidance to the industry (4) so that the

hundreds of film // artistes, film technicians and film work-

industry may serve the cause of education, culture and

ers out of job. We will see that those places which were

national integration in this country.

producing scores of /// films have closed down; the stu-

What we find / is that we have got a Film Censor Board. It

dios are lying idle, and the artistes are without job. The

is constituted of some very eminent people who seldom

Film directors are rotting (2) on the streets. If we examine

meet // and all the work is left to the administrative ma-

the reason for all this unemployment and crisis in the film

chinery of the film Censor Board. Some of the films are /

industry, we will / find that the shortsighted policy of cen-

// censored in a way which hardly does credit to the Min-

sorship by the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting

istry. Not once but a dozen times has the Ministry (5)

has been responsible for it.

been approached by the film industrialists, film artistes
and film writers.
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(B)
Madam, I want to express my views on the Motion moved

in the multi-brand sector would // be employment

by Smt. Sushma Swaraj, Leader of Opposition seeking

generation. We are the second largest fruit and vegetable

to withdraw / the Government’s decision to allow 51

producer in the world. We produce more than 200 ///

percent Foreign Direct Investments in multi-brand retail

million tonnes of fruits and vegetables which get perished/

trade. I rise to oppose // this move. In the era of global

due to non-availability of markets and lack of cold storage

integration of business, trade and industry we have no

facility (3) with the farmers of our country. It comes to

other option but to /// move along with the world. We

the loss of thousands of crores of rupees. Through multi-

know that lakhs of our engineers and doctors are working

branding / the produced items are directly purchased from

abroad and bring lot (1) of foreign employment through

the farmers and were given the right price or even a better

outsourcing while living in India. Our automobile / industry

price // because it can be sold where it fetches/ good

is flourishing and selling its products abroad. Foreign

prices. Thus, middle men can be avoided who used to

Direct Investment in multi-brand retail is not coming

eat /// away a bulk of the profit. FDI will increase productive

without any / conditions or restrictions imposed by our

capacity. It will help in creating infrastructure and assets

Government. In the first instance the foreign company

in (4) addition to generation of employment in the country.

who would like to enter business // In India will have to

It will lead to technology upgradation and thereby increase

invest 100 million dollars in the country. Out of this 50

business and trade/. It will improve the economic

percent will have to be /// invested in the back end

development of the country. We can witness that now

infrastructure sector. This will benefit sectors like cold

China is progressing in the global // market with Foreign

storage chain, food processing, warehousing, inventory

Direct Investment. If India has (400) to compete with the

management, (2) farmer support system, food processors

world we have to be opened up and /// allow Foreign Direct

and its distributors. Thirty percent of the manufacturing

Investment. We have to move along with the world, or

product will have to be sourced / from SMSE sector by

else, we will be left out and (5) left behind.

the Foreign Direct Investors. A direct fallout of huge FDI
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(C)
Madam, in respect of this Bill, along with the amendments
which have been brought from the side of the Government/
after discussion yesterday, broadly we welcome the Bill
itself. But this should have been discussed amongst the
Chief Ministers of the // various States. They are the
implementing agency. It is being done very expeditiously
but much discussion is needed in /// this Bill. Every citizen
including a woman is having the right to live with the dignity
and honour which is (1) guaranteed in Article 21 of the
Constitution. Sexual harassment like even eve-teasing
of woman amounts to violation of rights / guaranteed under
Articles 14 and 15 of the Constitution of India. For
meaningful right within the ambit of Article 21 // of the
Constitution, every woman is entitled to enjoy economic,
social, cultural and political rights without discrimination.
The primary concern /// both at international and at the

offending her self-esteem and dignity. Rape is not only a
crime against the woman, it is /// a crime against the
entire society/ itself. It leaves a scar on the most cherished
possession of woman, that is (3), her dignity, honour,
reputation and not the least, her chastity. It destroys
entire psychology of a woman and pushes her / into deep
emotional crisis. It is a crime against basic human rights
and also violates the victim’s cherished rights. In // that
context, today is very important day because this Bill
has come. This Bill is most demanding Bill which has ///
come today. It really needs support in the sense of the
term but here we have certain points. We have (4) given
certain amendments. Those amendments are also similar
to the amendments of the Government.
Madam, experience says that these types / of offences
are sometimes seriously abused. Today, the experience

national level is about devastating increase in rape cases

says that the offences in relation to clauses 490 and 498A

and cases relating to crime (2) against women. India is

// of the Indian Penal Code are seriously abused in our

no/ exception to that. Sexual violence is not only an

country itself. This should not be abused. If it is ///

unlawful invasion of the right of / privacy and sanctity of

abused, it would be totally insignificant. Amendments

the woman but a serious blow to the honour. It leaves a

should be made to this bill to ensure that no abuse of any

traumatic and humiliating impression // for her conscience,
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(5) kind takes place.
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(D)
It gives a thrust for women’s education through the cre-

The gross enrolment increased from 40 percent to 95 per-

ation of additional jobs for 90,000 / women in new poly-

cent in 50(2) years. For upper primary, the gross enrol-

technics.

ment ratio has increased from 12 percent to / 67 per

As against 2000 colleges, there are 9000 colleges. Dis-

cent during these years. In other words, 95 percent of the

tance education which includes correspondence courses

rural // population living in 8 lakh habitations have a school

account for 12 percent of the total enrolment in /// higher

within a walking distance of /// one kilometre and 80 per-

education. India produces the largest number of gradu-

cent have the school within a walking distance of 3

ates in the world.

kilometres (3) from their home.

Provisin of free(1) education to all children upto the age of
18 years is enshrined in the Directive Principles of the
State Policy. Determined efforts have been made to achieve
this goal.The // number of primary schools has increased
and the number of teachers has also increased accordingly. ///
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(E)
Science has transformed human life beyond all

In short, disease, ignorance and suspicion were prevalent

imaginations. Thanks to the efforts of a few / scientists,

everywhere. Science has spanned the // sky, measured

man is no longer a helpless toy in the hands of Nature,

the ocean and wrested from nature many of her hidden

but the // proud master of three worlds of land, air and

treasures. It has /// relieved human suffering by discovering

water. Science has changed out outlook, /// our mental

secrets of health and disease. It has annihilated time and

make-up, our thoughts and ideas, our dreams and our

(4) space and made communication and contact with world

hopes. We live, move (1) and have our being in science.

easier and quicker.

The triumph of science is seen everywhere in life. /

It has extended the / frontiers of our knowledge in various

According to Bertrand Russel, science has changed the

ways and various directions. It has enabled us to // fight

face of the earth and the world // has changed more during

natural calamities and to revolutionize industrial and

the last 150 years than during 4000 years previous to

agricultural processes. Indeed, when we think of ///

that. /// In fact, we have ceased to look upon trains or

triumphs of science, we gape in wonder and admiration.

motor cars, electric light or (2) telegraph or radio as

However, there is the other side (5) of the picture. Science

marvels of science. Can we visualise the shape of things

has done great disservice to mankind in the field of

before/ the birth of science? People living fifty miles from

armaments / and destructive engines of war. The invention

London had hardly seen the world’s // greatest city. Books

of gun powder was hailed as a great // achievement, but

were few and copied by hand by costly scribes and so

humanity should rue the day on which this invention took

they /// remained preserve of rich few.

place. Steadily and /// relentlessly gun powder has been

Communication was almost non-existent, except for those

used and perfected into a hundred new more destructive

who could afford (3) to send special messengers. Small-

weapons, (6) so that today artillery, gun fire, shells and

bot reaped a good harvest. Cholera and plague held their

bombs have become hellish terror to everybody.

terror / on man.
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(F)
Assam is primarily an agricultural State. Agriculture sus-

progress and prosperity stand. Therefore, the content and

tains about 72 per cent of its population / but only one

(4) quality of education imparted in agricultural universi-

third of its area is cropped. The plains here are for growing

ties will exercise a profound influence on all aspects / of

// rice, wheat, sugarcane, cotton, banana, tobacco, etc.

our development.

On the hills, apart from great potential of /// growing variety of fruits, we have colorful orchids and among the commercial crops tea, jute (1) sugarcane, cotton potato and
ginger are important. With these favourable features and
its new / structure the University is well set to bring science to the service of the rural // areas of the State.

Agricultural universities should show a marked willingness
to change as the country’s // needs change. Agricultural
situation in the country will face challenges of an unprecedented nature needing /// appropriate adjustments in strategy, development of resources, kinds of products to be
produced and processed (5) and services to be rendered

The primary function of any University is to seek knowl-

to the community. The programmers of the University will

edge to /// create knowledge and to disseminate and ap-

have / to keep on adjusting to meet such changing needs.

ply it for the welfare of mankind. While the (2) Agricultural
university shares this broad-based function of a university, it has to fulfill its // role by becoming an instrument in
agricultural and rural development and through it in the //
/ growth and prosperity of the state it serves. Education in
such a university has to (3) be concerned with the training
of the youth who will occupy important positions in shaping / agricultural policy, in agricultural research in administration and in a wide range of agricultural services.// There
is no denying the fact that in a country like India, agricultural development is /// the bed rock on which the nation’s

If agricultural scientists can respond to // the challenges
which tend to affect or make uncertain the crop yields, a
basic pre /// requisite of steady programs would be made.
The production of food grains in 1970-71 (6) was 108 million tonnes. In 1973-74 it was 103. The increase in population of / about million tonnes of additional foodgrains
every year in itself will require one million tonnes of additional food grains every year. With an increase of the per
capita intake of /// 100 calories per day, India would require an additional five million tonnes of food grains (7)
every year. Thus, we are facing a difficult situation.
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(G)
The Govt. of India, as you are well aware, has for long

Even though our losses due to pests and diseases of rice

postulated that any / effective system of pest control must

(3) and jowar during these cropping seasons have been

necessarily be an integrated system which takes into

insignificant, it is essential for us/give some serious

account // all these aspects and must be carried to the

thought to pest control measures.

fields through an efficient and forceful /// extension agency.
This seminar is therefore, particularly timely and welcome
since it concerns itself with (1) two of the most important
crops sown in our country, rice and jowar. I hope / it will be
followed by several other such seminars and workshops
in which scientists, manufacturers, // ecologists and the
growers would participate with the intention of evolving a
multi-disciplinary approach /// for the protection of our major
crops.

I understand that in the cse of // rice aalone there are no
less than 70 different species of insects which can cause/
// damage and the problem has become all the more acute
with the rapid spread of (4) high yielding varieties. By and
large, it can be said that preventive measures are far /
more lasting and economical than control measures, or
in other words, the detection of pests // or disease at the
earliest stage possible is of utmost importance. For this,
a very /// sound system of surveillance is necessary at

Our rice and jowar crops did exceedingly well (2) last year

the Pesticides Association of India also coming forward

and it is our expectation the harvest this year would be no

ib a big way / to strengthen the surveillance system pre-

less/ bountiful. Mercifully, during these two years there

vailing in the country. This might of course, if I // may be

has been no serious epidemic afflicting either of // these

frank, run contrary to certain commerical interests, but in

crops and whatever little outbreaks of pest or disease took

the ultimate analysis the /// task of manufacture of a genu-

place, they were effectively /// controlled by the states.

inely needed pest control product is accomplished (6).
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(H)
First of all, I congratulate the Hon’ble Finance Minister for

speeches/ the caravan of the country’s economy, over-

presenting a very realistic and / balanced budget, balanced

coming all crises and difficulties, all hurdles and obstacles,

not in the sense of balancing the receipts and expendi-

// moves on the path of continuous progress towards the

ture, but in // the sense of looking after all sections of

cherished goals of this great nation. /// Indeed, these small

society and all aspects of the economy. ///

and perverted minds and a great country cannot go to-

Sir, in our country, there is a group of people who call

gether.

themselves high intellectuals (1) and who always find fault

The Finance (4) Minister has announced a new package

with our budget. These gentlemen every year go on writ-

of employment generation and anti-poverty schemes. He

ing / and delivering long lectures criticizing the loopholes

has / given marginal income tax relief to the salaried middle

in our budget and even predict that the // nation is going to

class. He has also left items // of mass consumption un-

face a disaster if this budget is implemented. They also

touched and decontrolled cement and aluminum. Yet he

say /// that there will be a complete breakdown of the

managed to work out /// a fresh tax net of Rs. 1200 cores

economy. This is what they have (2) been writing every

on the relatively affluent classes. For this, (5) I do con-

year. These prophets of doom have proved to be false.

gratulate the Minister. It is true that his proposals mean a

Their problem / is that they are incapable of looking at the

hike in / the cost of things like cigarettes as my friend has

budget from the point of view // of our national philosophy

pointed out just now. Maruti /// cars, two wheelers, scoot-

or the philosophy that guides the policies of this Govt.

ers, televisions, computers and so on will be dearer. But

They /// look at it from their own angle and from their own

this burden /// falls on those who can afford to pay and not

outdated and discredited philosophy (3). They do not real-

on the common people of (6) this country.

ize that in spite of the eloquence in the writings and
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(I)
I rise to support the budget placed before this House by

cannot be delayed any more in this country. From / this

the Hon’ble Finance Minister. / Our development objec-

point of view, he has no doubt hit the problem of unem-

tives have been made clear in this budget, which are

ployment and has // undertaken the work of creating jobs.

growth, modernisation, self-reliance // and social injus-

He has at the same time raised additional resources /// of

tice. For want of time, it is difficult to recapitulate the eco-

Rs. 500 crores for this new scheme by providing surcharge

nomic progress /// made during the last one year. Coming

of 8 per cent (4) on those who can pay, i.e., those who

to the tax proposals straight- way, even the objectives (1)

have income of more than Rs. 50,000./ Therefore, this is a

of the tax proposals have been very clearly stated in the

very welcome scheme which is being placed before this

budget. They are promoting / productive employment,

House by // the Govt. The only thing which I would like to

consumption standards of the poor, discouraging non-es-

know in this case is /// whether putting money for these

sential luxury consumption, providing some relief to //

schemes would give employment. Employment does not

middle class income tax payers and containing the bud-

mean more funds. (5)

get deficit for the year 1989-90./// If we go through all these
budget proposals they are meeting all these objectives
which (2) have been placed by the Govt. before us.

So, I would like the Finance Minister to give some indication about the details of / the scheme as according to me,
merely providing funds will not give employment. There

Firstly, I must congratulate the Finance Minister / for prov-

will // have to be a detailed scheme by which employment

ing wrong the prophecies that being the election year, he

will be generated in due course /// of time and it will be

will be tempted to // have populism and he will give relief

available for those who are below the poverty line. (6) Then,

everywhere without caring for the economy of this /// coun-

he has also not fallen prey to other temptations but only

try. I am very happy that he has not fallen to that tempta-

provided for distribution / of saris to destitute women.

tion and he (3) has recognized the fiscal prudence which
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(J)
It was difficult not to sympathise with the United Front

the fiscal /// deficit below three per cent and qualify for the

Government’s plight when it faced / the demands of the

European Monetary Union. Even those abortive (4) at-

Central Government employees’ unions to increase their

tempts cost him his Government.

emoluments far beyond the // awards of the Pay Commission. The United Front Government is divided, and every
one knows /// it. Almost any organised interest group, let
alone one as powerful as the Central Government (1) employees, could therefore be sure of winning some support
within it, and dividing the Government./

Despite all this, future economic historians are likely to
remember / September 13, 1997 as the Black Day, when
the economy finally lurched over the brim // of a precarious stability into irreversible decline. On that day five members of a Cabinet /// committee of six ministers of the
Central Government gave in to each and every demand (5)

That, however was only half of its woes. Two-thirds of the

of the Central Government employees and burdened the

Central Government employees // work for the railways

exchequer with Rs. 7,000 crore more of / pay increases

and the post and telegraph departments. A strike by them

than it has budgeted for.

would /// have completely paralysed the country for it would
have been nothing less than a general (2) strike. The history of Governments that have broken general strikes has
not been a good/ one. In 1926 when Churchill broke the
general strike in Britain, Baldwin’s Conservative Government paid // the price with defeat three years later. In
1974, when Indira Gandhi broke the Railways /// strike in
India, the nervousness that she felt at having broken the
Congress’ long-established (3) links with organized labour
shaped her decision to impose the emergency a year later.
In / France, the Government of Chirac buckled every time
when organized labour went on strike to // defeat his attempt to cut welfare and other benefits in order to bring

The sixth member who is the Finance Minister, // went to
Chennai in the middle of the meetings and inexplicably
failed to return to /// Delhi till they were over and the deal
had been done. Enquiries revealed that he had (6) been
commanded by the leader of his party, the Tamil Maanila
Congress to stay away / from the meetings on pain of
expulsion as that worthy gentleman did not see any //
reason why his party should bear the onus of thwarting
the powerful 3.6 million votes, /// when none of its partners
in the United Front was willing to stand shoulder to (7)
shoulder with it. With this disastrous decision, the United
Front set off a chain reaction / that can destroy the Indian
economy, and quite possibly, the Indian nation itself.
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(K)
Sir, we have been listening to the Honourable Members

find on the whole land, on both sides of the roads, ///

who spoke so many hours together / on the Finance Bill.

people are working. If you go to the field and ask the ques-

Many/ of them including you, the Chairman, have been

tion, whose land (4) it is, they will at once, say that this

stressing about // the land ceiling. We have seen that

land belonged to them before. They / are afraid to say this

Assam has made land ceiling three times. But /// if you

also. They will look this side or if somebody hears // this,

go to the field, you will find not a single landless people is

they will be in danger. Therefore, I want to stress, it is not

(1) restored or provided with land and if you go State by

the /// question of ceiling alone on lands, it is the question

State say, for example/, Madhya Pradesh, Madhya

of how to provide the (5) lands to the landless people/ who

Pradesh is a State having 23 percent tribals. If you see

have been deprived.

the // history, almost the entire lands belonged to the tribal

Now, in regard to Madhya Pradesh / wherefrom my friend

people and those tribals were pushed /// up on the hills

comes, I have extensively examined the area in a certain

and those who are in the plains now are deprived of ///

capacity as // a Chairman for the Welfare of Scheduled

their own lands. If you ask them whose land is this, they

Castes and Scheduled Tribes. There I found that /// a Bill,

will say that (2) the land belongs to/ them and how it has

Restoration of Land, has been passed many years ago. If

been taken over by the Sahukars / and landlords. They

you go through (6) the Act you will find/ that just to restore

will give the history that now/ the loan of Rs. 5 or // Rs. 10

the land to the people from / whom the land has been

becomes Rs.100 in two or three years with compound

squeezed by the Sahukars or money-lenders, it was found

interest thereon. In /// this way lands have been squeezed

that // huge money is to be paid to the money-lenders and

by the Sahukars and multi-landlords. If you go to (3) the

thus the Act has not /// been activised. If you go, in detail,

field you will find that all the tillers of the land are Sched-

you will find that only Rs.50 were (7) paid and the land

uled Caste / and Scheduled Tribe people. If you go to

was taken away after some years. So, we have got to / be

your own State of Bihar from Patna // to Ranchi, you will

practical about what we want to do.
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(L)
If you scan the history of the Railways in this country, you

of Europe lines of varying breadth. It is all a uniform

will see that it was the Presidency / towns -- Bombay,

GAUGE. So it is in Russia— it may be /// 6 ft. there. In

Madras and Calcutta—that determined the pattern of our

America, in every industrially advanced country, you find

Railways as well as our industrial and economic growth./

that the gauge is uniform. This very country (3) which

/ The British, when they landed in this country, estab-

ruled us, namely, the United Kingdom, had inside its bor-

lished trading centres called forts. In Chennai, it was Fort

der a uniform gauge, but they inflicted three systems of /

St. George /// in Kolkata it was Fort St. Williams and in

gauge on India. They thought that would perpetuate what

Mumbai it was merely a Fort and there was one (1) in

is called their domination, or in the negative sense that /

Surat also. It is these trading establishments which de-

/ it would impede the industrial and economic growth of

termined the pattern of the Government, the pattern of

India. Secondly, it would make India always the customer

administration, the pattern / of the Railways. They estab-

and purchaser /// of locomotives and rolling stock from the

lished the industries, they located their armies with refer-

United Kingdom. In the old days, I am told, it is (4) the

ence // to these three Presidency towns. This idea of the

Government which built the broad-gauge line and it is the

Presidency towns determining the pattern of our social

private companies that built this metre gauge / and the

structure, industrial advancement /// and the system of

narrow gauge. Though they may not have had the distinc-

our Railways still persists. That is the mental lag that is

tion of private and public sector in view then // it now ap-

hampering the vision of the (2) Planning Commission, the

pears that what the so-called public sector then did has

Railway Board and the Railways Ministry.

been good and what the private sector /// then did has

Sir, once I happened to travel from London to Rome by /

been to our disadvantage. I would appeal to these agen-

train. Another time I had to travel from Moscow to

cies, to introduce a uniform gauge throughout India. (5)

Leningrad by train. Nowhere did I find on the continent //
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.3.56
Secretarial Practice - Internet, Postal Services, Office tools & Equipment
Use various office tools and equipment
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• operate a FAX machine attached to a telephone line
• send FAX with a computer
• take copies using photocopier / Xerox machine
• Scan documents
• cut stencils using electronic stencil cutter
• send e-mail with attachments.
Trainees should be allowed to operate various tools and equipment available in the training centre to know how to
operate different types of office machinery as listed in the theory part.
TASK 1: Demonstrate how to operate a Fax machine
– Switch on the fax machine

– Open the programme you want to have faxed

– Place the document you want to send in the document feeder.

– Prepare a cover page to put on that document and
select the option to 'fax'

– Enter the fax number (receiver's number) you want to
send to

– Enter the fax number you want to send to

– Press send or Go

– Select the option to 'send'
– Wait for the document to finish sending the document

– Wait for the fax to finish scanning and sending your
document
– Take your confirmation copy
– Take your original document
– Sending fax with a computer
– Make sure you have fax service installed in the computer

– Close the programme
Desk top computer
–
Instructor may allow the trainees to prepare a leave
letter addressed to the Principal/Director and print a
copy of the same. (Steps to be followed have been
already covered)

TASK 2: Demonstrate how to make ready for copying a document on photocopying machine
– Switch on the machine
– Fill paper in the paper tray

(Trainees may be allowed to operate the machine in the
presence of the Instructor) for gaining practical knowledge.
Duplicating Machine

– Select No. of copies
– Select colour preference

(Demonstrate the operation of the machine using a stencil)

– Check paper size with reference to your document to
be copied

Intercom: Demonstrate if available

– Select one sided or both sides
– Select clarity (light, medium, dark)
– Place the document on the glass top
– Press print
Addressing and Mailing Machine

EPABX - (Electronic Private Automatic Exchange)
Arrange a visit to a nearby place where the facility is available if the same is not available in the Institute.
Electronic Stencil Cutter
Demonstrate and allow the trainees to operate the machine for getting firsthand knowledge.

(Instructor may demonstrate if available)
Calculating and Billing Machine
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TASK 3: Scan a document on windows
1 Place a document face-down in your scanner. Make
sure that the scanner is on and connected to your
computer.
2 Click start - click the windows logo in the bottom left
corner of the screen.
3 Type fax and scan into start.
4 Click windows fax and scan. It is at the top of the start
window.
5 Click New Scan - This option appears on the left side
of the fax and scan window. A New Window will open.
6 Make sure that your scanner is correct. If you do not
see your scanner's Name at the top of the window or
the wrong scanner is listed, click change .... in upper
right side of the window and select your scanner’s
name.

7 Select a type of document and decide on your
document’s colour.
8 Select file type - click the file type drop down box, then
click the file type (PDF or JPG). When scanning anything other than photo, it is best to select PDF.
9 Make changes if any (eg." Resolution") to modify prior
to scanning.
10 Click Preview - it is at the bottom of the window - if your
document appears uneven or chapped, readjust the
document in the scanner and then click preview.
11 Click scan - the document will begin scanning in to
your computer.

TASK 4: Send an email to your friend with an attachment
Procedure

5 Write your message in the large box.

1 Open the email Account (This has already been discussed)

6 Tap the paper clip icon - another window opens with
list of files - select the file and click open - attachment
icon will appear in the message box.

2 Click compose at the top left of the window.
3 In the ‘To’ field add email address - the recipient . If you
want you can also add other recipients in the "CC" and
"BCC" fields.
4 Add subject (optional)

7 Click send - Sent message will flash in the screen.
8 Further to confirm whether the message has been sent.
9 Click menu icon at the top left of the window and click
open 'sent'. Your message will appear.
10 Click sign out and close the programme.
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.3.57
Secretarial Practice - Internet, Postal Services, Office tools & Equipment
Search information on various portals using internet
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• use search engine to browse
• browse a website through web browser
• download files from website and print the downloaded files.
TASK 1: Use search engine to browse
To the Instructor: Set Google as the home page

The DGET website appears on the screen as on
Fig 3

1. Choose Internet explorer and click it.
A home page google appears on the screen as on
Fig.1

3. Click the Annual report as shown in Fig. 3 of the
Website and view the various reports like Child work,
social security, women and work, etc.

2. Type www.DGET.nic.in on the Address bar and press
enter as on Fig 2.
Fig 1

Fig 2
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Fig 3

TASK 2: Download and print syllabus
1 Select and click the trade syllabus from the home page
of DGET (Fig. 4)
Fig 4
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A Fig. 5 appears on the screen.
Fig 5

2 Select and click CRAFTSMAN TRAINING SCHEME
(CTS)

List of Engineering and Non-Engineering trades
appears on the screen as on Fig 6

Fig 6
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3 Scroll down the screen with the mouse and select the
trade syllabus
Example: Trade name "Draughtsman (Mechanical)"

A screen appears on the screen to save it as on
Fig 9

4 Click the selected trade which is underlined in blue
Hyperlink as on Fig 7

The saved file is in pdf format so acrobat reader
has to be loaded in the system (or) it can be
downloaded from the internet

The syllabus of Draughtsman Mechanical
appears on the screen as on Fig 8

6. The downloaded file can be opened by clicking show all
the download button as on Fig 10

5 Click the Floppy button
to save and download
the syllabus
Fig 7

Fig 8
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Fig 9

Fig 10

TASK 3: Create a folder in your Name and Save the search results of each tasks in word format
TASK 4: Search the web and find top 10 search engines in the world and list them.
TASK 5: Search and find the number of Internet users in India as on 31st March 2018.
TASK 6: Search and find out the most densely populated state in India.
TASK 7: Search the web and find the population of India as on 31st December 2017 and compare it with that of India's
population in 1947. Copy and paste in a file in word format and name it "My India".
TASK 8: Search the web and find out the unemployment rate as on date.
TASK 9: Search the web and find the male versus female ratio in India.
TASK 10: Search and find the total distance between Delhi and Kanyakumari in kilometres.
TASK 11: Search and find the official languages of India and list them.
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.3.58
Secretarial Practice - Internet, Postal Services, Office tools & Equipment
Take down dictation from Newspapers and transcribe on computer
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• take down dictation at 60 wpm
• transcribe shorthand notes (dictated at 80 wpm) on computer in 40 minutes
• identify the correct outlines (for the wrong ones in your transcript) and practise them
• correct misspelt words and punctuation marks
• take down redictation and read back.
TASK 1: Take down dictation of passages from (A) to (E) and transcription on computer
(A)
May I, Madam, draw the attention of the Hon. Minister to

given to us. In the Ninth plan, we /// were given certain

an important Committee set up by the Government of /

targets. But unfortunately, Madam, may I point out that

India in 1998 under the chairmanship of Mr.Neogi who are

all those targets were either gross under-estimates / (3)

asked to enquire into the // various problems of railway-

or exaggerations? Throughout, we have seen that we have

road co-ordination? Their preliminary report appeared some-

not been able to have a well coordinated and progressive

time ago, and it was even circulated to all /// the State

development / of the transport system in the country. So,

Governments for their opinion. But to my regret, I have to

anything we suggest today will have // that kind of air of

say that the work of this Committee (1) has been very

unreality. Without knowing fully or adequately what ex-

much hindered as a result of the indifferene and, may I

actly the transport needs in the country are, /// we are not

say, callous negligence on the part / of the State Govern-

in a position to discuss or dilate upon the problems of the

ments as well as on the part of the Ministry concerned in

Railways or the transport itself. (4)

taking up this question and // in pursuing it so that we

Madam, last year when I was speaking on the budget, I

may be able to have a clear and comprehensive picture of

pointed out that there had been planning of some / sort

the transport situation /// in the country.

but within this planning there had not been sufficient plan-

Now, railway transport like any other mode of transport is

ning in the functioning of the administration. There has

suffering under a major handicap, the handicap (2) being

not // been planning enunciated in the plan or in the bud-

that we do not know, nor does the Railway Ministry know,

get. Frequently, we come across the statement by the

what the exact quantum of transport requirement in / the

Hon. Minister /// that the Railways have not been able to

country is and what the rising demand is which the Rail-

fulfill certain things within the time frame given or allotted

ways are expected to cater to in future. Certain // targets

(5).

which have been worked out in the Tenth Plan have been
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(B)
Mr.Vice-Chairman, Sir, the Plantations Labour Bill, 2003,

Hence, we should devise ways and means and adopt

was introduced in the Rajya Sabha on / the 6th March,

measures so that the provisions which are made in /// the

2003. Then, it was referred to a Joint Committee of both

Act and the present Bill, are implemented properly.

the Houses and this Joint Committee submitted its report
in // 2005. Now, we are discussing this Bill today after
six years of the submission of the report by the Joint ///
Committee. Hence, the Bill would not be able to deal
with the present-day expectations of the workers of the
(1) plantations. The original Act in regard to the plantation
labour, namely, the Act of 2001 itself provided various
welfare measures / for the plantation labour. But
unfortunately the planters non-chalantly violated all these
provisions for welfare measures.

Sir, the provisions in the present Bill fall far short of (3) the
expectations of the working population in the plantations.
In the present Bill, it has been suggested the acreage of
/ the plantations in regard to which this Act will be applied
will be reduced to 5 hectares. But this is // also not
sufficient, because under this also, the owners, the
planters will take shelter and many of the plantations will
/// still remain uncovered. This should be further reduced
to 2.5 hectares. So far as compensation for house
collapse is concerned, (4) it has been said here that if the

The main question, therefore, // is the question of

occupant of a house is directly responsible for the collapse,

implementation of the provisions of the Act. Mere

he will / not be entitled to compensation. Under this

amendments will not improve the position. There is /// no

provision, Sir, the employers will take shelter and deprive

provision in the present Bill also as to how these

many workers of getting // compensation. Sir, it is known

provisions, can be implemented and what the Government

to everybody that the plantation industry is the biggest

is (2) thinking in terms of implementing these provisions.

foreign exchange industry. It should be /// taken proper

In most cases, even the Government officials who are

care of and all the grievences of the workers are taken

deputed for the purpose / of inspecting the gardens, they

note of and every effort is taken (5) to redress their genuine

themselves side with the planters. If Government officers

hardships.

themselves side with the planters, where is // the remedy?/
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(C)
Besides the direct tax, five per cent surcharge levied on

in my humble opinion, because of price rise and inflation

account of drought is proposed to be abolished. This is a

not sufficient /// to bring it above the poverty line.

/ very good and a welcome step taken by the Hon’ble
Finance Minister. In place of that, he has proposed // only
eight per cent excess tax on incomes fifty thousand and
more by which Rs. 500 crores would be generated /// which
would be spent on Jawaharlal Nehru Rojgar Yojna. It is a
very welcome step. In the case of indirect (1) taxes, it has
been proposed to increase the levy on steel, cigarettes,
pig iron, colour television, computers, radio, tape recorder
/ by the Minister is really praiseworthy. I would mention
that this is a pro-poor budget.

I must congratulate or Hon’ble Finance Minister on his
announcement for decontrol of (3) cement and aluminum.
In this connection, I would like to point out here that in
some states like Orissa after / the budget was presented,
on the same night, all the levy cement which was in the
Govt. store was disbursed // by getting a telephone message from some VIPs. So the entire cement of the Govt.
stock has gone to some /// middlemen who are now benefited and actually the poor people could not get the benefit. I should not blame the (4) Finance Minster for this,

You are well aware that // our late Prime Minister Shrimati

but the State Govt. should have given due attention to it so

indira Gandhi had announced a 20 point programme be-

that the cement which / was in the Govt. stock was pro-

fore the nation to eradicate poverty. Our /// present be-

vided to the people who were actually needing it.

loved Prime Minister Shri Rajiv Gandhi has now modified
it and announced a new 20 point programme. As mentioned (2) by the Hon’ble Finance Minister, Rs.10,000 crore
have been spent by now by which one million families are
benefited/. That means about three million families are
benefited per year till today. If we take the average expen-

I must also congratulate the // Hon’ble Finance Minister
that in spite of price rise and hike in the prices of arms
and ammunition, he has /// made efforts to minimise the
defence budget and also assured this House and the nation that if it is necessary (5) he is ready to provide more
funds for the defence. It is a welcome step.

diture, it would // be about Rs.40,000 per family which is,
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(D)
Sir, this year our Independence Day on the 15th August

their share has been Rs.1.26 lakh crores. And only 54 //

assumes a new significance not only because it is the /

/ lakh crores have gone to 80 percent of our people, only

silver jubilee year of our independence but also has a new

17 percent of our national income has gone to (3) 60

meaning of independence has been created by the

percent but 83 percent to highest echelon of 40 percent

emergence // of Bangladesh. I want to report that the

of our people. Sir, these are not my figures. / This is a

emergence of Bangladesh created a new situation and a

figure calculated from the data given by last four Plan

new future for /// the whole of the Indian sub-continent

documents. This figure is borne in recent // statistics that

and for the resurrection of our lost soul. Our Government

has been brought forth by Mr. Minhas, a Member of the

has been preparing some (1) programmers for the

Planning Commission and also the National Council /// of

observance of the silver jubilee of our independence. I want

Applied Economics.

to remind you that during the last/ 25 years, our people

organizations that have made sample survey. They have

might have enjoyed political freedom but it is a fact that

also said that 70 percent (4) of our national income is

economic freedom of the // common masses of our people

being enjoyed only by 20 percent of our people in our

is still far from being achieved; it is far beyond reach. It

country. I say that / the rich communities have become

may sound /// as hyperbolic political propaganda if I say

poorer. This is borne by the statistics, facts and data that

that during the last 25 years the rich communities have

have been given by the // Government through their four

become poorer. This (2) is not my observation this had

Five Year Plans. I will draw your attention to another

been borne out by facts and I/ shall give you those facts

point. In 1962, the Planning /// Commission observed

now. The / total national income of our country from 1960

that by 1975-76 all sections of the Indian people will attain

to 1969 was Rs.1.6 lakhs of crores. Again of these twenty

the minimum level of consumption. (5)

That is the Government

// percent at the top who constitute the rich community,
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(E)
The Railways are planning to establish medical colleges

and one Divisional hospital, including the Northern /// Rail-

to offer Post Graduate courses at 10 of its existing hospi-

ways Central Hospitals, Eastern Railways Central Hos-

tals across India. /

pitals, Southern Railways Central Hospitals, North East-

“We are thinking of opening medical colleges. The pro-

ern Railways Hospital, and Western Railways Central Hos-

cess is in a very early stage right now,” a senior Railways

pitals (3).

// official said, adding that the national transporter has al-

The Railways official said that, to start with, the plan was

ready identified 10 hospitals with 300 or more beds across

to offer only Post Graduate courses for doctors. “We al-

India, where /// these courses will be taught.

ready/ teach over 250 students for Diploma in National

The official said that the proposal had been cleared by the

Board Course in seven Central hospitals. These hospi-

Railway Board and now (1), the Railways was in the pro-

tals are part of the 10// selected hospitals. We now plan

cess of getting permissions from the Medical Council of

to add Post Graduate facilities like a Doctor of Medicine,

India.

the official added.

“We are in discussions with / the Medical Council of India

Earlier, the government /// owned Coal India had proposed

as well as the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare…

to establish medical as well as engineering colleges in

after getting approvals, we will // figure out details on in-

mining areas. However, no progress was (4) made on the

vestments and the number of students, and form a roadmap

proposal.

as per their guidelines and processes,” /// the official said.

Once these medical colleges become operational, they

Additionally, the Railways will also sign a Memorandum of

will absorb students from the urban and rural areas/. These

Understanding with local colleges and universities.

colleges will become a boon to the poor but promising

Currently, a (2) total of 125 Railway hospitals, with a ca-

youth. The youth hailing from rural areas will definitely //

pacity of about 40,000 beds, offer primary, secondary as

benefit a great deal. After finishing graduation, they have

well as tertiary healthcare / services to about 65 lakh ben-

the opportunity to further qualify themselves to higher de-

eficiaries. These include current Railway employees, re-

grees by availing /// the PG facilities. It is hoped the Rail-

tired employees, and their families. These hospitals em-

ways’ plan succeeds and the medical colleges become

ploy about // 2,500 doctors and 40,000 paramedical staff.

operational at the earliest. (5)

The shortlisted hospitals include nine Central hospitals
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.3.59
Secretarial Practice - Internet, Postal Services, Office tools & Equipment
Visit various post offices
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• send a hand written mail using Post Card / Inland Letter
• send EMO and IMO
• send articles by VPP, Registered Post, Courier and Parcel
• open a savings A/c
• prepare a short note about the customer friendly services offered by Post-offices.
TASK 1: Send a written message using post card
1 Purchase a postcard at the counter.

4 Write the date on the right hand side.

2 Write the recipient's address on the right hand side of
the post card.

5 Write your handwritten message and put your signature.

3 Address the receiver on the left hand side of the post
card.

6 Drop the card in to the post box.

TASK 2: Send a written communication using inland letter
1 Write your name and address as also the recipient's
name and address.

4 Fold the letter at the marked places and seal it with
gum.

2 Write salutation on the left hand side.

5 Drop the letter in to the post box.

3 Write your message with date and sign it on the form.
TASK 3: Send a message in an envelope
1 Purchase an envelope at the counter.

5 Fold it and insert it into the envelope.

2 Write address of the recipient at the right lower half of
the envelope.

6 Seal the cover with gum.

3 Write your address at the lower left hand side of the
envelope.

8 Drop the envelope into the post box.

7 Affix stamps of correct value after weighing it.

4 Write your message on a sheet of paper with salutation, date, signature, etc.
TASK 4: Send a letter/parcel by registered post with Acknowledgement Due
1 Write 'Registered Post with Acknowledgement Due'
or R.P.A.D. above the 'To' address on the envelope.
2 Write the sender's address at the lower left corner of
the envelope.
3 Fill in a Registered Post Acknowledgement Card with
date, sender's address and receiver's address.

4 Insert the letter into the envelope and seal it.
5 Hand over the envelope with the Acknowledgement card
attached to it.
6 Make the payment at the counter and collect the receipt.

TASK 5: Send a letter by Speed Post
1 Write 'By Speed Post' above the 'To' address on the
envelope

4 Hand it over at the counter for weighing and stamping

2 Write 'To' address in the right lower half

5 Make payment at the counter.

3 Write sender's address at the left bottom of the envelope.

6 Collect receipt.
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TASK 6: Send a book by Value Payable Post
1 Ask for the prescribed printed form for sending articles
by VPP.

4 Write in the left hand lower corner, your name and address.

2 Fill in the form specifying the amount to be remitted to
you. Sign the ‘declaration’.

5 Hand over the article and the 'declaration' at the counter.
6 Collect receipt from the counter.

3 Write on the article in the upper left hand corner the
letters 'VPP' and the amount payable.

TASK 7: Book a Money Order /Instant Money Order / Electronic Money order from the Post Office
1 Obtain the relevant form from the counter

5 Hand it over to the clerk at the counter

2 Fill in the form with your name and address

6 Make payment for the amount of remittance and the
commission on it.

3 Fill in the name and address of the payee
4 Mention the amount, date, etc., and sign it

7 Collect receipt.

TASK 8: Open a Savings Bank A/c in a Post Office
1 Obtain a form from the Post Office

5 Collect a receipt

2 Fill in completely and sign

6 After a few days, produce the receipt at the post office
counter and receive passbook.

3 Affix photograph
4 Hand over at the counter the filled in application form,
ID proof, address proof and cheque / cash for the
amount of deposit.

TASK 9: Open an account under Senior Citizen Savings Scheme in a Post Office
1 Obtain the application form at the Post Office counter
2 Fill in the application form

7 Mention the S.B. A/C No. you have with the Post Office.
8 Collect a receipt.

3 Affix photographs
4 Enclose age proof, address proof
5 Mention PAN No.

9 Get the Passbook a week later after showing the receipt.
10 Verify the details in the passbook.

6 Enclose a cheque for the amount to be deposited
TASK 10: Open an account meant for the welfare of girl children
1 Get the Sukanya Samriddhi Yojana Account opening
form from the counter of Post Office.
2 Fill in the form and sign (only parent should)
3 Hand over the filled in form along with ID proof and
address proof of the girl's parents.

4 Make payment of at least Rs.250/5 Get receipt.
6 Hand over the receipt a few days later and get the
passbook.
7 Verify the details and keep the passbook in safe custody.
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TASK 11: Purchase a Kisan Vikas Patra
1 Obtain an application form (Form-A) at the counter of
the Post Office.

3 Make payment either in cash or by cheque (if the
amount exceeds Rs.50,000/-)

2 Submit the duly filled in application along with ID proof
copy (PAN, Aadhaar card, etc.) and Address proof.

4 Collect the KVP certificate with the KVP Serial No.
Amount, Maturity date and the amount to be received
on the date of maturity.

TASK 12: Open a Senior Citizen Savings Scheme acount in a Post Office
1 Collect Form A at the counter of the Post Office.
2 Fill up the form. Present attested Xerox copies of ID
proof (PAN card, etc.), address proof (Aadhaar card,
etc.) and age proof (Birth certificate, etc.) and 2 passport size photographs.

4 Collect the passbook by producing the receipt at the
counter (a few days later)
5 Check whether all the entries are correct (Date of Maturity, Amount of monthly interest, etc.)

3 Make payment and get receipt.
TASK 13: Open a Public Provident Fund account in a Post Office
1 Obtain an application form from the counter of your
nearest post office

3 Make the initial deposit at the counter. (It should not
be less than Rs.500/- and more than Rs.1.5 lakh)

2 Fill up the form and submit it with the required PAN
card, address proof, ID proof and passpost-size photograph.

4 Collect the receipt.
5 Produce the receipt at the counter (after a few days)
and collect the passbook with all the details such as
name of the account holder, PPF A/c No. etc.

TASK 14: Open a Post Office Monthly Income Scheme (POMIS) account in a Post Office
1 Open a Post Office Saving A/c in the Post Office where
you want to open POMIS A/c. if you do not have one.
2 Collect a POMIS application form from your Post Office.
3 Get the signatures of your witness and nominee on
the form.

5 Do not forget to carry the originals for verification.
6 Make the initial deposit via cash or cheque and collect
receipt.
7 Collect the passbook after submitting the receipt (a
day later)

4 Submit the duly filled in form along with a Xerox copy
of your ID, residential proof and two passport-size photographs at the Post Office counter.
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Exercise 2.3.60
Secretarial Practice - Internet, Postal Services, Office tools & Equipment
Take down dictation from newspapers, books and magazines
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• take down dictation @ 80wpm
• transcribe shorthand notes on computer in 40 minutes
• identify the correct outlines (for the wrong ones in your transcript) and practise them
• correct misspelt words and punctutation marks
• take down redictation and read back.
TASK 1: Take down dictation of passages (A) to (A-8) and transcribe on computer
(A)
Kamaladevi has long been recognised in India as the per-

travels commenced from around the late 1920s. She at-

son chiefly responsible, after Independence / for the re-

tended the International / Alliance of Women in 1929, only

vival of the country’s variegated crafts traditions and for

to become aware of how race and national boundaries //

drawing critical attention to // ‘tribal art’. She is generally

might become obstacles to the solidarity of women. At

viewed as an authority on Indian handicrafts, but she

the International Session of the League /// against Imperi-

played /// no less a role in nurturing craftsmen and shap-

alism, she found a platform to discuss the common prob-

ing the cultural institutions that in independent (1) India

lems of subjugated people.

would be charged with promoting dance, drama, theatre,

All (4) of this transpired within the space of less than a

crafts, music, puppetry, pottery and textiles./

year. Yet she continued to / forge such networks over the

However, as her book makes clear, she was also a princi-

course of three decades, facilitating India’s emergence as

pal figure in the nationalist // movement, destined for high

one of // the leaders of the Non-Aligned Movement. If her

office following Independence. Though she had enormous

invisible hand can be discerned in India’s /// attempts to

respect for Gandhi, she /// also displayed, whenever the

create a third space in the political global arena when the

occasion demanded, a spirit of defiance to his pronounce-

Cold War (5) was pushing every country to declare its

ments. She was (2) one of the founders of the Congress

loyalty to either camp, it was her abiding / interest in cre-

Socialist Party but in the aftermath of Partition, / she felt

ating solidarity among the colonised people which makes

disillusioned, with the political life. She was one of the

her an especially inspirational figure.//

earliest proponents of // women’s rights in India.

One of the most deleterious consequences of colonialism

I would add another critical dimension to her life. Though

was that, among colonised people, even the /// memories

the /// term ‘Global South’ is nowhere to be found in her

of their cultural, economic, and social exchanges with each

writings, it is incipient in (3) her work. Her international

other helped them in anyway (6).
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(B)
The Reserve Bank of India finds itself in the midst of an-

invoked both the risk to the country’s “economic interest”

other tangle. The Central / Information Commission has

and its relationship // with lenders to avoid sharing infor-

directed Reserve Bank of India Governor to show cause

mation on the largest defaulters with Right to Information

“why maximum penalty should // not be imposed on him

applicants.

for” the central bank’s apparent “defiance” of Supreme
Citing /// the apex court’s 2015 order, where the judges
Court orders /// on disclosing the names of wilful defaulthad directed the central bank to comply (4) with the proviers on bank loans worth hundreds of crores of (1) rupees.
sions of the Right to Information Act after observing that
In his order dated November 2, Information Commissioner
the “Reserve Bank of India / has no legal duty to maximise
has come down heavily on the Reserve Bank of India /
the benefit of any public sector or private sector // bank,
and its chief for failing to uphold the interest of the public
and thus there is no relationship of ‘trust’ between them”,
at large and // not fulfilling its statutory duty to the deposiThe commissioner asked how /// the rule of law could be
tors, the economy and the banking sector, by /// privilegsecured if a regulator like the Reserve Bank of India (5)
ing individual banks’ interests over its obligation to ensure
would not “honour” a constitutional institution’s directions.
transparency. At the heart of the (2) matter is the issue of
The Central Information Commission order is also unsparincreasing bad loans at the country’s commercial banks,
ing / of the government for not being more forthcoming.
which by / the RBI’s own admission had, at the gross
The commissioner has justifiably asked the Finance //
level, surged to 11.6% of // all advances as on March 31,
Ministry why it should not explain to /// the people the
2018, from September 2017’s 10.2% level. While the cenaction taken, or contemplated, to /// recover dues from
tral /// bank has repeatedly acknowledged the gravity of
wilful defaulters, who owe banks more than Rs.50 crore,
the problem it faces, including in ensuring (3) more acand, where (6) warranted, the criminal proceedings initicountability from the more numerous public sector banks
ated.
over which it wants greater control, / it has consistently
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(C)
One hundred years after the end of World War I, the im-

recorded in the 1970s, which include details of the // inhu-

mense sacrifice and contributions / of well over a million

mane treatment, including floggings, denial of home leave,

soldiers of undivided India are being incrementally

and brazenly racial-discriminatory treatment that 1.5 ///

recognised and memorialised // the world over. In France,

million mostly-illiterate men from northern India faced regu-

the centenary celebrations on November 11 will include

larly within the allied forces army.

the unveiling /// of the second overseas national war me-

In (4) the early days of the War, troops of the Indian Army,

morial for Indian soldiers, by Vice President Venkaiah

were enthusiastic in responding / to the British

Naidu (1). The first such memorial abroad, formalised in

government’s call for military support from India. This was

2002 is a recognition that more than 130,000 Indian / sol-

because, although // the swadeshi movement was under-

diers fought in WWI in Belgium, at least 10,000 of whom

way, the freedom movement was in a beginning stage.

lost their // lives on the battlefield. Last month, British

Even Mahatma Gandhi /// was open to Indians enlisting

Prime Minister Theresa May pledged to wear a /// khadi

and learning to defend themselves using arms, as were

poppy in honour of more than 74,000 soldiers from pre-

leaders (5) such as Bal Gangadhar Tilak. However, with

Partition India who fought (2) on the side of the allies and

the enormous death toll by the end of / WWI, the painful

died in battle. She particularly noted that 11 of / them won

lessons were absorbed and the pressure for enlistment of

the Victoria Cross for their outstanding bravery and played

Indians // in the World War II effort produced an entirely

a crucial role in // the war across continents. Yet far from

different outcome — the Quit India movement /// and the

the ceremonial pomp is perhaps the most poignant ///

escalation of the freedom movement. WWI also influenced

symbol of how much ordinary Indian men enlisting in the

the collective psyche (6) of the government of indepen-

colonial government’s Army gave up (3) their lives to fight

dent India, starting with the tenets of non-alignment that

the German Empire. The British Library in London has

came to / embody a core mantra of the country’s foreign

received 1,000 / pages of war-veteran interview transcripts

policy.
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(D)
Science has transformed human life beyond all

In short, disease, ignorance and suspicion were prevalent

imaginations. Thanks to the efforts of a few / scientists,

everywhere. Science has spanned the // sky, measured

man is no longer a helpless toy in the hands of Nature,

the ocean and wrested from nature many of her hidden

but the // proud master of three worlds of land, air and

treasures. It has /// relieved human suffering by discovering

water. Science has changed our outlook, /// our mental

secrets of health and disease. It has annihilated time and

make-up, our thoughts and ideas, our dreams and our

(4) space and made communication and contact with world

hopes. We live, move (1) and have our being in science.

easier and quicker.

The triumph of science is seen everywhere in life./

It has extended the / frontiers of our knowledge in various

According to Bertrand Russel, science has changed the

ways and various directions. It has enabled us to // fight

face of the earth and the world // has changed more during

natural calamities and to revolutionize industrial and

the last 150 years than during 4000 years previous to

agricultural processes. Indeed, when we think of ///

that. /// In fact, we have ceased to look upon trains or

triumphs of science, we gape in wonder and admiration.

motor cars, electric light or (2) telegraph or radio as marvels

However, there is the other side (5) of the picture. Science

of science. Can we visualise the shape of things before /

has done great disservice to mankind in the field of

the birth of science? People living fifty miles from London

armaments / and destructive engines of war. The invention

has hardly seen the world’s // greatest city. Books were

of gun powder was hailed as a great // achievement, but

few and copied by hand by costly scribes and so they //

humanity should rue the day on which this invention took

/ remained preserve of rich few.

place. Steadily and /// relentlessly gun powder has been

Communication was almost non-existent, except for those

used and perfected into a hundred new more destructive

who could afford (3) to send special messengers. Small-

weapons, (6) so that today artillery, gun fire, shells and

pox reaped a good harvest. Cholera and plague held their

bombs have become hellish terror to everybody. /

terror on man.
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(E)
A democracy is a ‘Government of the people, for the people

create violence - and violence and democracy cannot go

and by the people’, / said Abraham Lincoln. A more apt

hand in hand. // Democratic values face the greatest

definition of democracy hardly exists. A peaceful, orderly

danger from the cult of violence. Democracy is based on

and // civilized organization of society brought about by

/// the principles of tolerance and charity. The State is

the collective effort of men is the essence /// of democracy.

destroyed when individuals tend to take -(4) laws in their

Its real value consists in everyone having an equal share

own hands. The destruction of democratic values inevitably

in the Government. (1) The individual submits himself to

results in anarchy because / anarchy is the very anti-

only one will – the social will and the social will / is

thesis of democracy.

represented in the State.

Perhaps the most important attribute of constitutional

The individual learns to adjust his individualism to the

democracy // is freedom of expression. This freedom of

social // set-up where everyone is free to say what he

expression is of supreme importance for the preservation

actually feels and thinks. At the /// same time the individual

/// of democratic values. The people’s grievances cannot

tries to appreciate his opponent’s point of view even though

be removed unless and until the representatives of (5) the

he (2) may not agree with it. Both the strongest and the

people do not know what the people actually feel. The

weakest have the same opportunity / to express

moment, the representatives fail / to respond they invite

themselves.

protest. The failure of communication between the people
and their chosen // representatives inevitably results in

Obedience to laws and a sense of discipline is essential
for all. // Only then do they deserve to enjoy the rights
ensured by democracy. It is this /// discipline and this
self-restraint which form the core of democratic values.

violence. Seeds of violence are sown when democratic
forms of protest /// like demonstration or hartals fail to
evoke response. The result is frustration and frustration
is (6) a state which gives birth to violence.

People who are (3) not willing to pay the price are unfit to
taste the fruits of democracy. It / is these people who
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(F)
The nearly 44 crore persons living in the rural areas for

for an (3) aggregate view of the employment opportunities

even a subsistence level / of income is the focal point of

in the economy as a whole. However, the marked /

many current discussions of the unemployment problem

differences in the occupational structure of the rural and

in // our country. In one sense, a consideration of the

urban economy form an important dimension // of the

problems of employment, unemployment and

problem of rural employment and unemployment and their

underemployment // of the rural population, separately

separate consideration becomes imperative.

from those of the urban population, might appear rather
unnecessary (1). At least within the states there are no
explicit barriers to movement between rural and urban /
areas. Rural unemployed can and, to some extent, do
migrate to urban areas if jobs // are, or are expected to
be, available there. Similarly, the unemployed. Matriculate
or higher-educated /// persons who may be residing in
rural areas, are generally looking for urban or urban-type
(2) jobs. The incidence of unemployment among
matriculate and higher-educated persons in rural areas
exceeds / that in urban areas. Their problem is serious
because of the paucity of suitable job // opportunities.

According /// to the data available from the three postindependence censuses as well as the various rounds
(4) of the National Sample Survey, about 80 percent of
the rural workers are engaged /in agriculture, either as
cultivators or as agricultural labourers. In urban areas, on
the other // hand, the proportion of urban workers engaged
in agriculture is much smaller. Further, the rural /// workers
working in the non-agricultural sector are engaged mainly
in household industries or miscellaneous services (5) while
a majority of the urban workers are employed in the
organized large-scale sector, including / the public sector.
On the whole, more than two-third of the rural workers are

However, they are numerically a small group. The absolute

self-employed // or unpaid family workers, i.e., those who

number of such “educated” unemployed /// tends to be

help on the family farm or in the /// household enterprise

higher in urban areas. Therefore, one can make a case

without any direct reward in cash or kind.
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(G)
Education is an activity concerned with the life and future

system / itself absorbs changes almost imperceptibly

of a nation. Naturally, people / of all walks of life, of all

the stability of the system // is such that it can never

shades of opinion, whether rich or poor, are // all concerned

change itself, let alone change the other systems. And /

with the development of education. There is, perhaps, no

// yet, it is this complex interplay of various forces, one

other area of human /// activity which is so extensively

opposing the other, that makes (4) education the most

discussed. Education has played an important role in

powerful and dynamic instrument for social development.

shaping the destinies (1) of various societies. Education
During the last 30 years, / we have been largely
improves knowledge, brings about changes in the methods
preoccupied with the expansion of educational facilities.
and techniques of / production and distribution of wealth,
We did not give // adequate attention to the fact that this
and above all, the relationship between man and man. As
expansion should at the same time be expected/// to
// more and more people get the benefits of education,
ensure greater access to educaion. There was greater
they become increasingly conscious of their /// role and
emphasis on expanding the facilities for (5) higher
rights as members of the society. This awakening, in turn
education. In this process, higher education and technical
gets reflected in (2) a larger number of people effectively
education understandably got precedence over
participating in the process of development itself. It is / in
elementary / education. The inevitable consequences of
this process that education plays a crucial role.
these imbalances are reflected in the doubts expressed
In the long run, education helps // to bring about change;

in the // utility of higher education, the tendency to

but it is at the same time, an important stabilising force.

consider higher education, as a concern of the /// elite in

/// There is inevitable repetition in the process of teaching

the society and the growing disillusionment among the

and learning; it seeks to cultivate (3) forms and structures

masses with university education.

which tend to become rigid over a period of time. The
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(H)
“A person who is able to work but does not work will not

that the main reasons behind this is our (3) population

be called / unemployed. Unemployment can be defined

explosion. Therefore, on the one hand, we have to speed

as state of involuntary condition.” For our country the //

up our economic growth, / on the other hand, the rate of

problem of unemployment is still very acute. This is a

population is to be curved down considerably by // means

very wide spread problem. We /// have rural

of adopting up-to-date scientific methods. The other

unemployment. There is unemployment in urban areas.

reason which is particularly responsible for the /// ever

The unemployment among educated community is (1)

increasing educated unemployment is our defective

serious. The latest figure reaches around fifty lakhs. At

education system.

least five lakh graduates in science, / medicine and
engineering are waiting to be absorbed. According to
Krishna Menon Enquiry Commission about // 5th of the
agricultural population is without proper employment.
Government of India has increased opportunities /// of
employment by adopting planned economy. Nearly 5
million jobs were created during the first (2) plan period.
The other plan periods also expanded the field of job
opportunities. Employment in / the organised sector of
the economy was 19.3 millions in March 1947.

The present mode of education is (4) service orientation.
Educational institutes are every year throwing up rich
crops of graduates which are / increasing the armies of
unemployed. White collars hate manual work. Doctors
do not want to serve in rural areas. Therefore there have
been series of reform proposals to vocationalise education
/// and correct the lopsidedness of the balance between
education and employment. If our educationalists,
scientists (5) and technologists pay more attention to
agriculture and rural areas, it will bring drastic changes /

But // all these gains have been neutralised by the

in the present situation. It will modernise agriculture,

increasing population. Unemployment figures in various

increase its produce, will open new avenues // for rural

sectors are /// still showing rising trends. This is evident

people, and will also decentralise industrialisation.
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(I)
Central bank-government tensions are a common phenom-

The Finance / Ministry wants the Reserve Bank of India

enon. Successive governments have been in provocative

to reset the formulae so that larger surpluses become //

situations / with the Reserve Bank of India. On each occa-

free for transfer to the government. Determined moves of

sion, the individuals involved defused tensions and found /

the sort were resisted most recently /// by some Gover-

/ durable solutions outside the Section 7 consultation pro-

nors.

cess.
The long-standing battle escalated in 2015. Differences
Never used before in the 83 /// years of the Reserve Bank

were so sharp that (4) a substitute for the Finance Secre-

of India’s history, this process has been initiated for man-

tary was nominated to attend the Reserve Bank of India’s

aging intractable (1) disputes in not one or two, but three

Board meetings. For the / first time, an interview with a

policy matters. Post-consultations, the government can /

panel headed by Cabinet Secretary was instituted in the

give written directions to the Reserve Bank of India in ‘pub-

// selection process for appointing the Reserve Bank of

lic interest’.

India Governor. Dr. Patel was chosen through this /// re-

The disagreements relate to // the Reserve Bank of India’s

vamped process.

stringent restrictions on government-run banks whose non-

The Reserve Bank of India has in recent years passed on

performing assets have grown /// so much, that the only

its surpluses in (5) totality to the government, transferring

way of preventing risk spilling from them into the whole (2)

nothing to its own reserves.

financial system is to stop their lending. A second source
The Section 7 process has / been initiated in issues that
of friction is government’s insistence / that the Reserve
were settled in the past without so much bad blood. //
Bank of India go soft on power companies defaulting on
The government has overreacted and exhibited poor timloan repayments.
ing. Public interest is hardly served by the /// initiation at
The // Reserve Bank of India generates surpluses in the

a time of mounting macroeconomic stress. The Reserve

various money market operations it runs. The Reserve ///

Bank of India is a systemically (6) vital institution that,

Bank of India transfers part of the surpluses to the govern-

commands the confidence of the markets and the public’s

ment, and with the rest it (3) maintains various reserves to

respect. What it does not / have in good measure is the

draw from in times of financial instability or contingencies.

government’s trust and support.
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(J)
The National Green Tribunal imposed a penalty of Rs.2

ness for 2017 and 2018 were estimated at Rs.70 lakh

crore on the Public Works / Department for failing to deal

and Rs.80// lakh respectively, “but the works undertaken

with the pollution of Adyar and Cooum rivers and the

appears only to be removal of floating materials”.

Buckingham // Canal, and encroachment on the banks of
the rivers.

On /// the removal of encroachments, the bench said the
status report “is equally disappointing “. The tribunal (4)

The bench headed by judicial member and expert mem-

found that out of 26,300 encroachments in Chennai,

ber in its order, said that the pace of work undertaken by

Tiruvallur and Kancheepuram districts, only 408 had / been

the Public Works Department to resolve these issues was

evicted.

disappointing. “It would be relevant to note that / this case
has been going on since the year 2013. There can be no
denial // of the fact that the Department has been disobedient”, the bench said, criticising the slow /// pace of work.
After perusing through the status reports filed by the Principal Secretary, Public Works Department, and Chennai
Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board, the
bench said these reports / were “replete with vagueness
and no instances of real action taken for mitigation of the

“The matter relating to de-silting on the other hand has
not been addressed // at all, although the scheme prepared by the Department does include the works of widening /// and deepening and other cognate steps”, it said.
The bench felt that the tribunal had (5) been taken for
granted and directed the Chief Secretary to look into the
issue directly / and ensure that steps are taken on an
urgent basis in the interest of the // environment and the
people.

// problems affecting the people”.
On the work undertaken by the Chennai Metropolitan
The bench said the work on the Buckingham Canal “appears /// to have been taken up under the scheme and
only administrative sanction for estimated amount of (3)
Rs.603 crore appears to have been obtained”. The Tribunal also found that action taken/ for premonsoon prepared-

Water Supply and Sewerage Board, /// the bench found
that substantial work had been undertaken and expected
the entire work to (6) be completed within a specified
time. The tribunal posted the matter for further hearing on
/ December 12.
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(K)
“He who cannot forgive others, destroys the bridge over

with no power to fix responsibility on the staff working

which he himself must pass” is / a quotation from

under him. // Such a situation is a taxing one and the

Mr.George Herber. Whenever I think about ‘Supervision’,

officers have to actually request the /// staff to do the work—

the above quotation will // flash across my mind.

sometimes, it may be bordering around begging them.

Supervision is a delicate subject and if it is less resorted

Refusal to (4) do the work entrusted to the staff is tolerated

/// to, it is better for us. But, one time or other, one will

due to fear of ‘smooth’ if / not efficient running of the office.

have to (1) resort to it. Supervision, in almost all cases,
starts and ends in asking the subordinates. / If somebody
comes late habitually, you are told by your supervisors,
please ask him. If // such askings ended in flare-ups,
superiors would complain to the next officials “Oh, No.
How /// immature you are? There is a way of asking.
You should ask in such a (2) way that the employee
should not feel hurt”. “Then, are we not to stop him /
from coming late? Even asking is to be palatable, why
ask at all!” – you may // wonder! But superiors are there
to judge you by the results and they are not /// for
remedial measures, as they themselves are powerless.

Such being the state of affairs, supervision has a // very
little part to play. Officers are expected to ask the staff –
that is his /// thankless day to day task. “Be satisfied with
asking. Don’t go beyond asking. But do not (5) stop asking
anyhow,” will be the advice given by the superiors to the
junior officials. / One of the officers had told the story of
asking a staff who was the // habitual late comer. The
officer used to ask the staff about his late coming
continuously. /// At last, the officer was jubilant that the
staff has started coming in time. He (6) told the officer
that as he had exhausted his reasons for his late coming,
he / had been left with no other alternative but to attend

Supervision can be successful only if the (3) officer is

office in time. Such prolonged // patience is unwarranted

entrusted with certain powers. But, in actual practice,

on the part of the officials.

he is entrusted with more / and more responsibilities
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(L)
I have dealt with, what is called, the economics of free-

ter has been pleased to say that the expectation of age

dom. Now, take for instance, the Communist world. There

has increased from 24 years to 47.5 years. I /// would

they/make up for the loneliness and insecurity with their

have very much liked him to say as to what is the capac-

collective working and wages according to work. Then

ity of work that has increased. Where (3) does the indi-

the spy system // and mutual watchfulness is there. The

vidual labourer stand today in comparison to where he

sense of insecurity, therefore, exists there. A man would

stood in 1951? Has his capacity to work increased? /

not be allowed to live unless /// he is willing to work hard.

Has his intelligence increased? / Has his produce been

This is an essential condition of any economic develop-

more and better? The simple fundamental question today

ment. The individual shall have (1) to work. In India this

is: Is the labourer // willing to work harder and better

condition does not exist.

tomorrow than he did yesterday? If he is not, your plan

What have we taken to? We have taken to democratic

cannot succeed /// If he is, the Plan succeeds.

planning./ The first essential for success in a democratic

The second question with regard to planned economy is

planning is a great leadership. Nowhere in the world can

the question to bring about (4) savings. In an independent

democratic planning // succeed unless the leadership not

economy people make a lot of profits and they cannot

only commands the allegiance of the people but also has

consume those profits; so they / save for further invest-

a coercive force to make /// the people work hard. What-

ment. In a planned economy private entrepreneurs cannot

ever be the resources or the machinery unless the people

make much profits. Therefore, investment has to be se-

are made to work hard, better (2) and more intelligently, it

cured // by taxation. Again, the willingness of the people

is impossible for any plan to succeed. A plan cannot suc-

comes in. How are the people to be taxed? Pollution in-

ceed on paper. A plan cannot / succeed simply by mak-

creases /// by over 2.5 per cent and this is not a good

ing commissions produce fine reports. A plan succeeds

sign. In order to keep the same standard of (5) living, what

in the field, in the factory. The Honourable Prime // Minis-

remedial measures have to be taken?
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(M)
Sir, my friends have talked about Master Plan and Delhi’s

become available as a result of the recent census; the

Master Plan has been objected to. We can have

population projection, the density pattern, the zonal

differences/ on the details of the Master Plan but one

regulation etc., (3) will be subjected to fresh look with a

thing I must say and I repeat that if Delhi has // been

view to evolving the most suitable and equitable pattern of

saved today it is because of the Master Plan, it is because

development consistent / with our views. The reappraisal

the land uses have been determined /// it is because we

does not mean large scale amendment of the Master

had decided that the town would expand in a certain way

Plan which has been prepared after // careful analysis of

that we did not find a (1) factory coming up next to

the relevant factors. Regularisation will mean that the Plan

Parliament House. In the Master Plan we did not find, for

will be made more comprehensive, more scientific and //

instance, somebody putting up / a mandir near the India

/ more compatible with our economic and social

Gate. The Master Plan is only a pattern of growth.

aspirations in keeping with the changing perspective.

Therefore, there is nothing wrong // with the Master Plan
as such. Master Plan should be there not only for Delhi
but as I said for /// everywhere. I might say that we have
decided to reappraise the Delhi Master Plan keeping in
view the changed circumstances (2) the experience so
far gained and the need to envisage a broad pattern of
development upto the year 2000. Moreover / the future of
Delhi’s development is to be conceived in the overall
context of National Capital Region, the broad plan // which
has already been prepared. While preparing the Master

So far as unauthorized colonies are (4) concerned, I might
say, in this context, that a very big number of these
colonies have been regularised. Regarding those /
unauthorised colonies which have not yet been regularised
but which are still to be looked into, a machinery has
been // set in motion to give a second look, but this can
be done only if we are in a position /// to assure that the
unauthorised constructions do not continue as they
continue now. Hence I propose to bring in this motion.
(5).

Plan, we will also take into account the data that /// has
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(N)
Nationalisation, which is of course a socialist policy has

a major change. Wide (3) ranging systems of guarantees

been pursued in India by the / ruling Congress party as

required by the banks before nationalisation for financing

its objective has been establishment of a socialistic

trade, small business, / minor repair industries, small

pattern of society // in India. For over two decades, control

farming and self-employed sectors have been maintaining

over the commanding heights of the economy was ///

a closer touch with // state governments in order to get

considered necessary. Particularly in a poor country

the best out of the monetary system for the good /// of

where it is extremely difficult to mobilise adequate (1)

the public without departing from sound principles of prudent

resources for development, it was necessary to reduce

financing.

inequalities between different regions and groups.
Consequently / the result was nationalisation of banking
industry in July 1969 as it is // a major and vital one. In
1969, fourteen major banks which held deposits ///
exceeding Rs.50 crore and in 1980, six more banks which
held deposits exceeding (2) Rs. 200 crore were
nationalised.

In lending against stocks (4) and commodities, the banks
are asked to be vigilant and ensure that allocation for
small / scale industrialists, workers, farmers and bank
employees is met. Nationalisation of banks has placed
thousands // of crores of rupees at the disposal of the
Government as additional resources. A substantial /// part
of this can be used to finance plan projects. The

The main objectives of the bank nationalisation have been

Government has made necessary (5) arrangements to

removal/ of control by a few, provision of adequate credit

develop the requisite banking infrastructure to make credit

for agriculture, small scale industries and // exports,

easily available for export purposes. / Many banks have

encouragement of new classes of entrepreneurs and giving

created exports cells, small-scale industry advisory

a professional bent to the bank /// management. After

panels and opportunities have been offered // to

nationalisation the credit policy of the bank has undergone

unemployed technical graduates.
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(O)
The global trade war has come to a welcome pause. On

giants will include a complete rollback of the tariffs im-

the sidelines of the G20 meeting over the weekend //, the

posed on each other / over the years. But the temporary

U.S. and Chinese Presidents, agreed to a 90-day truce.

trade truce should still offer some relief, as there have

The two countries will try to find an amicable /// solution

been apprehensions about the // U.S.-China trade battle

to the various problems plaguing bilateral trade relations,

bringing global economic growth to a grinding halt. Signs

such as disputes over intellectual property rights and Chi-

of a significant slowdown in the Chinese /// economy and

nese state support for domestic industries, through talks

concerns over the negative impact of the trade war on

over the next three months. Meanwhile, the U.S. will re-

American financial markets may have played a part in Mr.

frain from raising the tariff on / Chinese goods worth $200

Trump and Mr. Xi agreeing to the truce — probably a so-

billion from the current rate of 10% to 25% on January 1,

ber recognition of the fact that there are / no economic

2019, // as planned. In return, according to the White

winners in any trade war. During the upcoming negotia-

House, China will purchase agricultural and other goods

tions, the U.S. is likely to press hard on China’s // protec-

from the U.S. in /// order to reduce the trade imbalance

tionist policies aimed at favouring its domestic industries.

between the two countries. If talks fail, however, increased

But it is unlikely that China will yield to such pressure as

tariff rates are scheduled to come into force immediately.

/// that would require a shift in the country’s growth policy,

It is worth noting that Canada and Mexico arrived at a

which till now has emphasised the state’s role in the

compromise trade agreement with the / U.S. in October,

economy. In fact, the Chinese government’s promise to

replacing the decades-old North-American Free Trade

increase imports from the U.S. is a clear give away of the

Agreement. So these are signs that the global trade //

fact that / it still dominates the economy. Further, China

war that began earlier this year may be cooling down a

itself is bound to draw attention to the U.S.’s own protec-

little as 2018 draws to an end.

tionist policies. A // compromise that will allow both sides

What prompted /// the U.S. and China to arrive at an un-

to claim final victory in the battle would be /// the best

expected, temporary, compromise is unclear. It will be

outcome.

important to see if any compromise between the two trade
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(P)
In order to address farmers distress, the entire agricul-

All // India Kisan Sangharsh Coordination // Committee, it

tural chain needs a reboot.

reportedly had participation from 200-plus organisations,

Last week tens of thousands of farmers / reached Delhi

with farmers from /// 24 States.

for a two-day Kisan Mukti Morcha and held the country’s

With /// rural distress visible, elections for five State As-

attention. They sought a special 21-day // Parliament ses-

semblies under way, and the Lok Sabha election just about

sion to discuss the crisis in India’s agrarian economy.

(3) six months later, farmers’ issues are bound to further

Their key demands included an unqualified loan waiver to

dominate politics. Official data / released last Friday show

mitigate /// indebtedness levels in farm households and

that the agriculture / sector clocked a growth of just 3.8%

better remuneration for their produce instead of promises

in // the second quarter of this fiscal, compared to the

on / paper of high minimum support (1) prices. These broad

5.3% recorded in // the preceding quarter. /// To put that in

demands sum up the precarious livelihood of a majority of

perspective, farm sector output was growing strongly in

farmers who work on small, land holdings. / This is cer-

the first three quarters of /// 2016-17, before bursting in

tainly not the first distress call from the farm sector to

the aftermath of the demonetisation exercise. The latest

Parliament and policymakers; several such stirs have //

number suggests that the recovery seen in (4) the previ-

taken place across States over the past year alone. In

ous two quarters has dimmed too. The government has

March, when around 30,000 farmers / and tribals from

done U-turn on its responses to a parliamentary panel

Maharashtra walked /// for days to Mumbai, they drew

that farmers were hit hard by the note ban, / and sought to

appreciation for their restrained conduct compared to the

reassure farmers by reiterating its own initiatives for the

usually unruly protesters. And, they secured (2) visible

sector. The Opposition, in turn, is using the // farmer’s

assurances from Chief Minister of /// tangible action on

platform to take jibes at the BJP-led government at the

their demands over the next six months. Finding little

Centre and in many States. Unfortunately, neither has ///

movement on those / promises, many of those who had

focussed on the big picture strategy needed to reboot

marched to Mumbai joined the rally in Delhi, which / was

India’s hugely state-controlled farm sector. The Centre ex-

by far the biggest // such gathering. Encouraged by the

hibits an aversion (5) to inconvenient facts.
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(Q)
It will only be reasonable to argue that the foundations for

The disregard for planning and the general withdrawal of

India’s diversified economic base had been laid during the

the /// state from economic decision-making have had

/ planning years. The successes that India enjoys today

important consequences on Indian industry. India is today

in the information technology and knowledge-intensive

one of the largest markets (3) in the world for a wide range

sectors owe much to the // research and educational in-

of goods, whether passenger cars, mobile phones or food

stitutions that were built during the early decades. At the

products. Despite the emergence / of such a large do-

same time, however, planning did very little /// to remove

mestic market, the record of Indian manufacturing in ab-

the hurdles to the growth of agriculture and small-scale

sorbing the large labour reserves in the country // remains

industries. India’s record during the post-Independence

very great. The imports of machinery, transport equipment,

period (1) in implementing land reforms and ensuring pri-

electronic goods and all their components have been ris-

mary education for all has been rather unimpressive. As a

ing continuously in /// India from the 2000s onwards. This

result, the benefits from / state-led development have so

trend has not been reversed after the introduction of the

far reached only a minority of Indians.

‘Make in India’ initiative. (4)

India’s commitment towards development through plan-

Planning is not incompatible with markets and globalisation.

ning had begun // to diminish from the early 1990s itself

On the contrary, a developing country trying hard to stay

— much before the Planning Commission was formally

afloat amidst / the turbulence of a global economy re-

dismantled in 2014. After the introduction /// of economic

quires more, and not less, guidance through industrial

reforms in 1991, public investment, especially on agricul-

policies. The successes achieved by East // Asian coun-

ture and industry, has been on a decline in the country. (2)

tries such as South Korea in manufacturing are, to a great

Public Sector units have begun to be valued only for the

extent, the result of strategic planning over several /// de-

returns they bring as commercial entities. There has been

cades by their governments. China is gradually shifting its

little recognition / of the important role that Public Sector

economic base from low-wage industries, and is now

Units can play as creators of new technologies and knowl-

emerging as (5) a global leader, even ahead of the U.S., in

edge, particularly in fields // in which the private sector

several new technologies.

may have little interest or capabilities.
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(R)
The International Labour Organisation’s Global Wage

and lots about labour shortages — everywhere we go now,

Report has put into sharp relief one of the biggest drags

we hear about labour shortages — but where is the wage

on global economic / momentum: slowing wage growth.

reaction? (3) So it’s a bit of a puzzle”.

Global wage growth, adjusted for inflation, slowed to 1.8%
in 2017, from 2.4% // in 2016, it shows. Worryingly, this
is the lowest rate since 2008. Excluding China (given its
high population and rapid /// wage growth, the average
was even lower. Across a majority of geographies and
economic groupings, wage expansions were noticeably
warm (1) last year. In the advanced G20 countries the
pace eased to 0.4%, with the U.S. posting an unchanged
/ 0.7% growth and Europe (excluding Eastern Europe)
stalling at about zero. The emerging and developing economies in the // G20 were not spared a deceleration, with
the growth in wages slowing to 4.3%, from 4.9% /// in
2016. In the Asia and Pacific nations, where workers had
enjoyed the biggest real wage growth worldwide between
2006 (2) and 2017, it slid to 3.5% from the previous year’s
4.8%. The obvious impact of this / low pace has been on
global economic growth with consumption demand hurt
by restrained spending by wage-earners. Slow wage //
growth prompted U.S. Federal Reserve Chairman to ob-

The International Labour Organisation report observes that
the acceleration of economic growth / in high-income countries in 2017 was led mainly by higher investment spending rather than by private consumption. Extending // the
time horizon, it reveals that real wages almost tripled in
the developing and emerging countries of the G20 between
1999 /// and 2017, while in the advanced economies the
increase over the same period aggregated to a far lower
9%. (4) And yet, in many low and middle-income economies the average wage, in absolute terms, was so low it
was / still inadequate to cover the bare needs of workers.
The intensification of competition in the wake of
globalisation, accompanied by // a worldwide decline in
the bargaining power of workers has resulted in a
decoupling between wages and labour productivity. The //
/ fallout has been the weakening share of labour compensation in Gross Domestic Product across many countries
that the International Labour Organisation notes “remain
substantially below those of the early 1990s”.

serve in June that “in a world where we’re hearing lots ///
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(S)
In questioning the merits of retaining the death penalty,

In individual cases, // much of the conversation about the

Justice Joseph has re-ignited a debate that is important

maximum sentence that may be imposed usually revolves

and requires / serious thought. What he said cannot be

around the nature of the crime, /// its gravity and cruelty,

ignored, though the law laid down in Bachan Singh, up-

and the number of fatalities. In recent times, public out-

holding the validity of the // death penalty and laying down

rage on the need for deterrence, and the (3) clamour for a

guidelines for awarding death in ‘the rarest of rare’ cases’,

befitting punishment to render substantial justice have

still holds the field. Even /// the other two judges on the

dominated the discourse. Theories of punishment on

Bench have disagreed with Justice Joseph’s view that

whether it ought / to be punitive, retributive, reformative or

the time has come to review /// the death penalty, its

restorative are less relevant to the public imagination and

purpose and practice. But it is impossible to ignore the

the law enforcers when the // crime is grave and heinous.

ethical and practical dimensions of the (1) debate in a

There is a conflict between those /// who sense the dan-

world that is increasingly questioning the wisdom of capi-

ger of inconsistent application and those who believe in

tal punishment. Justice Joseph has underscored the ar-

fitting justice. This conflict can be resolved only if the de-

bitrary manner / in which it is awarded by different judges

bate is taken to a higher plane (4) a moral position that

and the way public discourse influences such decisions.

there shall be no death penalty in law, regardless of the

Concerns over judge-centric // variations have been raised

nature, circumstances and consequences of an / offence.

in the past. The Supreme Court itself spoke of the “ex-

The Supreme Court has covered considerable ground in

tremely uneven application” of the norms /// laid down in

limiting the scope, to the ‘rarest of rare cases’. Post-ap-

Bachan Singh. The Law Commission, in its Report in 2015,

peal // reviews and curative petitions are routinely admit-

said the constitutional regulation of capital punishment

ted. Review petitions are now heard in open court. The

(2) / attempted in that case has failed to prevent death

treatment of death row /// prisoners has been humanised.

sentences from being “arbitrarily and freakishly imposed”.

Let us hope that this will not lead to rise in crimes in the

Justice Joseph seems to / endorse the Commission’s

days ahead (5)

assertion that “there exists no principled method to remove such arbitrariness from capital sentencing”.
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(T)
The Ministry of Civil Aviation’s Draft Passenger Charter,

with /// their passenger unfriendliest move yet within days

unveiled with much fanfare in May and promising long-

of the news about the charter going into deep freeze break-

suffering Indian air / travellers some basic rights some-

ing — of charging (3) passengers for web check-ins. While

what on par with what their brethren enjoy in other, better

that move appears illogical — self-service check-ins save

regulated geographies, was quietly buried last // month,

airlines time, money and resources — the thinking ap-

with airline operators refusing to budge on most of the

pears / to be that passengers will be willing to cough up

issues.

the extra money rather than rushing to the airport to //

While there is no official word on this, /// media reports

check in.

indicated that the Ministry decided to “put on hold” the

This is likely to happen unless the regulator intervenes.

operationalisation of the draft charter, following strong

Currently, the government has said it is “reviewing” the ///

pushback (1) from stakeholders on almost all the pas-

matter. The check-in and boarding experience at most

senger-friendly moves suggested by the Ministry. With

Indian airports is already extremely alarming, with all air-

Assembly elections in full swing in / five States and with

lines now insisting that passengers (4) arrive at least 120

the general election to follow a few months later, the can

minutes ahead of time at airports located increasingly far-

has effectively been kicked down // the road, until such

ther away from city centres, and if most / now opt for a

time as the government which comes to power in 2019

counter check-in, that time may well double. Remember,

chooses to pick up the issue /// again.

time is money for passengers too, which is // why most

This appears highly unlikely, since almost all the reforms

choose to fly in the first place.

in the civil aviation sector have so far been focused (2) on

This is cynical and exploitative thinking on the part of the

expanding the sector and speeding up growth. While that

/// airlines concerned, but pretty much par for the course

objective has been achieved, with the Indian domestic

as far as the industry is concerned. Just last week, it (5)

aviation market / remaining by far the fastest-growing

was revealed that the British aviation regulator is looking

market in the world for the past few years, there have

into how airlines there were manipulating their seating rules

been a few // reform moves aimed at securing passen-

to intentionally / break up families travelling together, so

gers a better deal.

that they would pay extra to be seated together.

It is no coincidence that IndiGo and SpiceJet popped up
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(U)
There are two important takeaways from the deposition of

The second important aspect of Mr. Patel’s deposition

Reserve Bank of India Governor Urjit Patel before the Par-

was his spirited defence of /// the Reserve Bank of India’s

liamentary Standing / Committee on Finance on Tuesday.

autonomy. Though he was careful not to say anything that

First, the banking industry is over the hump on non-per-

would break the calm forged by (3) the Centre and the

forming assets, which peaked in // the quarter ending March

central bank at its last board meeting on November 19, he

2018 at 11.18% of advances. Both gross and net Non

made three forceful points: that / the Reserve Bank of

Performing Assets have /// registered a decline for two

India’s autonomy is important to protect depositors’ inter-

consecutive quarters — June and September 2018. Cru-

ests; monetary policy has to be the exclusive domain of /

cially, there has been a sharp fall in slippages (1) from

/ the Reserve Bank of India; and its reserves are central to

7.3% in March 2018 to 3.87% in September. This is cer-

maintaining its good rating. These statements are prob-

tainly good / news as it indicates that the skeletons are

ably aimed at /// nipping in the bud any attempts to change

mostly out of the cupboard now. Of course, there is still

the governance structure of the central bank. After the last

the // onerous task of resolving the bad loans stock, which

board meeting, (4) there have been reports that the Centre

is at a little over Rs.10 lakh crore now. Profitability /// of

is planning to push for board committees to be set up to

banks will continue to remain under stress as they provide

“assist” / the Reserve Bank of India in the discharge of its

for the bad loans in their books and or (2) take hair-cuts on

work. Monetary policy is anyway the preserve of the Mon-

recoveries through the insolvency process. Meanwhile,

etary Policy Committee created // two years ago under

banks will also have to be wary of their small / loans port-

the Reserve Bank of India Act, but there are other equally

folio, especially those made under the Pradhan Mantri

important functions which the Centre may /// be attempt-

Mudra Yojana, which already add up to Rs.6.77 // lakh

ing to control through the board. The issue of autonomy is

crore. These will need close monitoring.

clearly the gorilla in the room and driving (5) it out is not
going to be an easy task.
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(V)
The saying, ‘all is well that ends well’, appears to be most

Bank of India Governor in 1957 on an issue on which he

appropriate in the case of the recent spat / between the

differed from the (3) government, Jawaharlal Nehru wrote

Reserve Bank of India and the government. However, the

to him: “You have laid stress on the autonomy of the Re-

agreement arrived at could as well have been settled be-

serve Bank. Certainly it is / autonomous, but is also sub-

fore \\ things went public. Even though the agreement

ject to the Central Government’s directions... Monetary

itself has raised certain fresh questions, by and large it is

policies must necessarily depend upon the larger policies

a satisfactory /// one. Without going into the merits of the

which // a government pursues. It is in the ambit of those

issues raised, two important questions have arisen, which

larger policies that the Reserve Bank can advise.”

relate to the relationship (1) between the Reserve Bank of

The tone /// of the letter was harsh. Similarly, some years

India and the government and between the Reserve Bank

later when another Governor, raised the issue of ad hoc

of India management and its board. Even if / one cannot

Treasury Bills, (4) Finance Minister Krishnamachari said:

come to definitive conclusions, it is important to note the

“What to my mind is necessary is to ensure that Govern-

ramifications of the issues raised.

ment policy is formulated in this / respect after very full

Section 7 of // the Reserve Bank of India Act, in a sense,

discussion with the Reserve Bank and that the latter is

sets out the relationship between the government and the

kept informed from time to time // of any changes that

Reserve Bank of India. /// This section gives the govern-

Government feel called upon to make before they are

ment the right to issue directions to the Reserve Bank of

made.”

India in public interest. Strangely, the (2) framers of the

These episodes effectively set the tone /// and nature of

Act seemed to have had in mind frequent use of the sec-

the relationship between the government and the Reserve

tion as it says: “The central / government may from time

Bank of India. In one more instance, the Reserve Bank of

to time give such directions....” Leaving that aside, it is a

India (5), in 1985, decided to allow banks the freedom to

fact that the government // had not issued such directions.

fix the interest rate on term deposits up to maturity of one

But it does not mean that the government did not have its

year.

way. When Benegal /// Rama Rau resigned as Reserve
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(W)
With a sixth World Championship Gold. Kom affirms her

eight years, was the toughest of them all. It has come at

place as one of the greatest boxers

a time when the competition has risen manifold /// follow-

She enhanced her already legendary / status when she
defeated Ukraine’s number one in the 48 kg segment of
the Women’s World Boxing Championship in Delhi // on
Saturday. It was her sixth gold across World Champion-

ing the inclusion of women’s boxing as an event in the
Olympics in 2012. Kom, who got past other strong (3)
opponents before clinching the bout, also had to bear the
additional pressure of the expectations of home crowds.

ships, drawing her level with, the Cuban great. Kom has

In the \ event, the victory has fuelled further expectations

always /// defied the odds. She has busted gender ste-

from this late-career burst. Kom will switch to the 51 kg

reotypes, and overcome the odds posed by the lack of

weight \\ class in the pursuit of a medal at the 2020 Tokyo

resources and poor (1) infrastructure that hold back so

Olympics. As a Rajya Sabha member of Parliament and /

much athletic talent in India. In doing so, she firmed up

// idol for many upcoming women boxers, she has a full

Manipur’s place on India’s / talent map, brought India on

schedule, and will be aware that it will take all (4) she has

the world boxing landscape, and reinforced women’s sport

to fight with younger and stronger rivals in a higher weight

by winning consistently with exceptional determination

category. Hailed as ‘Magnificent Mary’ by the / Interna-

and // grace. Kom, who is now 35 and a mother of three,

tional Boxing Association, which has chosen her as its

has had a good 2018, winning her maiden Commonwealth

representative in the International Olympic Committee ath-

/// Games gold medal earlier this year. She extended

letes’ forum, Kom has been // an inspiration globally. Her

that form in Delhi and cemented her place in the history

rise from a humble background to be an international role

of (2) the World Championships with an overall haul of

model has inspired a book and a /// Hindi movie describ-

seven medals, including a silver on debut in 2001. A bronze

ing her life. The India coach, sums up Kom’s legend with

medallist / at the 2012 London Olympics, Kom said that

these words, “Mary in boxing is like (5) Maradona in foot-

the latest of her six world titles, secured after a gap of //

ball.”
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(X)
The extent of damage caused by Cyclone Gaja is much

clone has crippled agriculture and livelihoods in a fertile

worse than what was believed earlier.

region, felling thousands of productive trees and // killing

It is now becoming clear / that Cyclone Gaja is a major

livestock. Between 60% and 80% of the coconut trees in

disaster, and its economic impact in Tamil Nadu is com-

the region have fallen, hindering /// Tamil Nadu’s farmers,

parable to that of the // tsunami of 2004. The devastation

who contribute a quarter of India’s coconuts with the high-

suffered by tens of thousands of people in several dis-

est unit yield. Unlike paddy or many other (3) crops, bringing

tricts of the /// State has been severe, going well beyond

coconut plantations back to life will take years.

the annual storm season losses. In the initial days after

The top priority for the Tamil Nadu government should be /

November 16, when the (1) cyclone struck, the State

to restore administrative systems and service delivery in

heaved a sigh of relief since the death toll was relatively

the affected areas. Only with physical access, electricity

low. But it is now / clear that the suffering, the loss, and

connections and public health // facilities can effective re-

the displacement in large parts of several districts is of an

lief work be undertaken. Solar power can get public facili-

enormous magnitude. // Communities in the affected ar-

ties running overnight. It is equally important to /// assure

eas are deeply agitated as houses have collapsed, farms

the large number of stricken farmers that there will be a

lie ruined, water sources are contaminated and /// elec-

moratorium on any agricultural loans that they have (4)

tricity supply remains disrupted. Many areas remain in-

taken, while a fair compensation scheme is prepared.

accessible because fallen trees have blocked roads. In

Many of them have invested in trees and livestock expect-

its report to the Centre, (2) the Tamil Nadu government

ing long-term (5) returns, but have been rendered paupers

has estimated the number of people rendered homeless

overnight.

at 3.7 lakh, and houses destroyed at / 3.4 lakh. The cy-
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(Y)
Fall in oil prices gives the rupee and the Indian economy

supply as the /// U.S. has softened its stance against Iran

a much-needed boost.

and turned into the largest crude oil producer in the world

After falling consistently against the / U.S. dollar for most
of this year, the rupee has managed to gain some ground
over the last few // weeks. It has gained almost 5% from
its lowest levels reached in October. The fortunes of the

with (3) the boom in shale production. Worries about a
drop in global demand due to faltering growth in major
economies like / China may have also contributed to the
fall in prices.

rupee, /// which even after the recent appreciation is down

The fall in global crude oil prices comes as a // big relief to

about 11% since the beginning of the year, have been (1)

the Central government, which has faced increasing mac-

tightly linked to the price of crude oil in the global mar-

roeconomic and political pressure due to rising prices. A

kets. This is no surprise since imported oil meets / about

drop /// of $10 in the price of oil can improve India’s current

80% of India’s total demand. The value of the rupee tanked

account and fiscal deficits by 0.5% (4) and 0.1% of Gross

amid the uptrend in oil prices // this year which lasted till

Domestic Product, respectively. The ruling party may be

early October. Since then, the rupee has gained against

pleased with falling oil prices in / the run-up to the general

the dollar with the fall in /// global crude prices. Crude has

elections next year. Fuel prices across major Indian cities

dropped by a massive 30% since early October, when a

have fallen significantly in the last // few weeks. The Re-

barrel cost around (2) $86, to around $60 today. This sharp

serve Bank of India will be relieved as it will have to worry

fall has been the result of a dramatic change in mood / in

less about the rupee /// and oil-induced inflation. Foreign

the oil market. Investors until a few weeks ago were wor-

investors, who have been net sellers this year, have turned

ried about the lack of sufficient supply in the // market

net buyers this month. This (5) points to an increase in

due to disruptions in arrivals from major producers. Now,

investor confidence in the economy as the fundamentals

however, the markets are worried about possible over-

improve.
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(Z)
Movement on the Kartarpur proposal is timely and poten-

Sharda Peeth in the Neelum Valley in Pakistan-occupied

tially game-changing.

Kashmir;

The announcement by India and Pakistan of plans to /

Much will depend on how /// quickly India and Pakistan

operationalise a visa-free corridor between Indian Punjab

act on their commitment, once President Ram Nath Kovind

and Pakistan’s Punjab heeds a longstanding plea of Sikh

lays the foundation stone at the corridor’s (3) India end on

pilgrims. That demand // had gathered pace in 1995, when

November 26, and Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan

Pakistan renovated the Kartarpur gurdwara, situated on

does so at the other end on November 28. / Even more

the site on the bank of the /// Ravi where the founder of

will depend on how the two governments manage their

Sikhism, Guru Nanak, spent his last 18 years. Leaders

relationship in a way that avoids making pilgrims a // pawn

from both sides, including Prime Ministers (1) Atal Bihari

in bilateral tensions. Going forward, it is important that

Vajpayee and Benazir Bhutto, had pushed for it. In their

issues related to the corridor are managed in a non-politi-

effort to facilitate travel by Sikhs to important / shrines on

cal /// manner and details left to diplomats and officials to

both sides of the border, they were also alert to the poten-

sort out — for instance, the issue of Indian consular ac-

tial of such a move to heal // ties amongst their people,

cess to (4) pilgrims, which flared up on Friday. Given the

and promote dialogue between the two governments. Given

bilateral freeze, the Kartarpur project will compel India and

its easy logistics, the 4-km-long Kartarpur /// corridor is a

Pakistan to engage / in a positive and purposeful manner,

low-hanging fruit as a meaningful confidence-building mea-

at a time when few other avenues for engagement exist. It

sure. The announcement now is particularly timely, with

is a reminder // that dialogue and search for areas of ac-

the (2) 550th birth anniversary of Guru Nanak falling in

cord are the only way forward for both countries. The need

November 2019. The initiative can also become a guide

of the /// hour is to put an end to the hostilities that con-

for cross-border / exchanges based on faith, which could

tinue to exist between the neighbouring countries of India

provide a balm for many communities such as Kashmiri

and (5) Pakistan.

Pandits, who have long asked // for access to visit the
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(A-1)
What about the unfairness to women who did not know

the complaint. Please tell me /// Amma, is there a differ-

how to deal with this, who were afraid to tell / their par-

ent Indian Penal Code for the poor and the rich?” This

ents, who felt intimidated, who may have even abandoned

question underscores how the gendered (3) unfairness is

their ambition to stay in a “safe” place? Many men // from

layered by the class-caste factor.

age 100 downwards to 18 or so think it is their entitle-

While sexual harassment is an aspect of male power, the

ment. They think the girl is an object /// that had no right

harassers can / come in different hues. The harassed too

to protest and must remain mute. This entrenched notion

come in different hues, the woman labourer at a construc-

of entitlement must go. Respect to women (1) must per-

tion site is not // in the same position and does not have

vade all actions, thoughts and speech.

the same tools as some of the women who have raised

As students of law, we read that consent in a contract is

their /// voices recently. Does she even know she can

vitiated / and not free if it is given out of undue influence.

complain? What is the remedy? The legal process moves

The law has not changed. Undue influence is when // one

slowly and it (4) may be a long wait. Moreover, even if the

party is dominant, and can exert pressure on the other,

charge is true, the woman may not be able to produce /

use his power by virtue of his position. Now /// examine

sufficient evidence to prove it, and the court will then have

the cases where the named and shamed party has pleaded

to acquit him. Even a gender-sensitive judge cannot //

it was all by consent and decide for yourself.

convict without evidence.

At a (2) public hearing of workers belonging to the

We have to think out of the box and devise some innova-

unorganised sector, a woman asked, “When something

tive method. Two ideas I have /// one, creators of every

gets lost in the house where / I work, the employer gives a

kind in the movie and television industry should refuse to

complaint and immediately the policemen come, and treat

work with a known harasser. A (5) young group of gaana

us like dirt. When we give // a complaint that the employer

singers said they do not sing songs that offend a woman’s

has misbehaved with us, the police does not even receive

dignity.
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(A-2)
“Take care of Omi,” is what my daughter tells me each

(his daily dose of Vitamin D), the good sense to skip the /

day as she leaves for school. Omi is pet, / and is, accord-

// day’s lone meal when his stomach does not feel so

ing to her, the fourth member of our small family. It was

well, the medicine he administers to himself (a few blades

after much coaxing and begging by // her that my hus-

(3) of grass he chews and then throws up), the warm wel-

band bought her a pet.

come he gives us when we are back after an / outing, that

Omi came to our family as a three-month old puppy and /
// is now four. For the first couple of months, we had him
inside our home. It was a back-breaking (1) job to discover and clean up the little pools of urine in any part of
the house he fancied, every / hour or so. Irritated at discovering yet another puddle, I yelled at it: “Go and fetch

seems to say “I missed you” and makes us feel so special, the unconditional love even after we // have admonished him for some naughty act the silent company he
gives us whenever we are in a mood to /// quietly sit and
contemplate and his joyful antics when he is in a happy,
playful mood, never cease to cheer (4) us.

the cloth.” And, to // our amazement, the little thing went

All of that makes us wonder why families buy pets when

to the spot where I kept the waste cloth and brought it to

they do not have even an hour to / spare for the company

me, /// wagging his tail. Thus began our love affair with our

of these poor loving creatures. And more annoying is to

doggy!

see them locked up in kennels // all day, which some-

Many things Omi does makes us wonder where (2) and

times lack the space for them to move around.

from whom the creatures of the animal kingdom have learnt

Children must be taught early to be kind /// to animals,

the many wise secrets that humans lack.

even strays. It is common to see kids pelting stones at

The flexes and / stretches he does umpteen times a day
(no yoga teacher here), the perfect spot where he sits to

stray dogs and cats though these do (5) not come in their
path.

absorb the // gentle rays of the sun in the early mornings
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(A-3)
The world as we know it is changing so fast and so much.

There are several examples of the kinds /// of impact tech-

Global mega-trends only reinforce this fact. / The Internet

nology and biotechnology can make on healthcare. The

has taken over our lives, smartphone penetration is grow-

use of artificial intelligence can strongly support clinical

ing rapidly. There are dramatic lifestyle and behavioural

diagnosis with evidence-based guidance, and also (3) pre-

changes occurring // every day, with strong implications

vent disease. From the virtual reality of 3D-printing, we

for the future of our planet and its inhabitants.

are now moving towards augmented reality, by which, for
example, / every piece of node in a malignant tumour can

Healthcare is no stranger to change -- /// in fact, transforbe completely removed, thereby eliminating the risk of
mations in human life have happened in healthcare. Time’s
the cancer spreading // to any other part of the body. Biocover three years ago showed the picture of a (1) child
technology, cell biology and genetics are opening up whole
with the headline, “This baby could live to be 142 years
new understanding of human /// life and disease, and have
old”. That is the extent of the breakthrough / in longevity
made personalised medicine a way of life.
that modern medicine has been able to achieve.
Healthcare in India too has been transformed over the last

So, the outlook is clear: those in healthcare (4) who wish

three // decades, and as members of this industry, we

for status quo and for the comfort of the familiar run the

can be proud of how far we have come in terms of ///

risk of becoming irrelevant. And that / goes for countries

improved indices on life expectancy, infant mortality, ma-

too. India needs to rapidly adapt to, embrace and drive

ternal deaths and quality of outcomes.

change if it wishes to stay relevant // in the global
healthcare order.

But we cannot rest on these achievements (2) now, because the pace of change is still scorching, and is funda-

India’s change imperative has become even more pro-

mentally altering disease patterns, patient risk profiles

nounced with the launch of the National Health /// Protec-

and their / expectations. Information technology and bio-

tion Mission. This major shift in approach to public health

technology are twin engines, with immense potential to

addresses the healthcare needs of over 500 million Indi-

transform the mechanics of care delivery, the outcomes /

ans in (5) the first stage through what is probably the

/ we can achieve and, above all, the lives we can touch

world’s largest public health-for-all insurance scheme.

and save.
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(A-4)
The vast scale of the programme requires reimagining an

The prescription // is clear. We need to achieve a balance

innovative model which will transform healthcare delivery

between staying at the cutting edge of clinical protocols,

in the country. By / leapfrogging through smart adoption of

technology and innovation /// and continue to deliver world-

technology and using emerging platforms such as

class care, while finding increasingly efficient ways of op-

Blockchain, significant improvements are possible in

erating to continuously lower the cost of care (3) and bring

healthcare // operations and costs.

it within the reach of those who cannot afford it. This is a

The private health sector is committed to support this

difficult balance to achieve, but / not impossible. And when

programme, and ensure its success, because we are ///

accomplished, India would have found an answer that can

beneficiaries of society’s social licence to operate, and it

be an example for the rest of // the world to emulate.

is our responsibility to make sure this programme reaches

With clarity and focus, we can create a blueprint for the

the most (1) vulnerable and the under-privileged, for whom

legacy we wish to build /// and set the trajectory for Indian

it is intended. At the same time, we have a solemn re-

healthcare for the next several decades. The decisions

sponsibility to ensure / that the sector is sustainable in

we make today are decisions we (4) make for our chil-

the long term. For India to grow, healthcare as an engine

dren, a future we will create for them. Will / they lead

of the economy /// needs to flourish. And the private sec-

healthier lives than we do? Will / they approve of our

tor, which has contributed over 80% of the bed additions in

choices and actions? Are we building an inclusive and

the /// last decade, needs to earn healthy rates of return

sustainable world for them? We have it // in our hands to

on investment to continue capital investment in infrastruc-

shape the winds of change we face today into the aero-

ture, technology upgrades, and (2) to have the ability to

dynamics that will definitively propel /// our collective des-

acquire top clinical talent, which can lead to differentiated

tinies forward. Needless to say, our children are destined

outcomes. In our quest to achieve / low-cost healthcare,

to live longer and healthier lives in the days (5) to come.

we must not inhibit our potential for growth, nor isolate
ourselves from exciting global developments.
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(A-5)
Earlier this year, it was revealed that India is facing legal

could apply its more /// restrictive patent and customs

claims from international investors in as many as 23 /

laws to goods in transit through its territory.

arbitration cases, before various tribunals. These claims,

Clearly, while global problems cannot be solved without

worth billions of dollars, arise out of bilateral investment

(3) nation-states, nation-states cannot solve their prob-

treaties between India and // other states. One striking

lems on their own. India’s battle to preserve affordable

feature of such treaties is that they allow international in-

access to medicines is / part of a larger struggle, where

vestors to initiate a dispute directly in /// an international

participation in the global intellectual property regime has

tribunal, bypassing the state’s own constitutional system

severely constrained the ability of countries // to respond

and its courts. Often, the disputes revolve around mea-

to public health crises. Whatever a country’s Constitution

sures that were (1) triggered by public health emergen-

may say about the right to life and the right /// to health for

cies, economic crises or other matters directly involving

its citizens, it will still be dragged before an international

public welfare - which would therefore be permissible un-

tribunal if it attempts to forestall or (4) mitigate a public

der / the Constitution, but which a corporation believes

health crisis by lifting patent restrictions upon, for example,

have negatively impacted its financial interests.

a life-saving drug. The point is not / only about who finally

This reveals an important truth about the // contemporary,

succeeds in litigation — rather, it is that the final decision

globalised world: issues that were earlier resolved within a

is taken by a set of // individuals who are beyond the

sovereign state in accordance with its constitutional sys-

structures of accountability that are established in demo-

tem have now /// acquired a transnational character. There

cratic and constitutional states.

are other contemporary examples: because of its attempts

As pointed out above, /// the transnational character of

to make essential medicines affordable through amend-

these issues suggests that the response cannot succeed

ments (2) to its Patent Act, India has come under pres-

if it is unilateral. In the latest version (5) of the model bilat-

sure from the U.S. and the European Union while finding

eral investment treaty drafted by India, for example, the

support / and emulation in countries like South Africa and

scope of investor-state dispute settlement by international

Thailand. Indeed, in 2011, the European Union seized ship-

tribunals has been curtailed.

ments of life-saving // Indian drugs that were being transported to Africa and Latin America, on the basis that it
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(A-6)
The scheme largely defeats the purpose it is supposed to

Ms. Devi, during and before her second pregnancy, was

serve: according to a recent analysis, it excludes more

working in someone else’s field where she was paid in

than / half of all pregnancies because first-order births

kind. /// This time, as she was in pain, she was unable to

account for only 43% of all births in India. In // our sample,

work for wages during her pregnancy. This reduced the (3)

less than half of the women met the Pradhan Mantri Matru

family’s income, already strained by the last delivery’s

Vandana Yojana eligibility criteria. Among those who ///

debts when they had to spend more than Rs.12,000 by

were eligible, a little over half had applied for maternity

borrowing / and selling assets. Ms. Devi said that if she

benefits.

had received maternity benefits under the Pradhan Mantri

The application process is cumbersome and exclusionary: a separate (1) form has to be filled, signed and submitted for each of the three instalments, along with a copy
of the / applicant’s mother-child protection card, her
Aadhaar card, her husband’s Aadhaar card, and the details of a bank account linked // to her Aadhaar number.
The compulsory linking of the applicant’s bank account
with Aadhaar often causes problems. Further, the ///
Pradhan Mantri Matru Vandana Yojana provides little assistance to women who lose their baby, because the successive payments are made only (2) if the corresponding
conditionalities are met.

Matru Vandana Yojana, // she could have used the money
to take care of her health and eat nutritious food as advised by the /// doctor. Like her, 42% of respondents in the
sub-sample of women who were working for wages before
(4) pregnancy with an average wage of Rs.126 per day of
work could not work during their pregnancy and earned /
zero wages. In our sample, on average, respondents spent
Rs.8,272 on their deliveries alone. Half of the respondents
who // had spent money during delivery or pregnancy said
that they had to borrow money to meet the expenses. It
was /// also common for the families of the respondents to
sell assets or migrate to cover these costs. The Pradhan
Mantri (5) Matru Vandana Yojana could help protect poor

The worst form of hardship reported by pregnant women in

families from these financial contingencies.

our sample, among those / related to lack of funds, was
the inability to improve their nutritional intake or even to
eat properly during pregnancy. //
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(A-7)
It is 15 days since Cyclone Gaja made landfall in south-

The numbers tell the tale: in a post-disaster situation, a

ern Tamil Nadu, wreaking havoc in six districts of the /

readily recovering /// health system is indispensable.

State. At least 3,000 public health personnel still remain
on the ground, organising medical camps, chlorinating
water sources, looking out // for mosquito breeding sources

For public health officials, providing access to safe drinking water, food and sanitation are the formula; (3) any lacuna could increase the risk of health hazards.

and, more importantly, maintaining sanitation in affected
The Director of Public and Preventive Medicine says “Postareas.

cyclone, public health / measures are targeted towards

The Director of Public and Preventive Medicine, Govern-

providing medical care, prevention and control of infec-

ment /// of Tamil Nadu, leaves nothing to chance. He be-

tious diseases, providing safe drinking water, sanitation in

lieves that in the event of any disaster, public health is

temporary // shelters and mosquito/fly control activities.

crucial (1).

Teams are chlorinating water sources and removing po-

Disasters create a significant impact on the lives and health
of people. Hence, disease surveillance becomes important. The World Health / Organisation says that every year,
natural disasters claim around 90,000 lives and affect close

tential mosquito breeding sources in the affected /// areas.”
A team of 289 doctors and 245 nurses from the State
Health Department continue to be on the field (4).

to 160 million people worldwide. // In their aftermath, there

Experts say sanitation should not take a back seat. For

have been instances of disease outbreaks.

example, a community or marriage hall turns into a home

World Health Organisation wants the focus of health emergency and /// disaster risk management to be broadened
“ from that of response and recovery to a more proactive
approach which emphasises prevention (2) and mitigation, and the development of community and country capacities to provide timely and effective response and re-

/ for several of those who have been affected for at least 15
days till restoration works are complete.
The commonest // diseases in a post-flood situation, for
example, include cholera, typhoid, jaundice and leptospirosis. There is also a likelihood /// of an outbreak of dengue
and malaria.
Children, are likely to develop measles, as was seen dur-

covery.”

ing the tsunami in Tamil Nadu. (5) “This is primarily due to
After Gaja / swept across the delta regions of Tamil Nadu,
overcrowding in relief centres. So, vaccination against
over 6 lakh people were screened in 10,000 medical camps

measles should be given.”

— both static // and mobile — in the six affected districts.
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(A-8)

As this year has been full of elections, we have not been

Campaign finance should be // available through transpar-

able to devote time to go through them / and finalise our

ent means. The ruling party will of course always have an

suggestions to the Union Law Ministry. It seems my suc-

edge, because everyone feels that the ruling /// party can

cessor Chief Election Commissioner may also not find //

help them in some way and so, they contribute.

time due to the Lok Sabha elections.
One important electoral reform relates to money in which
if a ceiling on // political party expenditure is brought in, it
will improve the expenditure and campaign finance regime.
It should be more transparent /// with a level-playing field.
As being reported in the media, only the ruling party is
getting everything… almost 90%. (1)
For democracy to survive and thrive, not only a very effective ruling party is required, but an equally effective Opposition. / So we should have something in place which regulates these things in a manner that is more conducive to
democratic // processes.

It can also be for personal reasons, if they (3) subscribe to
the same philosophy and thinking.
An honourable court of the U.S.A. has already said that
corporates / express themselves through political donations; it is covered under the fundamental right to freedom
of expression. So, with that view, // they can express themselves by giving anything to anyone.
The Commission, from the very beginning, started adopting technology, such as /// the ARO Net, through which all
the 4,120 assistant returning officers across the country
are connected. Then there is use (4) of Electronic Voting
Machines and one-way electronic voting. The Research

The second important reforms pertain to the media, in-

and Development project for two-way electronic voting is /

cluding social media. Fake news affects voting behaviour

under way. Vigil, mobile application launched recently by

in a big way /// and right now, the only mechanism is

the Election Commission for public to share audio-visual

Section 126 and Election Commission instructions on paid

proof of election //related malpractice when the Model Code

news. We have to bring (2) in a robust mechanism for

of Conduct is in place, is a very potent initiative in terms of

conduct on social media platforms, which we are working

empowering /// voters. We received about 4,000 in Madhya

on. We have already interacted with / organisations like

Pradesh itself. About 60% of the total complaints were

Google and WhatsApp. The Election Commission will take

verified to (5) be correct and action taken.

a call on all those discussions.
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Secretarial Practice - Online tasks and Soft skills

Exercise 2.4.61

Fill up various online forms using internet
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• book tickets to Bus, Train, Flight and Hotel online
• make payment online using net banking/Credit card/Debit card/Wallet payment, etc.
TASK 1: Book bus ticket
1 Open browser and select online booking portal.

4 New Window appears with Bus details (Fig 2)

2 Enter from ....To... and Date .... No. of seats .... etc.

5 View availability and select seats (Fig 3)

3 Click search (Fig 1)

6 Click proceed

Fig 1

Fig 2
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Fig 3

7 Fill payment details and click Pay
8 Select payment option (online payment)

9 Ticket is booked and confirmation message is received
in your e-mail /cell phone.

TASK 2: Book Train Ticket
1 Open irctc web site

3 Fill the details - from…to….Date....... etc.

2 Window opens asking for login details (Fig.4)

4 Click find trains

Fig 4
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5 List of trains displayed on the screen (Fig.5)
Fig 5

6 Check availability as per your requirement

10 Booked ticket displayed on your screen (Fig.6)

7 Fill passenger details as required

11 Confirmation message is received in your e-mail /Cell
phone.

8 Click book ticket
9 On confirmation proceed for online payment(Credit
card/Debit card, Net banking etc.)
Fig 6
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TASK 3: Book Flight ticket
1 Open the browser and open your preferred flight booking site (Fig.7)

5 Select payment option (Net banking/ Credit card/Debit
card/Wallet payment

2 Fill details in the blank space provided

6 Booked ticket details displayed on your window screen

3 Check availability as per your requirement

7 Confirmation message also sent to your email id/cell
phone.

4 Confirm and proceed for payment
Fig 7

TASK 4: Book hotel accommodation online. (Fig 8)
Fig 8
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1 Select your preferred hotel (Fig 9)

6 Booking details displayed on your window screen

2 Fill the details asked for

7 Confirmation message is sent to your email/cell

3 Check availability as per your requirement
4 Confirm booking
5 Proceed for advance payment if required
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Travel, Tourism & Hospitality
Secretarial Practice - Online tasks and Soft skills

Exercise 2.4.62

Create Record / Performance sheet applying MS Excel
Objectives: At the end of this exercise you shall be able to
• create a record sheet in MS-Excel
• apply excel formulas.
TASK 1: Create a record sheet in MS Excel and apply Sum, Average & Percentage formulas
Fig 1

2 Calculate the total marks of the first student in all subjects using SUM formula. (Fig.1)

a Click the cell in which the result should be displayed
that is, G5

=SUM(B5:F5) in the cell G5 and press enter the result
will be displayed in G5 (Fig.2)

b Type = to begin the formula (Formula =SUM(B5:F5)

3 Enter a formula with cell reference

4 The result of the first student is displayed (Fig.2)
5 Repeat the steps till you get the results of all students.
(Fig. 3)

Fig 2
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Fig 3

To calculate the average

2 Type the formula =G5/5 (Fig.4)

1 Click the cell that will hold the average for the first
student(in this case H5)
Fig 4

The result is displayed in the selected cell (Fig.5)

216

Repeat the steps till you get the results of all students.
(Fig.6)
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Fig 5

Fig 6
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TASK 2: Create a Record/performance sheet of your section applying in MS-excel formulas as per the model given in
(Fig 7,8,9)
Fig 7

a) Enter data for 20 trainees

Find percentage of each trainee (Fig 8)

b) Find total marks obtained for each trainee

The result is displayed in (Fig 9)

Fig 8
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Fig 9

Repeat the steps till you get the results of all the
trainees.

TASK -3
Instructor may assign similar exercises to the trainees
applying different formulas in MS-Excel program.
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